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Moved by Shakespeare: ‘natural’ tempos, movement and physical expression on
the ballet, opera and other storied musical stages
Adeline Chevrier-Bosseau1, Nancy Isenberg2
1
Université Clermont Auvergne, France; 2Roma Tre University, Italy
achevrier.bosseau@gmail.com; nancyisenberg@gmail.com
This seminar proposes to reflect on the notion of ‘natural’ tempos, movement and physical expression in the adaptation
of Shakespeare’s works for the ballet, opera and other storied musical stages. We will be looking into opera, theatre and
other types of dramatic performance mainly from the perspective of physical movement on stage and the physicality of
the performance, and how the physical component interplays with the musical elements, the sets, lighting, etc…. We also
invite scholars to reflect on whether there is a ‘natural’ cross-influencing of ballet, opera and other storied musical stages
about arranging characters on stage, body language and gesture.
Possible topics for this seminar include:
- ‘Naturally Shakespearean’ movement/tempos: Are there types of movement, forms of dance (ballet, contemporary
dance, contemporary ballet, Broadway jazz in musicals, hip-hop,…), musical and physical tempos, that could be ‘naturally’
congenial to Shakespeare’s works? To what extent can we consider certain forms of physical expression organic, natural, to
Shakespeare’s characters, plots, and the rhythm and inflections of his words? Falstaff, Macbeth, or Romeo will not move on
stage the same way, so how are movement and physical expression thought about when staging an opera for example?
- Nature and gender: what is the ‘natural’ gender of spirits, creatures like Ariel or Puck? What is their natural movement?
More generally, how is gender ‘naturally’ danced on ballet stages? Since ballet training is highly gendered, how do some
choreographers manage to challenge traditional balletic gendering when tackling Shakespearean elements such as crossdressing, female roles played by men, shrewish characters and spirits/fairies? What about forms of dance other than ballet?
What about opera? How are alternate genderings treated on opera stages in terms of physical expression?
- Nature on stage: how is nature depicted on the ballet and opera stages? How does a natural setting (the forest of Arden,
the world of the fairies in A Midsummer Night’s Dream, …) interact with ‘natural’ (and ‘unnatural’) movement onstage?
Keywords: dance, opera, movement, physicality, nature, gender
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He, She, and He Being She Being He: Shifting Genders in Shakespearean Noh
and Kabuki
Patricia Beaman
Wesleyan University, United States of America; pb42@nyu.edu
My paper repositions Shakespeare outside of a European framework and expands my ongoing inquiry into how avantgarde Japanese directors have used Japanese dance forms as a pivotal dramatic device. Yukio Ninagawa and Satoshi
Miyagi have each brought fascinating insight to Shakespeare’s works by using dance as an integral, dramatic force which
propels the action, heightens the emotion, and accentuates dramatic elements inherent in Shakespeare’s art. Because
noh and kabuki are traditionally all-male forms, Ninagawa and Miyagi have also played with subverting gender roles.
Starring in Ninagawa Twelfth Night (2005) is renowned kabuki performer, Onoe Kikunosuke V, who is known for his role
as an onnagata—a male actor specializing in female roles. Kikunosuke plays three characters: Viola; her twin brother
Sebastian; and Cesario--a male character played by Viola in travesty. In this dizzying gambol of gender swapping—the
most extreme being a man playing a woman playing a man—Kikunosuke and Ninagawa enhance the drama by playing
between feminine and masculine dance movements and gestures, music, vocalization, and especially the kabuki custom
of hayagawari--split-second costume changes that happen in full view of an audience. In Miyagi’s Mugen Noh Othello
(2018), the tragedy is told from the perspective of Othello’s ill-fated wife Desdemona, who returns as a ghost after her
murder. Desdemona is played by Mikari, a female actor who also assays the part of Othello. The denouement of this twospirited gendering results in Desdemona strangling her own self while wearing a man’s studded glove.

Expressing Tragedy through Dance: Romeo and Juliet
Julia Bührle
Independent Scholar, Germany; juliabuhrle@yahoo.de
In 2014, a headline of the New York Times affirmed that “Shakespeare’s plays are a natural fit with dance”. The reformer
Jean-Georges Noverre declared in 1760 that “the most appropriate genre for danced expression is tragedy”. It therefore
seems little surprising that Shakespeare’s tragedies have been particularly popular with choreographers. My paper focuses
on the tragedy which is probably the most “natural fit with dance” in the canon, Romeo and Juliet. It examines how
tragedy is expressed in the wordless medium of ballet, through choreography, music, sets, costumes and lighting, and the
harmonious or “unnatural” interaction between these elements.

Shanghai Ballet Company’s Hamlet (2014)
Eva Shan Chou
Baruch College, City University of New York, United States of America; eva.Chou@baruch.cuny.edu
To create a staged work of Shakespeare in ballet form requires that Shakespeare has sufficiently permeated the culture so
that his name is a draw. If the culture is not Anglophone, this level of permeation would in turn require a long-enough
history of translations. If in the case of China, we additionally consider that the adaptation is into ballet and not into an
existing cultural tradition such as, say, Peking opera, then there are further points of investigation: the ballet contexts of
such a choice of subject, the many choices made along the way. We can say that a ballet on a Shakespeare play is situated
at the intersection of Shakespeare in China and ballet in China. This paper will untangle some of this with a brief account
of Shakespeare translations in China in order to situate the ballet Hamlet in relation to Shakespeare’s Hamlet in various
modalities in post-1949 China.
The main part of the presentation will focus on how the dancer Hamlet is caused to move in Shanghai Ballet Company’s
2014 Hamlet. It seeks to address the seminar’s question about perhaps a “’naturally Shakespearean’ movement/tempo,” the
question then going on to posit that “Falstaff, Macbeth, or Romeo [and Hamlet] will not move on stage the same way.”
This seems intuitively the case, that core movement-qualities would be instinctively addressed by the choreographer. At
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the same time, no one starts from scratch. Movement options are already framed by the choreographer’s experience, the
libretto he has, the commissioning company’s needs, the principal dancer on whom the part was made, and, in this case,
the 400th anniversary of Shakespeare’s death. I will mention only one here. Hamlet’s choreography was commissioned
from Derek Deane, a commission that continues Shanghai Ballet’s frequent use of European choreographers (as well
composers and set designers) for many full-length ballets since the late aughts. It was his third for the company. (He also
directed the company’s Swan Lake, subsequent to his in-the-round setting for English National Ballet for Albert Hall.) This
presentation first proposes some core Hamlet movements in this principal role, then considers how choreographer and
other considerations factor into the outcomes.

“Speechless complainer”: (Un)natural Violence in Dominic Walsh’s Titus
Andronicus
Ilana Gilovich
Columbia University, United States of America; idg2109@columbia.edu
Although Titus Andronicus may seem an unconventional choice for a dance adaptation, Dominic Walsh took up the
challenge to stage this bloody tragedy as a modern dance production in 2008. Walsh, former principal dancer and artistic
director of the Houston Ballet Company, founded Dominic Walsh Dance Theatre in 2002 and created a startling adaptation
of Titus Andronicus, set in an airport security screening area and populated by dancers sporting pristine, country club attire.
Walsh’s dance adaptation of Titus opens up new possibilities in Shakespeare’s text, ones that bring Lavinia’s character to the
fore. In many theatrical productions, Lavinia remains an aesthetic backdrop in Titus’ narrative of revenge. The visual effect
of her rape is described as either beautiful or sickening, marking her onstage presence as serving a primarily aesthetic
purpose. Walsh’s production replaces Shakespeare’s text with the visual language and rhythms of dance. This performance,
in which all characters are aestheticized through the mode of dance, enables Lavinia to become more than just a visual
object of suffering. Walsh focuses less on Lavinia’s role as a catalyst for her father’s revenge, and instead emphasizes her own
traumatic experience as a survivor of sexual violence. Therefore, Walsh’s Titus is an important challenge to Shakespeare’s
text, one that situates dance as a feminist mode of expression for reimagining a classic theatrical narrative. This production
makes a case for dance as an urgent critical tool to interpret Shakespeare’s plays, as well as a means of questioning
traditional or “natural” balletic gendering.

Rocking Shakespeare – oh let me confess!
James Hewison
Edge Hill University, United Kingdom; Hewisonj@edgehill.ac.uk
Written from the dancer’s perspective, and from ‘inside performance’ this paper examines choreographic responses to
forgetting, remembering, and rocking with Shakespeare. It draws on the author’s solo work, Oh, Let Me Confess (2012), a
choreographic project commissioned by Volcano Physical Theatre Company (UK) as part of a curated festival that reflected
on the legacy of this internationally award-winning company. The commission stemmed from Hewison’s decade-long
experience of performing in Volcano’s controversial physical-theatre work, L.O.V.E (1992), which (mis)used the Sonnets as
a choreographic and narrative vehicle to embody the risks that Shakespeare brought to this much-studied, and studded,
text. Oh, Let Me Confess was the author’s performative response to that often-bruising experience, drawing in particular on
one memory of becoming so overwhelmed in the moment of reciting Shakespeare’s words (Sonnet 36: Let Me Confess)
that he simply forgot what it was that he was supposed to be confessing to, and was left speechless, though heartful,
and moved to stillness. Revisiting that on-stage chasmic moment was key in the making of Oh, Let Me Confess, as was the
gentle motion of rocking while reciting Sonnet 60: Like as the waves, and pondering the end of his time of performing
the physical demands of L.O.V.E, and of rechoreographing the work for a new, younger, cast. Referencing Bergson on
the survival of images (Matter and Memory), and Berardi on time as a primary battlefield (And: Phenomenology of the
end), this paper therefore explores how Shakespeare’s own obsessions in the Sonnets were mirrored in Oh, Let Me Confess,
notably in its explorations of the inevitable impact of time and the letting-go of youth.
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Lords, Fools, and Fairies: Dancing and Music in Shakespearean Comedy
Marcus Höhne
University of Kansas, United States of America; marcushoehne@ku.edu
Dancing and music are frequently linked together in performance, as is the case in many of the dancing scenes found
throughout Shakespeare’s dramatic oeuvre. This project seeks to analyse a selection of dancing scenes in Shakespeare’s
festive comedies, including As You Like It and A Midsummer Night’s Dream. In doing so, this project will explore the
playwright’s uses of types of movements and dances in connection with specific musical accompaniments, and the ways
in which those combinations enhance and underpin the characters’ actions on stage. In A Midsummer Night’s Dream, for
example, the dancing and singing performed by the fairies – primarily Oberon and Hippolyta – establishes a dramatically
different atmosphere from Puck’s musical performances, aurally distinguishing these characters and their roles for the
audience. Similar effects are achieved in As You Like It as Jaques and Amiens’ movements and musical accompaniment are
used to distinguish them from the newly wedded couples. This seminar contribution seeks to highlight the ways in which
William Shakespeare uses music and movement not only to contribute to the overall mood and setting on stage, but also
to assist in the establishment and the functions of his characters.

The ‘Natural’ Language of Guilt and Betrayal? Pina Bausch’s Paraphrasing of
Macbeth (1978/2019)
Julia Hoydis
University of Graz, Austria; julia.hoydis@uni-graz.at
Pina Bausch’s production for Dance Theatre Wuppertal “He Takes Her by the Hand and Leads Her into the Castle, the Others
Follow…” premiered in Bochum in 1978 and was restaged after a long absence in 2019. The piece, which is just over 3
hours in duration, includes music from Verdi’s opera Macbeth and takes its title from a stage direction in the secondary text
of the Shakespearean tragedy. The choreographer’s approach to adapting, or, in Bausch’s words, ‘paraphrasing’ Macbeth
caused a theatre scandal forty years ago and still provokes audiences today, with members of the German Shakespeare
Society rumored to have left last year’s opening performance in disgust.
Taking its cue from this incident, this paper will analyze in how far “He Takes Her…” can be seen as the piece with which
Bausch found her artistic voice and her signature aesthetics and process of creation. These include her method of using
“questions” inspired by the text and subject matter as a base for creating scenes. She furthermore revolutionized dance
theatre through her use of stage design, movement vocabulary, and fragmented collages of dance, acting, and singing/
music. As I argue in the second part of this paper, Bausch’s work creates a particular storied musical stage which remains
not only current in its exploration of gender politics and the human desire for power; it confronts us with a ‘natural’
theatrical language of expressing love, guilt and betrayal which differs radically from those of other forms of dance with
a much longer tradition in adapting Shakespeare, such as classical ballet. It also blurs the boundaries between ‘artificial’
and ‘natural’ movement altogether, as dancers recite lines while actors move in this production – united in their verbal and
visual struggles to express one of our great tragic and all-to-human stories.

Gestures of Loving: Mutual Self-recognition in Christian Spuck’s Romeo and
Juliet
Jonas Kellermann
University of Konstanz, Germany; jonas.kellermann@uni-konstanz.de
Christian Spuck, director of the Ballet Zurich, is one of the most exciting and prominent choreographers working in ballet
today and regarded as a significant innovator of the classical story ballet. In both his narrative-driven works like Anna
Karenina (2014) or Nussknacker und Mausekönig (2017) and his more abstract creations like Messa da Requiem (2016, in
co- operation with the Zurich Opera) or Winterreise (2018), he has showcased the vast creative potential of the classical
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and neo-classical heritage for contemporary theatre dance in the 21st century. This paper will trace this potential by
offering a case study of Spuck’s first creation in Zurich, his staging of Prokofiev’s Romeo and Juliet (2012). Focusing on the
protagonists’ duet scenes, I argue that while the production is firmly embedded within the narrative and stylistic frame
work of a classical story ballet, the lovers’ duets nevertheless produce distinct movements that qualify as ‘gestures of loving’
(Vilém Flusser) and thus move beyond the categorical binaries of classical versus non-classical choreography, or miming
versus dancing. These gestures of loving and their narrative framing therefore physicalize the tension that Paul Kottman
has identified as pertaining to the critical legacy of Shakespeare’s iconic play: at once a tragedy of star-crossed love being
torn apart by outside forces, and a distinctly modern story of two individuals who achieve mutual self-recognition and
liberation in one another, even in death.

Imagining Stages and Staging Images
Laura Levine
Tisch School of the Arts, New York University, United States of America; levine@nyc.rr.com
When in IV, 3, of Romeo and Juliet, Juliet says, “My dismal scene I needs must act alone,” she calls attention to a recurrent
phenomenon throughout the play. Romeo and Juliet anticipate, imagine and ultimately rehearse their own deaths. Three
and a half centuries later Salvador Dalí literalizes this conceit by putting both the lovers and Death who marries them on
a stage framed by curtains. What interplay between stasis and movement is suggested by Dalí’s literalization of Juliet’s
conceit? Conversely what is suggested by the play’s personification of one of the images of the period, the dance of death?
How does Macmillan’s ballet retranslate the notion of the dance of death? What are the differences between translating
words into images like Dalí’s and movements like Macmillan’s? This paper investigates such questions in 20th-century
media inspired by Shakespeare’s plays.

Shakespeare’s Othello and Modern Dance: José Limón’s The Moor’s Pavane
Mattia Mantellato
University of Udine, Italy; mantellato.mattia@spes.uniud.it
In 1949 the Mexican-American performer, choreographer and modern-dance innovator José Limón produced The Moor’s
Pavane, the most successful ballet adaptation of Shakespeare’s tragedy Othello. The piece was revolutionary because
it presented for the first time Limón’s original technique, a complex re-working of Humphrey and Weidman’s practices
and a mixture of different dance-styles and tempos. The Pavane, a rigidly fixed court dance performed in Northern Italy
around the Renaissance period, becomes the means through which Limón portrays the changing of order and stability
of Shakespeare’s plot, so to debunk the hypocrisy of Elizabethan society and embody Othello’s falling into Iago’s trap.
In my analysis, I will explore how Limón transposed the Shakespearean tragedy through highly innovative fall-recovery
movements, iconic gestures and precise geometrical patterns. Moreover, I will draw a parallel between the Bard’s text and
Limón’s dance composition so to uncover similarities and differences between textual and embodied expressive forms.
I will focus in particular on Limón’s choice to reduce the intricate plot in a four-hand exchanging dance between two
different and yet parallel couples, Othello-Desdemona and Emilia-Iago. The aim of my analysis is to show how Limón
slowly breaks up the Pavane’s immutable tempo in order to provide a rhythmical crescendo of movements that express
the tensions, disillusionment and final choices of the main protagonists.
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Artful Pas-de-Deuxs, (Natural) Gestures, and Subverted Ballet Conventions:
Christopher Wheeldon Writing Back at Shakespeare’s The Winter’s Tale
Maria Marcsek-Fuchs
Technische Universität Braunschweig, Braunschweig, Germany; m.marcsek@tu-braunschweig.de
Shakespeare’s The Winter’s Tale leaves plenty of gaps and offers a series of ambiguities, which invite readers, directors,
choreographers, and performers to fill with various interpretations—a crucial one being the question whether Leontes’s
devastating jealousy was justified or not. While the dialogue in Act I between his wife, Queen Hermione, and his friend,
the Bohemian King Polixenes, clearly indicates mere friendship, at the end of the scene the two touch hands, which
ignites Leontes’s imagination. In Wheeldon’s adaptation of The Winter’s Tale—a play full of narration and allusion—the
Pas de Trois at the beginning of the ballet further complicates matters: it is, on the one hand, through ballet conventions
of partnering and through bodies touching that the relationship appears even more ambiguous. On the other hand,
however, Wheeldon offers seemingly natural movement patterns far off the strictly codified ballet vocabulary to represent
Shakespeare’s most artistic spider metaphor. In general, some of the choreographic choices fill the play’s multifarious
textual gaps and offer kinetic readings of their own—at times ‘writing back’ at Shakespeare’s play through movement and
choreographic conventions. Yet, how can this be achieved in an adaptation that is devoid of the most central means of its
pretext’s signification—namely, Shakespeare’s language? This paper thus discusses, through the lens of Intermediality and
Adaptation Studies, how Wheeldon fuses ballet and theatre conventions with quasi-natural movement in order to tell and
comment on the story, enhance characterization, and question cultural and medial hierarchies of a Renaissance pretext in
the 21st Century.

Nature vs. Art: Transgendering The Winter’s Tale
Lynsey McCulloch
Coventry University, United Kingdom; ab3405@coventry.ac.uk
In April 2014, choreographer Christopher Wheeldon premiered his balletic adaptation of William Shakespeare’s tragicomedy, The Winter’s Tale, at the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden. Taking the Royal Ballet’s acclaimed production as its
starting-point, this paper considers the relationship between the gendered practices of Shakespearean theatre - which
included the assumption of female roles by boy actors and the employment of cross-dressing as a narrative mechanism
- and ballet’s ongoing fascination with transgenderism. While classical ballet may, at first glance, appear conservative
in its approach to gender identity, the form’s representation of strong, grounded male and light, airy female belies its
investment in androgyny and the gender fluidity associated with trans culture. The Winter’s Tale, a drama which enacts the
philosophical ‘nature vs. art’ debate and concludes with the spectacle of a statue coming to life, provides a useful template
for exploring cultural attitudes towards the ‘natural’ and ‘unnatural’. Wheeldon’s adaptation of the same play - containing
skirted male dancers alongside queer readings of Shakespeare’s central characters - raises questions about both the play’s
subversive potential and ballet’s capacity for engaging with twenty-first-century transgenderism.

Movement, Music, and Silence in Cheek by Jowl’s Measure for Measure, The
Winter’s Tale, and Périclès, Prince de Tyr
Linda McJannet
Bentley University, Waltham, MA, United States of America; lmcjannet@bentley.edu
Research on dance in or based on Shakespeare’s plays has surged in recent years, but some have called for greater attention
to the music that accompanies the dance. In addition, body-centered companies, such as Cheek by Jowl, integrate dance
and movement throughout their productions, sometimes accompanied by music and sometimes not. Their practices
thus extend the field of inquiry beyond the forms of music and dance called for in Shakespeare’s texts to those created for
performance. Applying this wider lens, I analyze the interplay of movement and sound in three Cheek by Jowl productions.
Focusing on movement-based prologues, social dancing (whether called for in the texts or added), and closing tableaux, I
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argue that the modulation of movement, sound, and stillness enhances both cognitive and emotional effects and that the
sound of a body in motion can be the most eloquent accompaniment of all.

‘Dancing shoes with nimble soles’: Shakespeare and dance in musical theatre
contexts
Elinor Parsons
De Montfort University, United Kingdom; eparsons@dmu.ac.uk
My paper examines the ways in which the language, rhythms and structure of Shakespeare’s plays are transposed in Hanya
Holm’s choreography for Kiss Me, Kate (directed on stage by John C. Wilson in 1948), in that of Hermes Pan (and, reputedly,
Bob Fosse) for the film of Kiss Me Kate (directed by George Sidney in 1953), and in Jerome Robbins’ work for West Side
Story (which he directed on stage in 1957). The subsequent film, directed by Robbins and Robert Wise in 1961, retained
Robbins’ choreography. It is testament to the success of these musicals that they moved so swiftly to the screen. It is my
contention that an emphasis upon musical theatre as a collaborative art-form has undervalued the inventive work of these
choreographers. It is disconcerting that the imdb.com entry for the forthcoming Spielberg film of West Side Story (2021)
lists the choreographer Justin Peck in ‘additional crew’ — between the accountants!
Musical theatre scholarship often draws a distinction between ‘the narrative’ and ‘the numbers’. In discussing the latter,
‘singing’ invariably takes priority over ‘dancing’. That implicit hierarchy is manifested in an academic focus on ‘musical and
cultural expression’ (Wells 2010: 14) in musical theatre with an emphasis on aspects such as the book, the lyrics, the score,
the design concept and casting. By examining gestural and choreographic choices I shall direct attention to the physical
structure of the musicals. Examination of key numbers such as ‘Tom, Dick, or Harry’ and ‘The Dance at the Gym’ will note the
imaginative and transcendent possibilities offered by physical responses to Shakespeare’s plays, prompting re-evaluation
of critical perspectives on these texts and of their potential in performance.

Shakespeare THE SONNETS: Chiaroscuro staging of the Choreography of
Shakespearean ‘Natural’ Regeneration
Yuriko Takahashi
Tsuda University, Japan; yuriko-t@tsuda.ac.jp ; 0612beatrice@gmail.com
Shakespeare THE SONNETS, choreographed by Megumi Nakamura and Yasuyuki Shuto, was restaged in November 2020
(premiered in 2011). In this inspirational work, two dancers symbolically portray the world of Shakespeare’s Sonnets as well
as various characters in his theatrical works. The whole work consists of three parts and, throughout, uses marked light
and shade contrasts for the staging, including lighting, costumes, and stage props. The first part is based on Sonnet 144,
where characters embody the comfort and despair of love on stage, where Fair Youth becomes both Romeo and Juliet,
and eventually transforms into Dark Lady, whose image is taken over to the next part. In the second part, which is based
on Sonnet 127, Dark Lady offers a kaleidoscopic inspiration, and Poet, Shakespeare himself, agonized by the relationship
with Dark Lady, paints his face with the black ink and transforms into Othello, whereas Dark Lady into Desdemona. Then,
dead Othello reappears as Puck, and eventually Shylock. Finally, Poet withdraws to the dressing room at the back of the
stage and wiped off the ink on his face, and then comes back to the stage as gray-haired Shakespeare himself, and initiates
the third part, based on Sonnet 3, whose theme is the reproduction of the beautiful image of Fair Youth. This ‘natural’
reproduction is embodied, as if it were the reflection in the mirror. Finally, Poet goes to the dressing table, and quietly
extinguishes the candles there, closes the mirror, and disappears into silence; at the same time, regenerated Fair Youth is
remained on the stage. In this paper, I would like to consider how this inspirational work bridges Shakespeare’s Sonnets
and theatrical works and present how an elaborate choreography provides infinite possibilities of interpretation of the
Shakespearean texts.
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on the ballet, opera and other storied musical stages

Kunqu Opera Romeo and Juliet
Zhiyan Zhang
East China University of Science and Technology, China; zzhiyan@ecust.edu.cn
The 2016 International Arts Festival of Edinburgh in the UK presented a variety of Shakespearean performances during
the “World Shakespeare Drama Week”, including Kunqu Romeo and Juliet, which was the perfect encounter for the two
contemporary writers in the west and east, William Shakespeare and Tang Xianzu.
There are three main features of the Kunqu adaptation: firstly, the external aspects or “husk” of the opera are Shakespearean,
while the core remains Chinese and retains the values of Kunqu opera. Secondly, Kunqu opera is primarily focused on
the performance of the actors and their spontaneity and artistry. Rather than having the actors meet the needs of the
director, in Kunqu, the playwright and director serve the actors. The director’s contribution to the production of the
opera, was attributed to his ability to guide the actors to sing, speak, perform actions and dance, rather than his status
as playwright and director. The fruition of a performance of Kunqu opera depends mainly upon the players’ traditionallybased performance, melodious performance of songs, and regulated yet natural gestures, supported by direction and text.
Thirdly, the art of Kunqu opera embodies not only the cultural heritage but also ideology and spirit. It epitomizes China’s
particular emphasis on artistic freedom, which can be seen from the actors’ performances. “shape, power, mind and spirit,”
are understood as stages towards a full or perfected performance. The highest level of performance is achieved when
players demonstrate a sense of natural mastery, conveying a sense of effortless or unintentional internalization, the value
known as “spirit”.
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Shakespeare’s Festive Comedies on Screen: nature, art, politics
Victoria Bladen1, Sarah Hatchuel2, Nathalie Vienne-Guerrin2
1
University of Queensland, Australia; 2Université Paul-Valéry Montpellier 3, France
victoria.bladen@uqconnect.edu.au; sarah.hatchuel@univ-montp3.fr; nathalie.vienne-guerrin@univ-montp.3.fr
Combining the study of Twelfth Night, As You Like It and Love’s Labour’s Lost on screen invites us to explore the filmic
treatment of three festive plays that cultivate tensions between art and nature. Their plots rely on elements including: artful
cross-dressing and other types of disguise that hide or reveal gender, nature and identities; witty, sophisticated language
and spirited clowns; tensions between states of festival and ‘Lent’; oppositions between political centres and peripheral,
pastoral spaces, thus raising various political, gendered and ecocritical issues. This seminar will explore the multiple ways
in which these three comedies have been adapted, recycled, appropriated and parodied on screen.
Paul Czinner’s As You like it (1936) was Great Britain’s first feature-length Shakespeare sound film and Laurence Olivier’s first
screen performance in a Shakespeare play. It was followed in 1992 by Christine Edzard’s version and in 2006 by Kenneth
Branagh’s adaptation. There have been four British screen adaptations of Love’s Labour’s Lost, the first three for television.
Branagh adapted it into a musical in 2000. Twelfth Night has had nine full-length British screen adaptations, eight for
television and a 1996 feature film by Trevor Nunn.
This ESRA seminar invites contributions addressing the following (non-exclusive) list of questions:
- How are the plays translated and adapted to various cultural backgrounds world-wide? What do the adaptations project
in terms of what the plays ‘are’ and ‘mean’?
- How does the screen negotiate the highly theatrical cross-dressing motif or other aspects of disguise, clowning or
festivity?
- How is the opposition between art and nature represented in the films?
- What are the ecocritical implications of the plays’ pastoral or alternative spaces?
- How does world cinema deal with plays that give such prominence to the English language? How do non-Anglophone
versions address the Shakespearean feast of language?
Selected essays will be part of a book proposal we will submit to Cambridge University Press as part of the ‘Shakespeare
on screen’ collection.
Keywords: Shakespeare on screen; comedies; Twelfth Night, As You Like It and Love’s Labour’s Lost
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‘A quick venue of wit’: The Domestic Aesthetic of Lockdown Love’s Labours Lost
Gemma Kate Allred
University of Neuchatel, Neuchatel, Switzerland; gemma.allred@unine.ch
When theatres closed in mid-March 2020 due to COVID-19, practitioners took their craft online, turning Zoom and
YouTube into virtual theatre spaces, inviting global audiences to watch them perform online while in-person venues were
unavailable. By taking Shakespeare online in new and innovative ways, the theatre industry sparked the evolution of new
forms of Shakespeare on screen.
This paper uses as its focus two versions of Love’s Labour’s Lost, streamed to YouTube in 2020: The Show Must Go Online’s
production from May that formed part of their larger project to create a freely accessible library of productions of all of the
plays in Shakespeare’s First Folio; and The Factory Theatre Company’s one-off June production. It considers how the forms
of performance and adaptation streamed to YouTube during lockdown have developed their own specific aesthetics,
conventions, and adaptive approaches shaped both by the 2020 Zeitgeist and by the socially distanced technology which
directors and performers have used out of necessity.
Both productions exploited a low-tech domestic aesthetic that repurposed everyday household items to create the world
of the play – houseplants nodded to a rural idyll, bedsheets were fashioned into makeshift camps. TSMGO used their
established ‘made at home’ approach, with props constructed from items around the home. Similarly, adapting their usual
in-person theatre model, the Factory invited the audience to suggest props - inter alia, a ladle, banana and wellington
boot. Used, re-used and repurposed, these props created a surreal motif. The domestic aesthetic at once drew attention to
the artifice of the productions, while simultaneously creating a sense of shared space – a world in which, say, using a ladle
as a parasol is perfectly acceptable. Set against the ‘together apart’ ethos of lockdown, these adaptations leaned into and
drew from the Zeitgeist, reflecting the new normal of a socially distanced world.

‘All the men and women merely players’: Reimagining Arden as/through
Immersive Technology in Black Mirror and Lockdown Shakespeare
Benjamin Broadribb
The Shakespeare Institute, University of Birmingham, Stratford-upon-Avon, United Kingdom; bmb543@student.bham.ac.uk
As You Like It’s Forest of Arden is presented as a place where characters are able not only to escape the jurisdiction of the
court, but in which they can assume completely new social, sexual and gender identities. This paper asks: what happens
when Arden is reimagined as an immersive digital environment; and what happens when fictional immersive technologies
echo this Arden-like sense of liberation?
Whilst the concept of computer-generated immersive environments has long been a staple of science fiction, Charlie
Brooker’s dystopian anthology series Black Mirror (2011-) has explored the concept on several occasions with a focus
on characters breaking from or transcending the heteronormativity of their everyday lives to explore their sexuality. This
paper will explore the echoes of Arden that can be observed in two Black Mirror episodes in particular: ‘San Junipero’
(season 3, episode 4), which seemingly upholds the concept of Arden as a utopian place of sexual liberation; and ‘Striking
Vipers’ (season 5, episode 1), which ostensibly subverts the idea in a manner more typical of Black Mirror’s characteristically
dystopian aesthetic.
As well as investigating the ‘Shakespearean aftershocks’1 to be found in the immersive digital worlds of these episodes, I
will also consider the potential influence of Black Mirror itself upon the 2020 made-for-lockdown production of As You Like
It by online theatre company CtrlAlt_Repeat. Performed live on Zoom, the production reimagined Arden as ‘the world’s
first immersive social platforming game’, inviting players to ‘be who you’re truly meant to be’.2 Whilst the transformation of
Arden from pastoral to digital space created postmodern Black Mirror-esque sci-fi echoes, CtrlAlt_Repeat’s production also
1 Rob Conkie, Shakespeare Aftershocks: Shylock, Shakespeare Bulletin, 27:4, 2009. pp. 549-566 (p.549)
2 CtrlAlt_Repeat, 2020. As You Like It Saturday, May 23rd, 7:30pm BST. Follow for updates. #Theatre#Gaming #Trailer #Shakespeare #Arden
#AsYouLikeIt [Twitter] 18 May. <https://twitter.com/CtrlAlt_Repeat/status/1262333987013496832> [accessed 8 November 2020].
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resonated sincerely with the way technological immersion allowed 2020’s socially distanced world to remain affectively
connected.

“If this were played upon a stage now, I could condemn it as an improbable
fiction” (Twelfth Night 3.4.128–9) – Nature and Artifice in Adam Smethurst’s
Twelfth Night (2018)
Kinga Földváry
Pázmány Péter Catholic University, Hungary; foldvarykinga@gmail.com
Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night focuses on love and art, performance and deception, hiding and revealing one’s identity,
asking us whether any of these are natural or artificial, or indeed artistic. Witnessing a combination of the farcical device of
identical twins with the other classic comic device of cross-dressing requires an exceptionally conscious willing suspension
of disbelief; we are either hard pressed to accept that two non-identical actors can be mistaken for each other, or that no one
notices the real gender of a single actor (more often actress) behind the disguise. On the screen, where our expectations
of realism tend to be even greater, these difficulties may be even more noticeable. It would appear therefore that the
most successful adaptations are either those which revel in their own artifice, like Neil Armfield’s 1986 or Tim Supple’s
2003 television versions, or films that can create a natural cinematic realism through their setting and scenic design, like
Trevor Nunn’s 1996 costume adaptation. However, Adam Smethurst’s 2018 Twelfth Night, which is at the centre of my
paper, displays yet another strategy: casting an actress (Sheila Atim) in the central roles whose diversity and somewhat
androgynous body make her an eerily plausible representations as both Viola, Sebastian (and Cesario). Yet our ability to see
her as a man makes us question whether our perception of gender and the gendered body is a natural skill, or it is based
on socially acquired, and therefore artificial elements – and whether her shapeshifting ability should be seen as a lack in
terms of natural femininity, or an excellence in artistic skill. At the same time, Atim’s skin colour, and her introduction to the
story as a migrant washed up on the shores of a more affluent (developed?) country add a level of social realism as well to
the setting, in which the contemporary clothes and locations, together with the perceived hierarchy among characters are
equally meaningful, and painfully topical in the twenty-first century.

“Then there is mirth in Heaven / When earthly things made even / Atone
together” (As You Like It 5:4): Reconciling TRADITIONS OF FILM AND STAGE IN
KENNETH BRANAGH’S 2006 FILM, FOR WHAT END?
Sally Goodspeed
Independent scholar, Canberra, Australia; sally.goodspeed1@gmail.com
With a central premise that English colonial merchants had set up their own court in Meiji era Japan, the introduction to this
film is powerful, and intriguing. Japanese culture and customs bring a visual aesthetic to Branagh’s 2006 film that is elegant
and bright. From the opening scenes set in the rooms of the Duke’s palace, painted paper walls and screens, lanterns,
kimonos, fans and Kabuki theatre together form a colourful, but gentle and refined ambience that Shakespeare’s play and
Branagh’s direction quickly upsets. Once the action starts, the Duke is overthrown and banished, and the Shakespearean
character, plot and dialog take over: so too the traditions usually brought to stage productions of this comedy. After the
action moves to the forest of Arden (which has somehow been transported into Japan), there is little to sustain the initial
proposition of time and place. Branagh has not changed characters names, even when played by Japanese characters,
and the costumes in the forest scenes are more medieval England than nineteenth century Japan. A large part of the film,
until the final scenes, feels a lot like a stage production, with an implied late medieval setting and British accents even from
some of the Japanese characters.
A disjunct between the traditions of Japan and the traditions of the Shakespearean stage have surely led to more mirth
in heaven. There is little to unite them, and although the Japanese setting, costumes and set design (where relevant) add
visual appeal, they do nothing to expose the rich inter-textuality within Shakespeare’s script. References to Greek gods,
and Robin Hood are not explained by the Japanese context. And even where the medium of film offered the chance
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to highlight whimsical elements, such as writing on trees, they have been given a cursory presentation. In this paper I
explore the lack of connection to audience that results, and discuss how European traditions of Shakespearean stage
production retain a didactic purpose requiring work from the audience that we do not expect from films created purely
for entertainment.

Festive Comedy Galore in Ben Elton’s BBC Sitcom Upstart Crow
David Livingstone
Department of English and American Studies, Palacký University, Czech Republic; livingstone@seznam.cz
This paper will focus on the recent television series Upstart Crow written by Ben Elton and starring David Mitchell. There
have been 21 episodes thus far spanning three series and including three Christmas specials. There has also been a recent
theatrical play, The Upstart Crow, with an added definite article, which had a limited run unfortunately due to the Covid
crisis. Each of the episodes takes its title and draws inspiration from either one or two of the plays or the sonnets. The festive
comedies are referenced repeatedly, in particular Twelfth Night and As You Like It.
One of the ongoing gags in the television series is the desire on the part of Kate, the daughter of Shakespeare’s landlord
in London, to act in the theatre. Her ambitions are, not surprisingly, repeatedly discouraged and mocked by not only
Shakespeare, but by the trio of actors at the Red Lion Theatre, in particular Henry Condell who specialises in cross-dressed
female roles. Additional repeated motifs and themes include disguise, various festivities (Christmas in particular) and
gender issues.
The current paper will focus on certain episodes and the recent play which draw inspiration from the festive comedies and
which focus, amongst other things, on the themes mentioned above.

Contemporary Global Adaptation and the Unqueering of Twelfth Night
Maya Mathur
University of Mary Washington, United States; mmathur@umw.edu
Set partially or wholly on the Indian subcontinent, Tim Supple’s Twelfth Night (2003) and Atul Kumar’s Piya Behrupiya
(2012, 2017) adapt Shakespeare’s last festive comedy for multicultural audiences. Supple’s Twelfth Night, which was
commissioned by the British channel, ITV, presents Viola and Sebastian as South Asian immigrants whose marriages to
Orsino and Olivia allow them to assimilate to the linguistic and cultural norms that govern Illyria. Kumar’s Piya Behrupiya,
which was commissioned for the Globe to Globe Festival and filmed for the Indian television channel, Zee films, is not
burdened by the issues of identity and alienation that inform Supple’s film. Instead, his Hindi translation of Twelfth Night,
uses the indigenous dance-drama tradition of nautanki to expand on the musical and comic elements of Shakespeare’s
play. Although Supple’s serious treatment is a far cry from Kumar’s ludic framing, the films have a great deal in common:
they feature multiethnic casts, intersperse English and Hindi dialogue, and use racial and cultural differences to demarcate
Orsino and Olivia’s households.
My paper will suggest that the films establish their multicultural bona fides by erasing the representations of same-sex
desire between Sebastian and Antonio, Viola and Olivia, and Viola and Orsino. I consider whether these erasures are the
price that contemporary directors must pay in order to appeal to a diverse audience, pressures that Trevor Nunn did not
face in his well-known production of Twelfth Night (1996) with its majority white cast and Victorian landscape. This paper
outlines the benefits and limitations of Supple and Kumar’s glocal adaptations and considers the possibilities of exploring
discourses of race and gender in film and television versions of Twelfth Night.
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The Inside and Outside of the Theatrum Mundi: Meanings of Play in Love’s
Labour’s Lost
Agnes Matuska
University of Szeged, Hungary; magnes@ieas-szeged.hu
Using Kenneth Branagh’s musical adaptation of Love’s Labour’s Lost as frame for the discussion, the paper offers a reading
of Shakespeare’s comedy arguing that it makes an attempt to systematically unveil the illusory quality of its three playswithin-the-play in order to test the potential reality of play in general, and test the validity of its own artifice as theatre play
in particular. The argument suggests that, by an original use of the theatrum mundi tradition, the play’s as well as the film’s
main investment goes into overcoming its own boundaries as poetic illusion by including death into play. Both the drama
and the film adaptation cast the audience explicitly in the position of the authority endorsing (or potentially rejecting)
theatrical play, and the paper investigates the stakes of such decisions.

“Hey, ho, the wind and the rain”: Feste’s epilogue song in Fanny and Alexander
Inmaculada N. Sánchez-García
Northumbria University, United Kingdom; Inmaculada.n.sanchezgarcia@gmail.com
Awarded four Oscars, Fanny and Alexander (1982) is often regarded as Bergman’s final masterpiece, summing up his prolific
cinematic career as the film thematizes recurrent topics in the Swedish director’s oeuvre, such as the nurturing role of
art and the imagination. Fanny and Alexander exists in two version: an abridged one for cinematic release, and a longer
312-minute version for television, as originally intended. Bergman himself considered this television version as the proper
one, and this is precisely the version that features a performance of Twelfth Night, absent in the cinematic release. The
onscreen rendition corresponds to Feste’s final song, played by iconic Bergman actor Gunnar Björnstrand under fictional
rain on stage.
This paper explores Bergman’s treatment of Twelfth Night by examining the centrality of Feste’s song in the television
version of Fanny and Alexander. As this paper will argue, Fester’s scene is central to Fanny and Alexander for numerous
reasons, including the casting, the narrative, the theme, and the mise-en-scene. In examining the centrality of this scene,
this paper will analyse the interconnection of nature and art, arguing that the expressive use of colour, light, and of
natural elements (such as water and fire) enact a tension between art and the harshness of reality that characterizes both
Bergman’s film and Shakespeare’s play.

Twelfth Night on Soviet Screen: Translations and Songs
Mikhail Savchenko
Independent Researcher, Paris, France; mishustix@gmail.com
If Soviet screen adaptations of Shakespeare’s tragedies (especially Hamlet and King Lear by Kozintsev) have gained
international acclaim, the quite substantial corpus of comedies is usually ignored. Refusing chronological and geographical
transposition, they – unlike many English-language endeavours – aim to transport the spectator into Shakespeare’s world,
arguing that Shakespeare’s plays don’t have to undergo radical adaptation to appeal to contemporary spectators.
Twelfth Night by Yan Fried (1955) is the first Soviet screen version of a Shakespeare play. Stylistically strangely reminiscent
of the Golden Age of Hollywood, it is based on Mikhail Lozinsky’s translation (1937), which is heavily edited, often to the
detriment of the metre.
Originally staged by Peter James, a young British director, in the Moscow Sovremennik theatre, Twelfth Night from 1978 is a
film made from the show. It follows the structure and text of the play more closely and is an hour longer than the 1955 film.
This version is largely experimental and features other-worldly costumes. While the actors are regularly shown changing
the set, which accentuates the theatrical aspect, the film camera is a prominent symbol, appearing throughout the film.
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Despite another Russian translation of Twelfth Night having appeared meanwhile, a new one was especially commissioned
for this project from poet David Samoylov. This translation uses everyday language, almost ostensibly down-to-earth and
ensuring the jokes are understandable to the public.
In both versions, songs are a prominent element: some of them are taken from Shakespeare and some were written
especially for the films (like the hymn to the god of love in the 1955 version or the parodic “Death from love, how beautiful
thou art”, which Orsino welcomes by saying “play on”, in the 1978 film). We will attempt to explain why these additional
elements had to be woven into the play and what their function is.
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Performing Horticultural Spaces: Shakespearean Gardens, Orchards, and Parks
Roberta Zanoni1, Guillaume Foulquie2, Huimin Wang3
1
Universities of Verona and Bolzano, Italy; 2University of Worcester, United Kingdom; 3University of Southampton, United
Kingdom; 4University of British Columbia, Canada
roberta.zanoni@univr.it; guillaume.foulquie@gmail.com; huimin.wang@soton.ac.uk
Theatrical arts have always staged, or have been staged in, gardens, orchards and parks. Such horticultural spaces are
crucial meeting points of art and nature: some of the most profound philosophical debates have been staged in these
spaces, not least in Shakespeare’s drama. Shakespearean horticultural spaces are sites for debates on ethics, aesthetics
and politics, from the artistic imitation of nature to the relations between form and essence, public and private space,
power and sovereignty. Our seminar proposes to explore these debates through textual sources, theory, performance and
spaces, while also spotlighting multi-dimensional relation ships among source, author, actor, and audience. This seminar
asks participants to engage with the idea of Shakespearean outdoor spaces and their representation in the theatre and
other media as well as with the relation of Shakespearean theatre to outdoor performance spaces. Particular attention
should be given to the analysis of the private and public as well as the natural and artistic dimensions intertwining in the
representation of and engagement with gardens, orchards, or parks. Participants may wish to consider such topics as the
imitation of nature by art and the effect this has on the audience; how the garden image has reached Shakespeare and
how it has been treated in coeval works; how the garden could represent ideologies of governance and sovereignty as well
as a metaphor for a space between the public and the private.
Keywords: gardens, trans-cultural, Romeo and Juliet, Richard II, civic culture
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The Horticultural Landscape in The Winter’s Tale by Shakespeare: Plants
Typology and Symbolism
Hanna Blondel
Ukrainian Shakespeare Centre, Ukraine; anna150479blondel@gmail.com
William Shakespeare, the “god of theater” (V. Hugo), could have been an outstanding or at least an experienced botanist
because he knew the floral world brilliantly and mentioned over 170 plants in his plays, poems and sonnets. In The Winter’s
Tale we find about 40 species of flowers and herbs and almost all of them have symbolic meanings that influence the
reception of some episodes and characters. Perdita and Florizel, the main young heroes of The Winter’s Tale, are associated
with the beauty of plants universe, embodying the natural charm, spiritual purity and goodness. Even the name of the
Bohemian prince comes from the Latin word “flor” which means “flower”, and he calls his beloved Perdita Flora, the Roman
goddess of nature, spring and blossoming plants, being one of the most popular goddesses in Renaissance art. Perdita
and Florizel’s story unfolds outside the palaces, far from all artificiality, in the bosom of nature, which fills the pastoral
palette with bright colors of plants, contributing to the harmonious development of human individuality and relationships
between the characters. Young heroes live in a harmony with nature, turning to its images, in particular, to express their
main feelings of both boundless joy and bitter sadness. In The Winter’s Tale, Shakespeare creates an entire exhibition
(catalogue) of plants, which allows developing their typology and highlighting their semantic and symbolic potential as
well as their functions in the play. Among them, we can single out the disorienting plants, the flowers with mythological
genetics, the “aggressor” plants, the fragrant “doctors”, the “tasty” plants, the plants-paints, and the flowers-ornaments. The
names of flowers, herbs and fruits perform certain functions in The Winter’s Tale, and their language is very important for
depicting the general atmosphere of the play and psychological portraits of the characters.

The Fairy Forest on Film: Translating the Outdoors to the Silver Screen in A
Midsummer Night’s Dream
Kaitlyn Culliton
Texas A&M University, United States of America; kaitlyn.culliton@tamiu.edu
In 1909, American-based Vitograph studios created the first filmic rendition of A Midsummer Night’s Dream, directed by
Charles Kent and Stuart Blackton. While most early Shakespeare films were highly influenced by stage tradition, this tenminute silent film is notable for its early experiments in the possibilities and limitations of film as a medium. In addition
to some special effects to demonstrate fairy magic, the fairy sequences are shot outdoors—a interesting departure from
the generally inexpensive studio-produced Nickelodeons popular at the time. This open-air film aesthetic of Shakespeare’s
fairy forest was further encoded into A Midsummer Night’s Dream’s filmic legacy with the release of Max Reinhardt and
William Dieterle’s Hollywood Bowl production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream in 1935. Reinhardt’s stage production for the
Hollywood Bowl was an immersive experience; the production required the construction of an artificial hill and complete
fairy forest. This performance inspired Warner Bros. Studios, a small aspiring film studio at the time, to create the first fulllength Shakespearean film. Reinhardt transposed the Bowl production into the studio, creating a full-sized forest in the indoor
space of Warner Bros. Studios. These early film renditions demonstrate some of the productive tensions in conceptualizing
outdoor spaces within the limitations of the stage or studio. This paper explores the unique interrelationship between A
Midsummer Night’s Dream and outdoor spaces in the early life of Shakespearean film. I suggest that the performances in
the park and outdoor productions were integral to the development of the genre of Shakespearean film in the first half of
the twentieth century.
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Shakespeare’s Biophilic Garden: Nature, Aesthetics, Ecology
Alys Daroy
Monash University, Australia, Warwick University, United Kingdom; alys.daroy@monash.edu
Successful environmentalism is not, according to Palmer, purely about saving the proverbial whale but also engendering a
sense of wanting to save it (267). How can Shakespeare’s richly natural textual landscapes help to foster a desire to protect and
rehabilitate our own amidst the crises of the Anthropocene? This paper introduces a new form of Shakespearean ecocritical
analysis based on the patterns and principles of biophilic landscape and garden design. Stemming from evolutionary
biologist E.O. Wilson’s Biophilia Hypothesis (1984), biophilic design draws on human aesthetic preferences for sensory cues
and forms found in non-urban environments. It therefore seeks not only to enhance human psychophysiological benefits
and sustainability outcomes, but also to nurture or awaken our deeply biological connection with the more-than-human
world. Rather than isolate one thematic aspect of nature in Shakespeare’s work (such as through ecocritical readings of
meteorological events, or explorations of the sylvian pastoral), a biophilic reading captures a kaleidoscopic enmeshment
of colliding and dissolving natural attributes within the text. Space is cleared for the marginal and peripheral to burst forth
alongside those more privileged aspects of the natural—thus microbes; eclipses; waves; weeds; oaks; fire; mud; wasps;
peacocks; seasons; metals and stars tumble out of the page to offer a palette of animated liveness from which to sketch our
own ecodramaturgical or ecoscenographic designs for performance. Based on an original biophilic ‘taxonomy’ compiled
from over 17,000 quotes form thirty-eight plays including horticultural, arboreal, botanical and entomological references,
this research invites further ecotheatrical explorations of the entanglement of human, animal and small materialities within
Shakespeare’s textual garden. In doing so, it hopes to stimulate further discussion of how garden “aesthetics can become
a decisive force for or against environmental change” (Buell 3).

The Desire to Control Nature in Shakespeare
Neslihan Ekmekçioğlu
Çankaya University, Turkey; mayneslie@cankaya.edu.tr
The desire to control nature and give a certain form to open spaces such as gardens can be seen in sexual and political
allusions reflected in the garden imagery in Shakespeare’s Hamlet and Richard II. During the Medieval period, the enclosed
garden, hortus conclusus was regarded to be a space which stood for virginity and reflected purity of the virgin’s enclosed
womb. Nature was traditionally personified as a woman and symbolized the feminine nature. During the Elizabethan
period, gardens were evaluated as spaces with a certain order and form displaying a sense of elegance and reflecting a sense
of nature shaped by humans. The gardens represented order achieved through subjugation, whereas the unsubjugated
spaces of nature were regarded to represent fecundity and chaos. The medieval impenetrable hortus conclusus was depicted
as an unfertile space. Shakespeare displays a derogatory and sexual representation of the impenetrable hortus conclusus by
deconstructing its traditional approach. Both in Hamlet and Richard II, the garden is referred to as a space of uncontrolled
fecundity. Hamlet in his first soliloquy reacts against his mother’s hasty marriage with Claudius as unacceptable and
intolerable. He expresses his revulsion from Gertrude’s sexual life within the imagery of “an unweeded garden” which refers
to the fecundity in a garden which is uncontrolled in its productivity where weeds and plants grow incessantly. Richard
II is concerned with a political allusion in which the neglected garden with its overgrowing apricots, parasitical plants is
resembled to Richard’s kingdom with its flatterers and misleading subjects. The gardener blames the King of ignoring the
cultivation of his garden, suggesting his kingdom and explains Richard’s abdication as a result of his negligence. But nature
should it not be left in its natural growth or should it be given a certain order? Who will be the sovereign? Man or Nature?
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“All must be even in our government”: Gardening and Sovereignty in the
performance of Richard II
Guillaume Foulquie
University of Worcester, United Kingdom; guillaume.foulquie@gmail.com
In performance as in text, the garden scene of Richard II (Act 3 scene 4) explores ideologies of governance and sovereignty
through the gardener’s criticism against the king’s poor management of the land. Although this is usually seen in a
metaphorical lens (especially in the field of political theology), materialist approaches to the scene enrich it significantly
by simply seeing the scene as gardeners comparing their own duties to those neglected by their sovereign. The various
interpretations of the scene reflect constructs that can be linked to different ideological discourses. These are developed
around the notion of ‘hierarchy’ between nature and society, framed by the play’s questioning of power, sovereignty and
legitimacy. The scene’s role in the play is connected to several themes, and to the contrasting connections King Richard and
his rival Henry Bolingbroke foster with the land of England. The land being a central theme of the play, the garden scene
has much to say in both text and performance, in ways that take the topic of sovereignty beyond the Hobbesian frame
on governance, and into explorations of the meaning of sovereignty in contemporary contexts of climate crisis. Drawing
together a materialist perspective informed by political theology and performance criticism, the paper will summarize the
diversity of conceptions of sovereignty performed in this scene in the BBC’s Hollow Crown adaptation and several British
stage productions of Richard II.

Art and Nature: The Garden in Romeo and Juliet and Peony Pavilion
Huimin Wang
University of Southampton, United Kingdom; Huimin.Wang@soton.ac.uk
The Garden is the meeting place of art and nature. The Aristotelian theory of mimesis proposes that poetic art is the
imitation of nature. Concerning the process of artistic creation, the Chinese theory of xing shen lun (‘form-spirit theory’, 形
神论) also poses a similar conception that art imitates the physical form and the internal spirit of nature. Incorporating the
two theories, this paper compares the dramatic working of the garden image in two coeval plays, namely Shakespeare’s
Romeo and Juliet and Tang Xianzu’s Peony Pavilion (Mudan ting, 牡丹亭)1. Though the two plays are geographically apart,
they share striking commonalities in terms of the garden construction. I start from the cultural memory of gardens in
British and Chinese cultures. The two plays aesthetically construct the garden simultaneously as a physical space, mental
space, and social space. This paper argues that the ambiguity and expansiveness of the two plays’ language pinpoints
the relation between art and nature, and specifically the human interaction with nature. By drawing on neuroscientific
evidence, this paper is part of a wider strategy to prove that the similarities between the two plays and the culture they
represent are a potent evidence of the similar human cognition process and of our common human nature.

Outdoor Spaces from the European Sources to Romeo and Juliet
Roberta Zanoni
University of Verona, Italy; roberta.zanoni@univr.it
The analysis of Romeo and Juliet’s sources gives the possibility to highlight the mechanisms involved in the representation
of nature in Shakespeare, and how this representation is mediated through the imitation of other texts. The paper will
show how outdoor spaces have been dealt with in Romeo and Juliet’s narrative sources, and how these sources have
been exploited by theatre in order to represent external spaces in performance. The paper will retrace the evolution and
transmission of references to the balcony scene, the garden, and/or the orchard from the European sources to Romeo and
Juliet with particular focus on the intermedial passage from Italian narratives to the dramatic text. The paper will make
1 Tang Xianzu (1550-1616, the Ming dynasty) is a Chinese dramatist and Shakespeare’s contemporary, most noted for his depiction of
qing (‘emotions, love’, 情) in Peony Pavilion.
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use of the SENS: Shakespeare’s Narrative Sources: Italian Novellas and their European Dissemination archive produced by the
Verona Skenè Research Centre which favours the comparison of multiple texts thus allowing for the confrontation of the
Italian novellas of Da Porto and Bandello with Boaistuau’s French text, Painter’s English translation, Brooke’s poem, as well
as with Shakespeare’s play, in order to individuate the occurrences of selected words indicating outdoor spaces in the wider
context of the intertextual relations between the texts. The analysis of the sources will not only give a better understanding
of the choices exercised in Shakespeare’s play, but will also allow for an investigation of the extent to which the presence
of certain remarks in the sources – about the definition, location or nature of particular outdoor spaces – might influence
the performance of outdoor scenes in Romeo and Juliet.
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Macbeth in European Culture
Juan F. Cerdá1, Paul Prescott2
1
University of Murcia, Spain; 2University of Warrick, United Kingdom
juanfcerda@um.es; p.prescott@warwick.ac.uk
Despite its Scottish-Anglo setting and its close relationship to the politics of the Stuart regency, Macbeth has proven one
of Shakespeare’s most suggestive plays for practitioners and artists working far beyond its original Anglophone context.
The play’s potential for violence, its exploration of hierarchy and power, its conflictive gender dynamics and its natural and
supernatural dimensions are just some of the elements that have been appropriated on stages around Europe. They have
also prompted the transformation of the play into different shapes, formats and media, and so this seminar intends to
inspect the multiple afterlives of Macbeth beyond its initial historical and cultural resonances. We are looking for innovative
work that approaches the play from regional, national and continental angles as we try to chart Macbeth’s reception in
Europe from the seventeenth century to the present. Among other possibilities, we invite discussions concerning the
relocation of the play’s ideological, gender/sexuality, regional/ethnic/racial boundaries within specific historical and
theoretical contexts. Contributions on any of the following are welcome:
- Macbeth in European theatrical, operatic, cinematic, televisual or online performance;
- Different European versions (adaptations, rewritings, appropriations, updates) of Macbeth;
- Translations of Macbeth into non-Anglophone languages: the importance and impact of those translations in their
target cultures and in intercultural contexts;
- Citation and allusion to Macbeth in the contexts of European history, politics and war;
- Macbeth in European visual (art, cartoons, graphic novels) and digital cultures;
- Reception of Anglophone Macbeth in non-Anglophone contexts, or the reception of non-Anglophone Macbeth in
Anglophone contexts;
- Traveling Macbeth: international tours of the play, intercultural performances of the play;
- Theoretical reflections on Macbeth as a case study of ‘European Shakespeare’ and / or versus ‘global Shakespeare’.
We particularly favour contributions which relate particular interventions (artistic or otherwise) to broader regional,
national or transnational concerns and to the history of Shakespeare’s reception in these contexts.
Keywords: Macbeth, adaptation, performance, material culture, visual culture, digital culture
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Macbeth Under the Spanish Dictatorship: Translation and (Self)Censorship
Elena Bandín
University of León, Spain; ebanf@unileon.es
‘Estudio 1’, the drama series created in 1965 by Televisión Española (RTVE), the state-owned only television broadcaster
during Francoism, was one of the emblems of the national television. Shakespeare’s cultural authority was appropriated
by RTVE with a twofold aim. On the one hand, ‘Estudio 1’ productions were part of the propaganda machine of the regime
offering a mass-spread entertainment and giving popular audiences the opportunity to enjoy Shakespeare. On the other
hand, Shakespeare’s plays contributed to fill the void left by many republican dramatists since, in cultural terms, Franco’s
dictatorship meant the extermination of most of the intellectuals of the period: either they were sent to prison, forced to
go into exile or murdered.
In this paper, I will explore the production of Macbeth (1966) directed by Pedro Amalio López, the second Shakespearean
play broadcast in ‘Estudio 1’ after, Julius Caesar (1965). I will focus on how this TV adaptation has been manipulated in order
to eliminate any identification between Franco’s Spain and Macbeth’s Scotland and to eradicate any association between
the dictator and the usurper of the crown. The analysis will reveal that self-censorship operates as the norm of translation
underlying the transfer process.

Macbeth and the Catalan Independence Movement
Laura Campillo Arnaiz
University of Murcia, Spain; lcarnaiz@um.es
In October 2019, nine leaders of the Catalan Independence Movement were convicted of sedition by the Spanish Supreme
Court over their role in a 2017 referendum outlawed by the Spanish courts and a subsequent declaration of independence.
When the sentence was made public, Catalonia witnessed several days of riots, rallies and a general strike, with protesters
clashing with riot police at night and setting fires in the streets of Barcelona. Quim Torra, the president of the Government
of Catalonia, failed to rapidly condemn the street violence, and when he finally did so, he attributed the vicious riots to
groups who had infiltrated the crowds and who were causing great harm to the Independence Movement.
Following the riots, the celebrated Catalan stage actor Josep Maria Pou published an opinion piece in the Catalan
newspaper El periódico de Catalunya appropriating Shakespeare, and particularly Macbeth, to critically comment on these
unprecedented events in Barcelona. In his column, “El bosque de Birnam”, Pou appropriates Macbeth’s Birnam Wood and
the Shakespearean king to condemn the violent street clashes and the attitude of Quim Torra, who is compared with a
tyrannical Macbeth at the end of the tragedy.
In this paper, I will analyze how Pou appropriates Shakespeare’s cultural energy and authority in an environment of
extreme political tension between the Spanish Government and Catalonia, and how he uses Macbeth as a politicized,
Shakespearean weapon to condemn the Catalan Independence Movement.

Post-Kott, Cold War Macbeth
William C. Carroll
Boston University, United States of America; wcarroll@bu.edu
The influence of Jan Kott on post-World War II European productions of Macbeth can hardly be overstated, though Kott’s
work has had multiple critiques in Anglophone studies of Shakespeare. Along with Brecht’s revolutionary ideas about
producing Shakespeare’s plays, Kott reoriented critical studies in profound and, at the time, shocking ways. This paper will
survey aspects of Kott’s influence in several European countries, showing how various productions tried to embody Kott’s
interpretation, while some totalitarian regimes resisted and critiqued Kottian productions that did not embody ‘positive’
social values. After this survey, I will focus more closely on Ionesco’s Macbett (1972). Ionesco openly acknowledged his debt
to ‘my friend Jan Kott,’ and his dark adaptation of the play repelled conservative/‘humanist’ critics accustomed to viewing
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what has been termed the ‘brand’ of the ‘normative MACBETH’: ‘There is at any given time a prevailing consensus which
informs what readers will consider to be a Macbeth’ (Kim Fedderson and J. Michael Richardson [2008], ‘Macbeth: Recent
migrations of theCinematic brand’, in Nick Moschovakis, ed., Macbeth: New Critical Essays, 300-17, New York: Routledge; p.
301).

Images of Lady Macbeth in Greece: The Translations of Dimitrios Vikelas (1882)
and Vasilis Rotas (1962)
Dimitra V. Dalpanagioti
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece; dalpana@enl.auth.gr
The paper examines two moments in the history of the reception of Lady Macbeth in Greece as exemplified in the translations
of Macbeth by Dimitrios Vikelas (1882) and Vasilis Rotas (1962). In 1882, Vikelas, an upper-middle-class merchant of the
Greek Diaspora of London, offered an idealized view of Lady Macbeth as a selfless wife that glories in her husband’s power
and commits regicide out of devotion to her husband, rather than out of personal ambition. In 1962, Rotas, an intellectual
influenced by Marxist thought and closely involved in the National Resistance during the German Occupation in Greece
(1941-1944), revised this image of Lady Macbeth. He offered a complicated portrait in which she is an ambitious and highly
manipulative wife, but at the same time she is admirable for embracing manly pride and fearlessness in the scene of the
regicide (I.vii). The paper intends to present evidence of Lady Macbeth’s reception by reference both to the translators’
choices at a micro-linguistic level and by reference to the paratextual elements of the translations. The translators’ choices
are discussed in the context of the horizon of the translations, with particular reference to the translators’ views about
women’s social positions and roles, in order to prove Lady Macbeth’s limitless potential for appropriation across time and
under different socio-political circumstances.

Eternal cycle of Religious Violence? Jarzyna’s 21st century 2007: Macbeth and
Duda-Gracz’s primeval Makbet
Jacek Fabiszak1, Anna Wołosz-Sosnowska1
1
Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań, Poland; fabiszak@amu.edu.pl
There are few plays which are as timely and current in the 21st century as when they were written and Shakespeare’s
Macbeth can be considered one such example. The ideas of power struggle, ambition, and violence have inspired and
drawn attention of film and theatre artists. Staging Macbeth has had a long tradition in Poland with numerous approaches
towards the play. Two recent Polish adaptations, Grzegorz Jarzyna’s 2007: Makbeth (2006) and Agata Duda-Gracz’s Makbet
(2017), have had a significant impact on the perception of current cultural and political situation in Poland and Europe.
The plays have been staged 10 years apart with contrastive aesthetic and stylistic choices but the ideas and themes
dealt with appear to be similar, expressing the anxieties of Western societies in the 21st century. They include conflict and
violence, its sources and forms, role and function of religion and the position of women. Jarzyna topically comments on
the war on terrorism and sets the action of his production in Iraq in early 21st century, in a not-too-distant future, where
American troops are fighting Arab ‘terrorists’, where the Occident enters in a complex relation with the Orient. Duda-Gracz,
in turn, takes the spectator back to the 11th century Scotland, in which pagan culture does not easily yield to Christianity.
Both directors interrogate the sources of evil, its ‘banality’ which in the productions becomes far from commonplace and
appears to be an ethical and eschatological necessity, as well as look at the condition of religion(s) in contemporary culture.
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Rupert Goold’s Visceral Macbeth on the English Boards: Equivocation, Violence,
and Vulnerability
Susan L. Fischer
Bucknell University / Harvard University, United States of America; sfischer@bucknell.edu
“Haunting, mesmerizing, non-traditional, blood-guts-brilliance, chilling, exciting unpredictability, blood curdling, original
and inventive, live afresh, fruitfully rethought, visceral excitement, political resonance, transfixed anew, visually and sonically
arresting, ferociously up to date, vibrant new reading…” Rarely have seasoned UK theatre critics spoken so in unison about
the powerful impact of a production of a familiar Shakespeare play.
Rupert Goold’s 2007 direction of Macbeth registered the potential for violence in relocating its boundaries to an abattoir
environment in a hellish, subterranean kitchen. The production created a plausible political world we recognized as
terrorizing and tyrannical through digitalized imagery of the military recalling Stalinist Soviet Russia; lethal poisoning (of
Banquo) in a railway car; violent interrogation (of Ross); etc. Conflictive gender dynamics were foregrounded initially in
Fleetwood’s young, sexual, ambitious (if “fiendish”) Lady Macbeth, and Stewart’s older, weaker, and fearful (if once heroic)
Macbeth: if she seduced him into murdering, he understood the consequences of killing, even as he turned desperate
tyrant.
The production exploited Macbeth’s pervasive thread of “equivocations,” beginning with the “imperfect speakers”—
unfinished, ambiguous, double-edged—who were the “witches”: “weird sisters” cast as nurses in a field hospital killing
rather than curing victims of battle, only to double as witches for the juxtaposed second scene and the equivocal encounter
with Macbeth. “Double double, toil and trouble,” indeed. Later, a double perspective—a twist of emphasis—was ensured
when Banquo’s banquet appearance was replayed after the interval.
These were representative, poignant moments in Goold’s highly contextualized, state-of-the-art mise-en-scène. They will
be discussed in terms not only of how it all worked on stage and concomitant (trans)national, modern concerns, but
also of other productions: Greg Doran’s 1999 mise-en-scène set in the recognizable Eastern European conflict, recalling
murderous strife in former Yugoslavia; and Helena Pimenta’s 2011 unconventional Madrid production that drew on video,
new technologies of scenography, and a choir.

Modernising Shakespeare in Greece: Giannis Houvardas’ Macbeth
Constantina S. Georgiadi
Institute for Mediterranean Studies, Foundation for Research and Technology-Hellas, Greece; georgiadi@ims.forth.gr
Shakespeare’s The Tragedy of Macbeth is one of the author’s most iconic plays. It is inspired by the Hollinshed’s Chronicles
and is imbued with blood and an endless thirst for power. As with most of the Shakespearean tragedies, Macbeth has
served as a vehicle for the elevation of the acting technique of many male and female actors from the nineteenth century
to the present and has inspired theatre and film directors worldwide.
On the Greek stage, the tragedy of the bloodthirsty Scottish general and his wife did not flourish, and the existing
directorial approaches seldom deviated from the standard, traditional or conventional reading of the play as a tragedy
of ruthless ambition and power. This presentation focuses on Giannis Houvardas’ Macbeth of 1999, which is a production
deviating from the traditional approaches. Houvardas considers the tragedy of Macbeth through the lens of the Freudian
psychoanalytic theories of castration and fear of the womb in an attempt to link Shakespeare’s play to current global power
and authority relationships between males and females. The paper aims to investigate the way Houvardas modernises
Shakespeare’s staging in Greece and how his psychoanalytical and gender-based approach was received by the audience
and critics of the time.
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Theater of Dolls and Shadows: Glocalizing Macbeth in Albania
Marinela Golemi
Arizona State University, United States of America; mgolemi@asu.edu
Macbeth’s Albanian afterlife has been anything but linear. The National Albanian Theater which now acts as a platform for
political advocacy and critique, was once heavily censored during centuries of colonization and dictatorship, leaving an
immense gap between Macbeth’s translation and staging. Bishop Fan S. Noli translated the play in 1928 with the agenda
of attacking his political rival, the self-proclaimed King Ahmet Zog by analogizing him to the usurper Macbeth. Thus,
Macbeth became a source of criticism for Albanian tyrants. The next reference is made about Nexhmije Hoxha, the wife of
communist dictator Enver Hoxha, who upon her death in 2020 became known in national and international news outlets
as the ‘‘Lady Macbeth’ of Albania. Hoxha was consequently described as Macbeth himself. While the translation localized
Macbeth in Albania due to Noli’s political commentary, Kled Kapexhiu’s 2018 premiere of Macbeth in Albania’s National
Theater brought global aesthetics to a local performance. The production transformed the characters into marionettes
with larger than life shadows, whose stiff doll-like movements and skeletal makeup, were simultaneously reminiscent
of Platonic Greek theater and film. Although the visual performance became global as the weird sisters are beautified to
closely resemble characters from Noh and Kabuki figures, I suggest that linguistic fidelity to the text maintained a local
perspective, therefore producing a glocal performance. Macbeth is Albania negotiates the history of the text and the
modernity of the performance. Consequently, I argue that the identify of Macbeth in this glocal context is distorted and
reimagined as a means of confronting the gaze of Albanian spectators. Kapexhiu’s production of Macbeth reevaluates and
contributes to the modernization of Albanian theater.

Macbeth on the Dutch stage – National, European and Global
Coen Heijes
University of Groningen, Netherlands; c.p.a.heijes@rug.nl
In this paper I analyse the production and reception of Macbeth in the Netherlands from the 1970s onwards, with a special
focus on the 21st century. While some Shakespeare plays, such as The Merchant of Venice and Othello, have an unmistakable
and clear Dutch signature (Heijes, 2016; Heijes 2020), Macbeth’s connection to the specific Dutch context seems far more
ambivalent. On the one hand, directors do reflect on the regional or national, generally political, context and use the
play to address local incompetence or abuse of power. On the other hand, productions, adaptations and re-writings also
respond to more global concerns, both in Europe and worldwide, introducing for example specific references to historical
developments in other European countries or responding to theatre work across the border. In this paper I address this
mixed palette of interventions, which is embedded in the national, European and global political and cultural context. Both
directorial intent and the re-writings of the play contribute to this duality, while, intriguingly, reception is broadly similar
across the decades and seems to focus more on the universal themes of violence and power. I discuss what the impact is
of these interventions, why they are less clearly connected to the national context and identity, and to what extent one
can truly speak of a ‘Dutch’ Macbeth.

Shakespeare’s Macbeth: Constant Dialogue between Elizabethan Tragedy and
Polish Patriotic Concerns
Krystyna Kujawinska-Courtney
University of Lodz, Poland; krystyna.kujawinska52@gmail.com
The aim of my paper is to demonstrate selected aspects of appropriations of Shakespeare’s Macbeth, which have taken
place in the two hundred years of the tragedy’s presence in Polish culture. Though the ideological complexity of Hamlet
read usually through the prism of national problematics made it the most significant of Shakespeare’s plays in Poland,
Macbeth as a study of “vaulting” ambition and ubiquitous evil also plays an important role, especially in the times when
the moral integrity of Polish nation was tested by the exposure to politics representing suppression of freedom, harsh
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authoritarian regime and xenophobic distain towards the native Poles. Foreign influence has greatly contributed to the
initial interest in this tragedy, for example its text found its way into Polish culture through the eighteenth-century German
appropriations staged by the German travelling troupes and the French adaptation by Francis Ducis, which was translated
and performed by Polish companies. When in the nineteenth century Macbeth was banned under Russian partition, the
play was staged by international “wandering stars”, such as Ira Aldridge, Adelaide Ristori and Ernesto Rossi. During the
World War II the tragedy accompanied Polish soldiers stationed in Scotland, and it inspired, independent from Jan Kott’s
famous essay, first works on the operation of the Grand Mechanism of Power. Particular interest was attached to the
Birnam Wood, also during the Communist regime, since it was interpreted as the Katyn forest where the Soviet army
treacherously killed hundreds of Polish officers. “Katyn Forest as Birnam Wood does not stand in its place but it becomes
bigger and is slowly approaching”, as one critic said. The struggle between the goodness and evil still incites the theatrical
interpretation of Macbeth in the postdramatic rendions of Macbeth, cf. Agata Duda-Gracz and Maja Kleczkowska.

Poster Theatre - Theatre Poster: Lady Macbeth in Marian Nowiński’s Theatre of
One Sign
Sabina Laskowska-Hinz
University of Warsaw, Poland; sabinalh@gmail.com
This paper aims to examine two unusual and somewhat non-traditional theatre productions of Lady Macbeth (1996 and
2008) designed by Marian Nowiński for his Theatre of One Sign (TOS). The singularity of these productions lies in their
medium: these are two posters that stand for the whole performance.
Theatre researchers tend to treat posters as decorative or additional elements of theatre productions. The images become
an iconographic introduction, commercial encouragement or an extension of stage design, always linked to a specific
theatrical performance. Nevertheless, there are situations in which posters might be treated as either fully developed
theatrical adaptations or as critical interpretations of dramatic texts, as in the case of Marian Nowiński’s works and his
Theatre of One Sign.
The approach adopted in the paper includes semiotic analyses of the composition, intermedial insight and interpretation
of symbols employed in Lady Macbeth posters. The paper demonstrates that it is possible to expand critical studies of
Shakespeare with a vast quantity of compelling dramatical interpretations coded in theatre posters. The variety of
interpretations is as broad as the number of qualified viewers who decode the critical statements embedded in these
posters. All posters possess interpretative potential, but those that refer to archetypical motifs seem to generate the most
valuable critical outcome.

Maeterlinck’s Mirror: a Catalan Macbeth
Vanessa Palomo Berjaga
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Spain; vanesa.palomo@uab.cat
Josep Maria de Sagarra translated Macbeth into Catalan in 1942 and, due to Franco’s dictatorship, it was first published in
a clandestine edition in 1946 or 1947. With the aim of determining if there were any influences of previous translators on
Sagarra’s Macbeth, in an earlier research (Palomo Berjaga 2020) I analysed the French translations by François-Victor Hugo
(1865-1873) and Maurice Maeterlinck (1910), the Catalan translations by Cebrià Montoliu (1907), Diego Ruiz (1908) and
Cèsar August Jordana (1928), and the Spanish translations by Magí Morera i Galícia (1919) and Luis Astrana Marín (1920),
and I found out that the most influential translator was Maeterlinck.
The aim of this paper is twofold: 1) to show some cases in which Sagarra clearly has the same translation options as
Maeterlinck; and 2) to explain the reasons why Sagarra’s translation mirrored that of Maeterlinck instead of the previous
Catalan or Spanish translations. According to Salvador Oliva (1986: 39), Sagarra had no choice but to look at the French
translations, since he had very little time to deliver each translation. Both French and Catalan are Romance languages
and have similar words, so French would have helped Sagarra to better understand the English text and to find ways
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of translating it into Catalan. It is a well-known fact that French was a common bridge language when translating
Shakespeare’s plays into Catalan and Spanish, mainly until the first quarter of the 20th century. But why did Sagarra rely
especially on Maeterlinck’s translation, rather than, for instance, on François-Victor Hugo’s (Sagarra’s Macbeth presents
only 5 similarities with Hugo, whereas it shares as many as 314 coincidences with Maeterlinck)? And why did Sagarra
prefer a French translation to the existing Spanish and Catalan translations? This paper examines the reasons behind the
national and transnational relationships at work in Sagarra’s translation of Macbeth and behind his choice of Maeterlinck
as a preferred translator.

Contemporary Noir Fiction Recycles Macbeth: Jo Nesbø
Antonella Piazza
University of Salerno, Italy; apiazza@unisa.it
In 2009 I published an article ‘Recycling Macbeth’ where I considered the symbolic transformations of Shakespeare’s play
for the screen in noir movies classical as well in B-movies and in tv series (“Testi e linguaggi” 3/2009, pp. 279-292). My
conclusion was: ‘recycling as a metaphor for adaptation, rather than repetition, points at metamorphosis as meaning not
just a change of surfaces, but, as Rushdie maintains, the emergence of our deepest nature through the hybridization of
media and other forms of knowledge”. p.291
I apologize for this self-quotation, but it might help me in the reading (which I have not done yet!) of Jo Nesbø, Macbeth. I’d
like to investigate the choices of this writer (if any) related to his assignment of rewriting Macbeth for the fourth centenary
of Shakespeare’s death (which was a task assigned also to other authors as Margaret Atwwod and Jeanette Winterson).
In other terms I would like to consider how Macbeth has been recognized and recycled as an archetype by a master of
contemporary noir fiction. My focus will be especially on the fatal couple.

The Heat of Oppressed Brains: On Rewriting Macbeth in the Polish People’s
Republic
Przemysław Pożar
University of Warsaw, Poland; p.pozar@uw.edu.pl
With no more than twenty productions during the Polish People’s Republic period (1952–1989) Macbeth guided the
reflection of Polish intellectuals and artists already in the 1940s with its themes gloomily reverberating the immediate
tragedies of the Second World War and its aftermath under the Soviet rule. However, the unrelenting proximity of
the Scottish play to the ordinance of the Communist regime deferred the opportunity to embark on official artistic
appropriations (Komorowski 2002).
The publishing process of new Shakespeare begun promptly and the translation of Macbeth by Zofia Siwicka was
published already in 1950. Still, its quality did not allow for a lasting theatrical presence as it was only employed for the
1958 production directed by Zygmunt Hübner who brought Macbeth into the group of politically oriented canonical plays.
In 1972 a properly modern translation was commissioned. The new rendering amalgamated the overarching force of Jan
Kott’s readings in Shakespeare Our Contemporary with an unconventional strategy of translation proposed by Jerzy Sito
(1934–2011) who infused the text of Macbeth with the strive to liberate Polish reception of Shakespeare from the 19th
century Romantic canon. And yet, although Sito’s radical experiment succeeded among Polish directors and guaranteed
his Macbeth an onstage reign for almost twenty years, it did not secure his position as the go-to Shakespeare translator, but
made him rather an all-to-frivolous interpreter of the Bard.
Despite the regime’s centralized cultural politics, Shakespeare’s plays were tried and scrutinized by an array of translators.
Sito’s Macbeth is an illustrative example of the catalytic heterogeneity warranted by the post-war wave of Polish translations
of Shakespeare. This paper seeks then to delineate the translator’s complex interpretative design (conveyed in paratexts and
separate essays) as well as the refractory powers of social, political and cultural background of this translatory endeavour.
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“The Seeds of Time”: Indivisibles in Early Modern Literature
Shankar Raman
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, United States of America; sram@mit.edu
My title is taken from Banquoís demand that the witches look into the seeds of time to prophecy ‘which grain will grow
and which will not’ (1.3.58ff ), a formulation that combines a sense of time’s organic flow with the particulate discreteness
of the material world. In what ways does this play evoke sequentiality (perhaps most famously when Macbeth rails against
time’s ‘petty pace’ in his ‘Tomorrow, and tomorrow, and tomorrow’ speech in 5.5)? In what ways does time’s movement find
its limit (as when Lady Macbeth tells her husband that his letter have ‘transported [her] beyond / This ignorant present,’
so that she feels ‘now / The future in an instant’ (1.5.55ff )? This talk explores a transitional phase preceding (and preparing
for) the development of calculus in the later seventeenth-century: the fruitful idea of indivisibles, owed to Bonaventura
Cavilieri. The ontological ambiguity of this notion touched upon a basic problem inherited from the Greeks, of establishing
the relationship between the discrete and the continuous. Through a reading Shakespeare’s Macbeth, I speculate on how
this time-obsessed play negotiates what Leibniz memorably called the ‘labyrinth of the continuum’.

“Th’ usurper’s cursèd head” – Macbeth’s Decade on the Hungarian Stages
Veronika Schandl
Pázmány Péter Catholic University - Budapest, Hungary; schandl.veronika@btk.ppke.hu
The decade we are closing on has seen an unprecedented rise in Hungarian productions of Shakespeare’s Macbeth. A
play that was not a stage favourite during Socialist times, has been put on in 11 different productions since 2011, in fringe
venues as often as in state subsidized much advertised productions. One could definitely argue that the sudden interest in
a play that centers on the nature of ambition is not detached from the general cultural-political trends that have formed
Hungarian cultural politics and, for that matter, Hungarian politics on the whole during the past decade. The rise and
stabilization of the populist Orbán-regime we see today, often has a very audible echo in these productions. While the
paper will address these connotations, it wishes mainly to focus on the trends these productions draw up, among others
on postdramatic tendencies, textual emendations, visual representations, gender issues and other directorial choices that
were all involved in drawing Macbeth’s tragedy closer to the present.
The paper will pay extra attention to three production it sees as emblematic for certain trends: Zoltán Balázs’s 2013Macbeth/
Anatomy where rats heightened the atmosphere, Ádám Horgas’s 2014 uniquely visualised Magyar Theatre version and
finally Rémusz Szikszay’s 2018 production, the most and least political of all. In doing so, the essay aims at positioning
Hungarian Macbeths of the past decade among European theatrical trends.

Cultural and Geo-political Contexts of Armenian-language Productions of
Macbeth
Jasmine H. Seymour
Armenian Shakespeare Association – Yerevan, Armenia; j.seymour2020@gmail.com
Geo-political settings of stage adaptations have been quintessential in assisting Shakespearean drama to acquire renewed
relevance and meaning through (historical) time and (geographical) space. This paper explores and juxtaposes geopolitical and cultural backgrounds of Armenian-language productions of Macbeth in foreign realms in the nineteenth
century and in modern-day Republic of Armenia.
In fact, Macbeth was one of the first Shakespearean dramas staged by Armenians in the 1860s, at the pick of the nation’s
cultural revival after centuries under foreign oppression. In 1864, an abridged adaptation of the tragedy was performed by
the students of Moorat-Raphael College in Venice. The French version by Jean-Francois Ducis was translated by a Mekhitarist
priest into classical Armenian (Grapar) for the occasion. Three years later, Hagop Vardovian’s theatre troupe in Constantinople
introduced Shakespeare with a full-version Macbeth, Vardovian taking on the title role (Stepanian 1969:43-45). Examining
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this adaptation seems rather problematic for two reasons: the translation, most certainly in Western Armenian vernacular,
did not endure, and furthermore, the press had remained peculiarly silent (or silenced) about Shakespeare’s inauguration
in the Ottoman Empire. Not only Macbeth was taken off the theatre’s repertory and banned, but soon all Armenianlanguage theatres - the first professional troupes of the Ottoman Empire - were closed for several decades.
In the twenty-first century, the new national and geo-political context of Macbeth at the State Drama Theatre in Yerevan,
entirely contrasted the hostile setting of the initial adaptation nearly 140 years ago. Since its creation in 1967, this repertory
theatre in the Armenian capital has offered an alternative approach to the mainstream realism of the Soviet era. Faithful
to its experimental principles, Macbeth - produced by the Theatre’s artistic director Armen Khandikyan - propagated
avant-garde approach, with intricate symbolism and stimulating revision of the tragedy. The paper explores the unlocked
opportunities that the new geo-political reality has presented to this critically acclaimed production with the National
Artist of Armenia Arthur Utmazyan (Macbeth) and Luiza Ghambaryan (Lady Macbeth).

Macbeth in Russian: A Story of Love and Misperception
Natalia A. Shatalova
Lomonosov Moscow State University, Russian Federation; n.a.shatalov@inbox.ru
Shakespearean tragedy has been immensely popular in Russia since the time immemorial, and Macbeth – among other
great tragedies – has been translated a dozen times. However, the play, unlike Hamlet or King Lear, has not become part
of popular culture in Russia. There are but only a few significant theatre versions of Macbeth and no film adaptations. This
phenomenon can be partly explained by a mismatch between the complex message and pathos of the play and the
approach chosen by its translators, who tended to narrow down the poetic palette of the play.
Another explanation, perhaps, lies beyond the language and poetic gap. The idea of a villainous king-protagonist has
proved to be both too difficult for the popular Russian mentality to stomach in certain historical periods, and too simple
a challenge for the intellectuals - given a deeply psychological dimension of the Russian literature in the 19th- early 20th
centuries.
Yet, in the 21st century has brought a new “wave” of interest to things Shakespearean. Probably, a newly found fascination
is one of the fruits of the digital era – young Russian people have access to English-language films and theatre, and
Shakespeare is becoming part of their cultural discourse. This, in turn, encouraged young translators to dare surpass their
great predecessors, such as Boris Pasternak.

Guarding our Enemies Against Injustice: Macbeth and Nuremberg
Erica Sheen
University of York, United Kingdom; erica.sheen@york.ac.uk
References to Macbeth recur in post-war debates about questions of justice and criminal responsibility raised by the
Nuremberg trials October 1945 - November 1946, subsequently also the trial of Adolf Eichmann in Jerusalem in 1961. This
paper will explore these references and consider the broader role of Shakespearean citation in Cold War debates about the
concept of the war crime.
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An Interpolated Narrative of Macbeth on the Turkish Stage: İkinci Katil (The
Second Murderer) by Serhat Yiğit
Kübra Vural Özbey
English Language and Literature, Hacettepe University, Turkey; vural.kubra@gmail.com
In Shakespeare and Modern Popular Culture, Douglas Lanier dwells on the adaptation of Shakespeare’s plays in popular
culture and refers to Shakespeare fan fiction materials. He details this type of appropriation by offering six narrative types.
Among these narratives, he defines interpolated narrative as a kind of narrative “in which new plot material is dovetailed
with the plot of the source” (83). Although Lanier pinpoints such a narrative in terms of the appropriation of Shakespeare’s
plays in popular culture, I suggest that it cannot be limited to Shakespeare fan fiction, and it may be enmeshed with
a broader context of rewriting. Allegedly, an adaptation of Macbeth, İkinci Katil (The Second Murderer), by a Turkish
playwright, Serhat Yiğit, can be defined as an example of interpolated narrative since the play does not divert from the
source text and narrates the story of the unnamed second murderer from Shakespeare’s play. Yiğit gives him a name,
Warden, and depicts his becoming a murderer. Although Warden is an ordinary man, working in his inn with his wife Mary,
the prophecy of three others (three witches of the source text) changes his life in a parallel way to Macbeth’s story. At the
time when Warden is financially troubled, the prophecy encourages him to become a murderer in Macbeth’s plot to kill
Banquo. In the course of the plot, Warden’s desire to achieve more increasingly echoes Macbeth’s ambition to gain more
power. The synchronous staging of Macbeth/Lady Macbeth’s and Warden/Mary’s crises, as indicated in stage directions,
emphasizes the parallelism between the lives of a king and a common man. Therefore, Yiğit’s rewriting is tinged with a
political message that the head of the state may determine the decisions of his people and his personal ambition may
be deemed to be a source of decay and corruption in the society. In this regard, this paper sets out to unfold The Second
Murderer’s political undertone as an interpolated narrative of Macbeth with a particular emphasis on the resonant stories
of Macbeth and Warden.
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Shakespeare and Music: “Where should this music be? I’ th’ air or th’ earth?”
Supported by the RMA Shakespeare and Music Study Group

Michelle Assay1, Alina Bottez2, David Fanning3
1
University of Huddersfield, United Kingdom; 2University of Bucharest, Romania; 3University of Manchester, United Kingdom
m.assay@hud.ac.uk; alinabottez@gmail.com; david.fanning@manchester.ac.uk
When it comes to the use of, and references to, music, Shakespeare’s genius embraced two distinct conceptions: mancentred and God-centred – in other words a natural and a supernatural one. The intricate balance of theatrical devices in
Shakespeare’s plays and his ability to turn music (or even its absence) into an essential part of his works have fascinated
scholars and composers for centuries. Any Shakespeare-inspired music, whether symphonic/instrumental or meant for the
stage, is in fact the remediation of a work that was already ‘pluri-medial’. Thus music becomes an organic part of the final
artistic performance and contributes decisively to its impact and success.
This seminar explores both the role of music in Shakespeare’s plays and transmedial works inspired by Shakespeare. It
concerns itself with how verbal significances become non-verbal in the case of instrumental music, and how music and
words combine – in art song, opera and musicals – to yield a new refashioned work that is still Shakespeare and yet also
something new.
We invite contributions from a variety of literary, musicological, anthropological, and cultural perspectives. Paper themes
may include, but are not limited to:
- Theoretical approaches to the musical adaptation of Shakespeare
- The nature of music references and songs in Shakespeare’s works
- The natural and supernatural in connection with the music in Shakespeare’s plays and with music inspired by Shakespeare
- Politics and ethics in the musical adaptations and appropriations of Shakespeare
- Shakespeare and opera/stage music
- The musical representation of gender, race, and class in Shakespeare-inspired music
- Shakespeare and film music
- Shakespeare’s impact on composers’ creative output
- Shakespeare and musical nationalism
- Shakespeare in non-classical music (jazz, musical theatre, pop)
- Performing Shakespeare-inspired music
- The afterlives of Shakespeare-inspired music
Keywords: Music, adaptation, remediation, opera, the supernatural
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Prospero’s Island as an Auditory Maze in Shakespeare’s The Tempest
Antonio Arnieri
University of Verona, Italy; antonio.arnieri@univr.it
A paramount feature of Shakespeare’s The Tempest is the pervasiveness of sound and music as decisive for its dramatic
impact and success. In its inflections, either of the natural or the supernatural, sound significantly participates in shaping
the island as the setting where the entire play takes place. By associating nature and sound in The Tempest, Shakespeare
creates a world of shimmering images; the castaways wander in it as in a space that is at the same time both bewildering
and leading towards obeying Prospero’s precise directions.
My paper investigates this relationship between nature and sound in The Tempest, aiming to examine the crucial role
played in its characterization by auditory elements. Taking as my starting point Peggy Muñoz Simonds’ idea of Prospero’s
kingdom as a garden, I deal with the political metaphor of the Renaissance garden with a view to shedding light on
how sound and music also participate in its building. In order to do so, I will avail myself of the support of concepts and
methodologies developed in the field of sound studies, such as soundscape, acoustemology, and the acousmatic, also by
retrieving the early modern hermeneutic of sound, music, and hearing.
I will focus specifically on selected parts of the play where the metaphor of the island as a maze can be found, an image
that mirrors the pre-ordered, still disorienting feature of the setting. In conclusion, I will describe how both nature and
sound in The Tempest are the constituents of an auditory maze that affects the characters in different ways while, at the
same time, working as a metaphor for the early -modern political life at court.

“I am Hamlet”: Hamlet as the Artist’s Alter-ego in Late-Soviet Songs
Michelle Assay1, David Fanning2
1
University of Huddersfield, United Kingdom; M.Assay@hud.ac.uk
2
University of Manchester (Music Illustrations), United Kingdom; david.fanning@manchester.ac.uk
From their first engagement with the tragedy in the mid-18th century, Russian Hamlets have always been ‘more than
Hamlet’, in the sense that they reveal just as much about their socio-political context as about the potential meanings
and interpretations of the tragedy. At the same time, music has often played an important, even decisive role, in several
of the most iconic Russian adaptations. With the (re-)tightening of censorship during the Stagnation period and beyond
(1964-1991), a proliferation of subtexts and Aesopian messages may be detected in late Soviet Shakespeare adaptations
in general and Hamlet in particular.
This paper examines representative cases of responses to Hamlet and Hamlet in the late- and post-Soviet eras, in songs
taking the genres of ‘bard’ songs, Soviet variety (Estrada), and art songs. Self-identifying with the hero of the tragedy,
songwriters, whether in the concert or popular music fields, used Hamlet as an alter-ego to make commentaries on the
state of the individual within a social or existential context. While some of these commentaries were obvious and at times
daringly direct, others invite in-depth musical as well as interdisciplinary (music and visual arts) analysis. A case of the latter
is Shostakovich’s setting of two Russian poems, themselves responses to Hamlet. Such profound explorations of individual
consciousness serve as a necessary balance to the more common perception of late-Soviet art as dominated by sociopolitical discourse.
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A Verona of the Mind: Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet Adapted Musically across
Cultural Borders
Alina Bottez
University of Bucharest, Romania; alinabottez@gmail.com, alina.bottez@lls.unibuc.ro
Protean Shakespeare thrives not only in the theatre, but also through what Bolter and Grusin call remediation. This paper
analyses the impact exerted by cultural, social, political, and religious context over the adaptations of Shakespeare’s Romeo
and Juliet into opera, symphony, and musical.
The main approach of this study is comparative and relies on the history of mentalities. The conventions of the lyrical
theatre and their influence on reception are also under scrutiny. One such relevant instance is the Baroque fashion of
the castrati, which accustomed the audience to female-sounding male protagonists, and which resulted in the uncanny
casting of a woman as Romeo in Bellini’s I Capuleti e i Montecchi even after that fashion dwindled.
Politically, both Bellini’s and Vaccai’s operas – written on the same libretto – upgrade the family feud between the
Montagues and Capulets to a conflict between Guelphs and Ghibellines – the factions that rivalled in Italy throughout the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries.
The paper contends that the confusing religious configuration of Shakespeare’s England is reinterpreted kaleidoscopically
in the musical transmediations of the play. It demonstrates, for instance, that Berlioz and Gounod reread it according to
staunch Catholicism in nineteenth century France, while Bernstein’s West Side Story moves the action to New York in the
mid-50s, replacing the Capulets and Montagues with rival Polish and Puerto Rican gangs and extirpating all religious
significances from the musical.
My conclusion is that, adapting or appropriating the veteran Elizabethan drama, the ensuing musical works become much
more than mere rewritings, enriching and prolonging the afterlife of Shakespeare’s masterpiece.

All Strings Attached: Macbeth as Puppet Opera in Iran
Mohammadreza Hassanzadeh Javanian
Freie Universität Berlin, Germany; rezajavanian@zedat.fu-berlin.de
The plays of William Shakespeare have inspired a wide range of adaptations in a variety of genres. Opera and puppetry,
in particular, have each engaged with Shakespearean drama in their own unique ways. However, the intersection of the
two – puppet opera – has rarely been employed as an efficient genre for adapting Shakespeare. In 2012, Iranian theatre
director and puppet show expert, Behrouz Gharibpour, designed and directed a puppet opera performance based on
Giuseppe Verdi’s operatic composition of Shakespeare’s Macbeth. Gharibpour had previously designed and directed a
puppet opera based on the tragedy of Rostam and Sohrab, which forms part of the 10th-century Shahnameh by the Persian
poet Ferdowsi. The present research is set to investigate how puppet opera has provided a suitable medium for Gharibpour
to adapt Macbeth. In doing so, the research will focus on various elements in Gharibpour’s production including music,
stage design, scene divisions, use of marionettes, and lighting design. Moreover, the study seeks to demonstrate how
Gharibpour’s experience in performing Rostam and Sohrab influenced the way he adapted Macbeth.

“I am Shakespeare in the flesh”: When Rappers Cite Shakespeare
Ronan Hatfull
University of Warwick, United Kingdom; Ronan.Hatfull@warwick.ac.uk
In November 2013, American rapper Kanye West declared that he was “Shakespeare in the flesh” on the radio show “Sway in
the Morning”. In a bid to emphasise that he was “the number one most impactful artist of our generation”, West compared
himself to the playwright, amongst other significant individuals and institutions, citing the reputation of each to illustrate
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his own cultural impact. This declaration and the reasons for it provoke interesting questions about what happens when
rappers cite Shakespeare and why they choose to do so.
In this paper, I use West’s citation as a launchpad for my enquiry into hip-hop’s appropriation of Shakespeare’s name and his
work. I begin by exploring specific instances where rappers refer to the playwright by name in their music, including songs
by Akala, Eminem, Jay-Z, Lil Simz and A Tribe Called Quest. To what uses do these artists put Shakespeare’s reputation and
how do those purposes differ when his name is cited by black and white artists? In the second part, I turn to examples
where Shakespeare’s plots and characters have been harnessed by rappers such as Lin-Manuel Miranda, Nas, Saul Williams,
Stormzy and Tupac to produce new interpretations of his work, draw parallels between past and present conflicts and
create a cultural shorthand which succinctly communicates the meaning of their work to listeners.
The paper concludes with an examination of British rapper Akala’s “Hip-Hop or Shakespeare” game which he has presented
at a number of events and as part of his Hip-Hop Shakespeare Company project. Akala frames the game in a pedagogic
context as a quick-fire introduction to the unexpected connections between rap music and Shakespeare and I will here
analyse which artists and quotations he selects and what these choices reveal about the linguistic connections between
these two forms of poetry.

“A fancy so felicitous:” The Etude Music Magazine Introduces Shakespeare to the
Music Parlours of American Homes
Keith Heimann
Brookdale Community College, United States of America; kheimann@brookdalecc.edu
At the fin de siècle, millions of middle-class American families aspired to a higher cultural and social standing. A fundamental
ingredient for those turf-hunting bourgeoisie was the presence of music in the home. The Etude Music Magazine (18831957) was their affordable and glittering signifier of coveted sophistication and gentility. To further their readership’s
exposure to refinement, The Etude frequently published articles that sought to connect classical music to the writings
of William Shakespeare. In addition, it published sheet music selections that were inspired by the Bard and sometimes
included prominent pen and ink illustrations that were used to reinforce the reciprocity between Shakespeare’s writings
and Western “art” music. This research will examine how The Etude sought to forge a connection between Shakespeare
and classical music and then use that partnership to persuade its readers that, rather than an intimidating and baffling
playwright of antiquity, Shakespeare was in fact an accessible and highly musical source of harmonious inspiration, as much
a part of their social aspirations as were the strains of Beethoven and Mozart. In addition, the research will examine the
outside resources frequently suggested to readers of The Etude that aimed to further the music/Shakespeare confluence,
namely the writings of Sir Frederick Bridge (1844-1924).

Shakes like Jagger: How the Rolling Stones Handled the Legacy of the Globe
Theatre
Sae Kitamura
Musashi University, Japan; saebou@cc.musashi.ac.jp
This paper examines the use of the symbolic image of the Globe Theatre by the Rolling Stones and its creative team during
the A Bigger Bang Tour from 2005 to 2007. Mark Fisher, a set designer from Kenilworth, Warwickshire, created a large-scale
multilevel set for the tour, inspired by early modern theatre architecture and design. Romanowska1Fisher himself candidly
discussed the influence of traditional European theatre structures typified by the Globe Theatre as well as La Scala in Milan.
Partly because of the open-air nature of the stage, the set of the A Bigger Bang tour is a unique reinterpretation of the
Globe Theatre. Fisher, also a set designer of the Diamond Jubilee Concert in 2012 and one of the three executive producers
of the London 2012 Olympic ceremonies, regarded a rock show as ‘a sort of tribal event in our culture’. Fisher’s set design for
the A Bigger Bang tour is an attempt to connect seemingly incongruent theatrical traditions by finding common ground:
while both are both commercial open-air performances, arena rock, sometimes referred to as the invention of the Rolling
Stones, is considered artificial, luxurious, and abundant in cutting-edge technology, while a simple and bare stage often
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symbolises early modern English theatre. In unifying these two concepts and drawing on Shakespearean theatre, Fisher
emphasises the Rolling Stones’ iconic status in British culture, and the band and its creative team present their show as a
compound of multiple British traditions.

Translating the Shakespearean Supernatural into music in the Romantic Age: A
Case Study
Gaëlle Loisel
Université Clermont Auvergne, France; Gaelle.Loisel@uca.fr
The supernatural in some of Shakespeare’s plays appears to be a favourite subject for Romantic composers. The fairies,
ghosts and spirits haunting the playwright’s works and the sound atmosphere associated with them provide a steppingstone to the music. Both Berlioz and Mendelssohn tried to translate this atmosphere into music: the former in the Tempest
Overture (composed in 1830 and later reentitled Fantasy on Shakespeare’s « The Tempest ») and in his symphony Romeo and
Juliet (1839), where an entire movement is inspired by the wanderings of the fairy Mab (Scherzo de la fée Mab); the latter in
his concert overture entitled A Midsummer Night’s dream (op. 21, 1826).
Those works have one thing in common: they are all instrumental music – even though the Tempest Overture contains
short passages of vocal music. The question then arises: what specific challenge does the treatment of the supernatural
represent for the two musicians? Their choice is not simply thematic but also professes their aesthetic biases. At the heart
of the romantic debate on the expressive powers of instrumental music, the supernatural appears to be a privileged terrain
for experimentation, allowing composers to free themselves from the theories of imitation. Our study will be based both
on romantic theoretical texts and Berlioz’s and Mendelssohn’s scores. For both of them, the choice of these plays and
subjects – fairies, spirits and ghosts – characterized by their immaterial form, shows to what extent they had broken away
from the principles of musical rhetoric they refused to accept.

The Philosophy of Music in Shakespeare’s Drama
Nadezhda Prozorova
Kaluga State University, Russian Federation; prozorova43@bk.ru
Shakespeare realized in his dramatic works the philosophical idea of late Antiquity first proclaimed by Boethius who
divided music into the objective music of the cosmos and the subjective music of the human soul. That idea of the musical
nature of Being is represented in Shakespeare’s dramas by two opposite vectors. One of them points to the music of
spheres, where “the floor of heaven <...> like an angel sing”. The other is directed within, into one’s heart. Both heavenly
and human music is united in Shakespeare’s plays by the principle of harmony, which is understood as ‘consent in dissent’.
Such understanding of harmony is the source of the most important principle of Shakespeare’s architectonics: it is based
on polyphony, on the contrasting interlacement of motifs.
Our contemporary understanding of polyphony in literature is associated first of all with M. Bakhtin’s theory of dialogism,
where polyphony is considered to be the dialogue of personal voices, individual points of view. However, it was the
aesthetics of Romanticism that laid the foundation for this view of polyphony. The poetics of Romanticism put at the
forefront the ideal of the final harmonic concordance: the more genuine the artist is, the better is his ability to reconcile
some contradictory views within the same literary works. And it was in Shakespeare’s work that the Romantics found the
greatest range of those ‘reconcilable’ qualities.
Thus, taken as a whole, Shakespeare’s work is an example of how difference and dissonance may be overcome by means
of harmony that creates the unity of sound in his artistic cosmos.
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“Of helicopters and Bon Jovi in conjunction”: An Examination of the
Soundscapes in A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Roxana Radu
University of Bucharest, Romania; roxradu73@gmail.com
The 2016 production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream transposes the action to the streets of Bankside, London, in the present
day. Wearing “weeds of Huxton,” the characters are barely detectable when they leave the stage and mingle with the
groundlings, as they very often do. Immediacy and interaction are at the heart of this production, which inaugurated
Emma Rice’s reign as artistic director. Rice seems to take her cue from Puck’s reaction to the mechanicals’ play – “[...] I’ll be an
auditor – / An actor, too, perhaps, if I see cause” (3.1.74-5). With a musically talented cast and production crew – flaunting
cabaret star Meow Meow and sound designer Stu Baker, known for winning the Olivier for the musical Matilda – this
Midsummer sets out to win the hearts and ears of its auditor – rather than spectator – while, at the same time, setting in
motion the baffling chain of outcries that would lament “Rice’s amplification heresy” (Quarmby).
Known for her work on performance culture and adaptation of early modern music for the theatre, musician Kathryn
Roberts Parker expounds on the strategy of finding correspondents for the original “aural signifiers” of a play. In a play
that already riffs off of similarities and doubling, Midsummer’s choice of correspondents, doubling the text in a modern
key, is all the more relevant to explore. Building on Roberts’ idea that music in the theatre references outside sound, and
making use of the concepts of “soundmarks” and “soundscapes,” this paper sets out to discuss the various roles music takes
on in this production, from capturing the audience’s attention and bringing them inside the play, to emphasizing the
two temporalities – one human, one supernatural – that intertwine, to aiding in the characterization and relationshipbuilding of the dramatis personae. My conclusion is that “peeling off” and examining the layer of music and its referents we
understand how music works best “in conjunction” with the audience’s acoustic horizons.

Ernest Bloch’s Macbeth and Early Twentieth-Century Shakespearean Opera
Suddhaseel Sen
Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay, India; suddhaseel@iitb.ac.in
Ernest Bloch’s only completed opera, Macbeth (1910), to a libretto by Edmond Fleg, is among those operas based on
Shakespeare that have not achieved repertoire status, even though it has achieved considerable critical praise. In my
paper, I shall examine the opera’s aesthetic orientation, its reading of Shakespeare’s play, and critical reception history in
order to understand the opera’s comparative neglect. I argue that the opera’s aesthetic eclecticism needs to be seen in
the light of its chronological position in Bloch’s oeuvre. The opera was composed in the early stage of Bloch’s career, when
the Swiss composer was attempting to get a foothold in the Parisian musical scene. Consequently, Macbeth’s eclecticism
and stylistic affiliations with the operas of Debussy and Richard Strauss, two of the most important European composers
of the day, were crucial to the critical establishment’s acceptance of Bloch as one of the progressive composers of the day.
But as Bloch’s mature voice emerged, these very qualities went against Macbeth’s eventual position both within the active
operatic repertoire as well as within Bloch’s own oeuvre, thus hindering our appreciation of a Shakespearean opera that is
well worth encountering in the opera house and through recordings.
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“Untune that string”: String Theory and the Music of the Spheres in Shakespeare
Kay Stanton
California State University, Fullerton, United States of America; kstanton@fullerton.edu
In As You Like It, Duke Senior, finding that the melancholy Jaques became “merry, hearing of a song” (II. vii. 4), states that
“If he, compact of jars, grow musical. / We shall have shortly discord in the spheres” (II. vii. 5-6), poetically referencing the
concept of the “music of the spheres,” developed by ancient Greek philosopher Pythagoras, who had used mathematics to
develop music theory, which he extrapolated into cosmological theory. Such music was held to be usually inaudible on
Earth, unless a person was in a state of exalted consciousness.
In Pericles, learning of the title character’s lethargy, Lysimachus recommends the healing ministrations of “a maid” whose
“sweet harmony” could “make a batt’ry through his deafened ports” (V. i. 41, 44). After learning that this maid is his
supposed-dead daughter, Marina, Pericles becomes jubilant, insisting that he hears “The music of the spheres!” (V. i. 232).
Himself hearing nothing and believing that Pericles is delusional, Lysimachus recommends humoring him, and Pericles
falls into “thick slumber” (V. i.236). But the play suggests that he did indeed hear it, as he then experiences an interaction
with the goddess Diana, who advises him to go to her temple at Ephesus and tell his story. He does so and is reunited with
his thought-dead wife, Thaisa, bringing the long-suffering man to pure joy.
The concept of the music of the spheres was built upon not only by Boethius, who postulated a corresponding internal
music of the human body, but also by Shakespeare’s near-contemporary Johannes Kepler—and it has made a comeback
in contemporary string theory (a specialty area within quantum physics), which credits Pythagoras as developing some of
its foundational principles. This paper will demonstrate that Shakespeare’s works are in tune with the macrocosmic and
microcosmic theoretical elements of string theory.

Sh-rock: Shakespeare’s Impact on Contemporary Popular Music
Nikolay Zakharov1, Boris N. Gaydin2
1
Moscow University for the Humanities, Russia 2Moscow University for the Humanities and St. Tikhon’s Orthodox University,
Russia;
nikoltine@yandex.ru; russhake@gmail.com
The paper examines Shakespeare’s influence on various styles and subgenres of rock music. As an important part of
intellectual and spiritual life over the past four centuries, Shakespeare’s legacy has been reflected in the works of many
composers and musicians. Rockers did not escape the playwright’s influence either.
For instance, The Beatles not only quoted the Bard in their songs, but even played a funny send-up of A Midsummer Night’s
Dream on British television in 1964. Another example is David Gilmour of Pink Floyd, who performed Shakespeare’s Sonnet
18 (2001/2002).
Quite many rock bands have chosen Shakespeare’s characters and even the playwright himself as their own names: e.g.,
the 70s Australian glam-rock singer William Shakespeare (the album “Can’t Stop Myself from Loving You” was produced by
H. Vanda and G. Young), the alternative pop-rock duo Shakespears Sister (sic!), the Italian gothic metal band Macbeth, the
German metalcore band Caliban, the American heavy metal band The Metal Shakespeare Company, etc. Nowadays, it is
not difficult to find thousands of songs and albums that feature direct references to Shakespeare.
As for Russia, there are also quite many examples of rock bands that somehow have incorporated Shakespeare’s iconic
characters, motifs, allusions, lines, etc. into their own compositions (Aquarium, DDT, Kino, Zoopark, Krematoriy, etc.). Hamlet
and Romeo and Juliet are undoubtedly the favorite tragedies among Russian rock poets, but references to some other
Shakespearean plays can be found as well.
Shakespeare and his heritage continue to inspire rock musicians: this interest develops their own interpretations of various
themes from Shakespearean works. Perhaps it is more revealing than ever. Rock music is still a prolific and important part
of the Shakespearean sphere as it reflects the English playwright in different ‘amalgams’ of lyrics, music, visuals, footage, etc.
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Re-mapping Shakespeare: Hybridity, Diversity and Adaptation
Carmen Levick1, Márta Minier2
1
University of Sheffield, United Kingdom; 2University of South Wales, United Kingdom
C.levick@sheffield.ac.uk; marta.minier@southwales.ac.uk
The newly independent states in Asia and Africa, that resulted from the administrative decolonisation of European
empires after the end of the Second World War, usually form the object of what we call postcolonial studies. However, the
narrow focus on British colonialism and Anglophone colonies ‘results in primarily English-speaking postcolonial theory,
reproducing one of the most enduring tools of empire’ (Boatca and Parvulescu 2020, 10). Other regions, like Eastern and
Central Europe, China, Japan or South America that do not fully align with the racial, ethnic and class experiences that
define the colonial/postcolonial experience, have been largely neglected. The UK’s internal ‘others’ – Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland – which are also often perceived in a postcolonial context, have their own takes on Shakespeare, too.
These, ranging from the nostrifying to the tongue-in-cheek and to the thoroughly interrogative, demonstrate not only the
‘cultural litheness’ of Shakespeare’s texts (Gramich 2010) but also the complexity of the ways in which Shakespeare has
been incorporated within the cultural and artistic landscapes of the non-English constituent nations of the UK.
This seminar invites papers, provocations as well as creative-critical interventions, introducing or discussing various offcentre adaptations and appropriations of Shakespeare’s work. Drawing on terms like ‘creolité’ and ‘analytics of transversality’
(Glissant) as visions of diversity that go beyond the historical and geographical implications of the Negritude movement,
we encourage participants to engage creatively with the theoretical framework of postcolonial studies. The alternative
Shakespeares we would like to discuss are examples of cultural translation where culturally colonised/marginalised/
otherised communities claim Shakespeare to themselves and hybridise his texts, renegotiating nodes and nexuses of
power.
Abstracts should engage with (but are not limited to) one of the following conference topics:
- Hauntings of the past, injunctions of the present: Rewritings of history, myth and origin narratives
- Language, art and politics
- Nature, politics and ethics
- Remapping(s) of the world
There are no geographical or historical limitations to the topics, but there is an expectation that the theoretical frameworks
employed within the presentations stem from a postcolonial/decolonial exploration of adaptations or appropriations of
Shakespeare’s plays primarily (but not exclusively) in performance, on film or in other media.
Keywords: creolite, postcolonialism, identity, nation, hybridity
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Translating Shakespeare into another Genre: A Reading of “Othello” by
Muktaram Vidyabagish
Abhishek Chowdhury
Department of English, Chakdaha College, India; abhishekchowdhury1990@gmail.com
Shakespeare is implicated in the biggest and most significant colonial construct in India – the English language – with all
its cultural baggage. The language issue is an inevitable refrain in all considerations of Shakespeare in India, mainly through
the two modes of the literary translation and the innovations and adaptations in performance. Technically speaking,
abridgements do not fall under the purview of translations. However, it is essential to scrutinise abridgements; or re-tellings
in abridged narrative form (primarily of tales or stories which do not follow the dramatic format) as Bengal’s negotiations
with Shakespeare’s plays began with them and they are crucial to the process of native assimilation. They familiarised
the Bengali reader with the playwright’s work, paving the way for fuller and faithful dramatic translations and eventually
for innovative adaptations that appropriated and homogenised Shakespeare for the Bengali stage. The groundwork
laid down by these popular shortened narrative versions facilitated the transformation of a one-way imposition of the
coloniser’s cultural heritage into a two-way process that benefited indigenous literature and simultaneously enriched the
Shakespearean repertoire. The stories providing brief and catchy accounts of the plays captured the minds of all people.
In 1852, Muktaram Vidyabagish, a Sanskrit scholar, and professor of Sanskrit College and Hindu College, contemporary
of Iswarchandra Vidyasagar, translated all the twenty stories abridged by Lambs in Apurba upakshyan [Exquisite Tales].
“Othello” is included in the collection. Muktaram’s rendition, apart from some minor textual alterations, is largely faithful to
Lamb’s storyline. A significant departure from Lambs’ Tales from Shakespeare is that the efforts of Muktaram are not directed
at children. Lambs act as a key mediator in the project perhaps because the adult readers of Bengal, like the British children,
were encountering Shakespeare for the first time and needed an easy and approachable medium for the purpose. Bengal’s
engagement with Shakespeare the dramatist thus begins at a double remove: in a non-dramatic format trans created from
the original by an author for the Juvenile Library as late as 1807. From the “Preface” it is clear that Tales was written primarily
for the children. When this is translated for the colonised Indians, and not the original Shakespearean play, it points to a
‘homology between childhood and the state of being colonised’, to put it after Ashis Nandy, ‘which a modern colonial
system almost invariably uses’. Against this backdrop, this paper aims at a careful study of Muktaram’s version of “Othello”.

Romeo, Romeo: Romeo and Juliet in Repetition
Carla Della Gatta
Florida State University, United States of America; cdellagatta@fsu.edu
In 1991, Edit Villarreal’s The Language of Flowers premiered in southern California. This Romeo and Juliet adaptation takes
place in contemporary Los Angeles with Romeo Martinez as an undocumented Latino and Juliet Bosquet as a wealthy
third-generation Chicana who does not speak Spanish. In December 2013, Cara Mia Theatre Company in Dallas produced
their first Shakespearean production in their eighteen-year history. Their Romeo and Julieta, directed by David Lozano, had
two Latino actors in the leads as part of two Chicanx households, and the production mixed contemporary Spanish and
Elizabethan English. In 2018, Andrew Rincón’s appropriation I Wanna Fuck Like Romeo and Juliet involved two queer men
of color, one Latinx and one Black, who end their relationship. The audience later learns that the title sentiment refers
to wanting to love without shame, and their process of reunion and healing involves relearning their personal histories.
Rincón thematizes a genealogy of Latinx Shakespeares from the division of “The West Side Story Effect” to healing and
queering time.
This essay addresses the role of repetition in ethnic adaptations of canonical dramatic literature. Looking specifically at
Latinx adaptations and appropriations of Romeo and Juliet, which comprise over 25% of Latinx Shakespearean productions,
I argue that repetition of a familiar story opens a space for theatrical and sociological healing. Moving outside of performance
analytics such as surrogation (Roach), ghosting (Carlson), and the sociological definition of ghosting (Rokem) which is
applied to systems of power, to speech act theory, I argue that repetition here offers the possibility for performative speech
acts or what David Schalkwyk calls “perlocutionary performatives”. It is through the repetition of Romeo and Juliet, Romeo
y Julieta, Romeo y Julio, in various forms, that offers a reformulation of the efficacy of rhetoric in the representation of a
marginalized ethnic group.
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Shakespeare as the Colonizer? The Notions of Subaltern and Hybridity in
Grzegorz Jarzyna’s 2020: Burza (The Tempest) as Weapons for Re-mapping
Miryana Dimitrova
King’s College, London, United Kingdom; miryana.dimitrova@gmail.com
With the advance of postcolonial studies in the twentieth century, Shakespeare’s The Tempest saw a wide range of
interpretations, grounded in the remarkable treatment of the topic of colonialism by the Bard himself, whose play is
considered a reflection on the emerging tensions of the early days of colonial expansion. According to the widely accepted
reading, the clash between the colonizer and the indigenous people is at the heart of the conflict between Prospero as the
carrier of knowledge and wielder of power and Ariel and Caliban, both native to the island.
Proposing a different perspective on this much debated play, my presentation will transport certain aspects of the
postcolonial discourse to the meta-level of Shakespeare’s cultural hegemony. Drawing on the concepts of hybridity and
the subaltern, I will examine the use of new text, multimedia and gender ambiguity in the prominent Polish director
Grzegorz Jarzyna’s 2020 production of Burza (Tempest) as manifestations of the re-mapping of the borders of Shakespeare’s
authorial power and cultural dominance.
Set in an apparently extra-terrestrial/post-apocalyptic world, the production makes extensive use of live video feed,
projecting close ups of the characters on various backdrops and amplifying and accentuating their features; also, new text,
incorporated within Polish translation of Shakespeare’s original play and a second part (following an interval) and entirely
disconnected from Shakespeare’s, exemplifies Jarzyna’s characteristic approach to modern adaptations. I will argue that
gender subversion – most male roles are played by women, including Prospero, Ariel and Ferdinand – define the characters
as subaltern, while multimedia and new text create a state of hybridity which they enter in order to resist Shakespeare’s
literary supremacy but also to negotiate their identity within the Bard’s authorial framework.

The Doomed Lovers of Arshinagar (The Mirror City): Adapting Shakespeare in the
Context of Communal Conflict
Sonali Dutta Roy
Department of English, St. Xavier’s University, Kolkata, India; sonaliduttaroy2005@gmail.com
William Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet (1597) has been extensively explored in both mainstream and regional Indian
cinema to narrate the stories of doomed star-crossed lovers coming from disparate regional, ethnic, caste, and communal
backgrounds. My paper would attempt to study the play’s adaptation in the movie Arshinagar (2015)—the title can be
roughly translated as The Mirror City—and explore how the director has tried to fuse the play’s thematics with indigenous
syncretic musical traditions to represent young love forever challenged by communal conflict in a postcolonial nation
state. The title Arshinagar has been borrowed from Lalon Fakir’s song ‘Barir’r Kachey Arshinagar’ (‘The Mirror City Near My
Home’) which speaks of the singer’s longing for the neighbour, a mirror image of himself, and yet unattainably far despite
the proximity of their locations. By blending the play’s romantic yearning with the soul’s spiritual yearning, Arshinagar has
tried to project the threats faced by its protagonists who come from communally polarised backgrounds as a mirror of
contemporary times. The rhymed verses in the dialogues distance the reader from the modes of contemporary everyday
speech and highlight the ‘unreal’ aspects of such usage as if to point towards the ‘unreal’ nature of the communal divide
that dooms the love between a Hindu boy and a Muslim girl. The paper would try to explore how the movie makes use of
the Shakespearean play to reflect the political concerns of our age, and comment on how the wounds of political trauma
influences our construction of the ‘neighbour’ from ‘one like ourselves’ to another.
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The “Mirror of Great Britain”, or “SHAKE-SPEARES Sonnets. Neuer before
Imprinted.” On Mocking the Formal Genres of Late Elizabethan Symbolism
Lajos Horvath
Eötvös Loránd University, Hungary; laleehorvath@gmail.com
The argument of the presentation is based on a comparative study of Shakespeare’s Sonnets’ first edition as a mannerist
narrative poem. While focusing on its textualized Elizabethan symbolism in advance of liberal arts, the confessional
mimetic catachresis of the revised lines highlights a preposterous reading behind the “Mask of Youth”, which formally
belonged to a “well-loved” Virgin Queen. However, this propagandistic euphemism of the Elizabethan English Sonnets as a
Shakespearean pamphlet might have seemed inappropriate and unfashionable in the early modern English popular culture
(likewise the Ovidian influence on the epistolary poem genre, within the opening part of the Sonnets and the final part
of A Lovers Complaint too). By the Shakespearean satirical hermeneutics of a globalized Desire, and with the poetic abuse
of its thematized majestic illusion, an ideal Great Love is forced to be shown that everything is but a misunderstanding.
Nevertheless, the Carnivalesque of a travestied Mother Nature takes part in unbelief throughout the text, while a newly
born Royal Highness casts a shadow over her inimitable Father Time and his previous noble gesture.
The argumentation represents a new historicist understanding of Shakespeare’s narrative poetry on the “Great British”
sonnet culture, by a perfecting Tudor literary conception from Greenwich to Virginia. In addition to its emblematic
cacophonous theme with variations, the hybridity of some traditional aspects seems to be the literally unmasking of an
immature Jacobean Era (in the Shakespearean “libel-like” conceptional dumb show). Just after the epic impact of a Golden
Age myth, which had been settled for a late Elizabethan turn of the century, an authentic representation of a lamentable
harlequinade turns to be the amusing jubilee present of Shakespeare’s Sonnets, as the image description of a “tongue-tied”
Muse, who “rose and departed” from the “Bare rn’wd quiers,where late the ſweet birds ſang”.

“Shake the spirit of these mountains”: Tricksters, Lovers, Folklore, and Dokkaebi
Clara Molina Blanco
University of Extremadura, Department of English Philology, Spain; Claramb@unex.es
With this world-acclaimed production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream with his company Yohangza Theatre Company,
director Yang Jung-Un unfolded Korean ancient traditions to realize and perform the nation in this 2002 production. Heir
to a then decade-long tendency of “koreanizing” Shakesperean plays, Yang immerses the play in themes of Korean culture
and folklore to portray the world of the faeries or dokkaebi. Its avant garde style coupled with artistic elements inspired
by traditional Korean performing practices, ranging from pansori to tal-chum, revises the play in profound ways that ask
for their own reading. By making use of a myriad of theatrical offerings, and by acknowledging the traditional perception
of folklore and traditional performing arts as an element of genuine Korean identity, Yohangza ties Shakespeare’s work to
Korea’s larger intangible cultural heritage and history.

Ghosts of England’s Colonial History: Intercultural Performances at New
Zealand’s Pop-up Globe
Elizabeth Moroney
Shakespeare Institute/ University of Birmingham, United Kingdom; EMJ422@student.bham.ac.uk
This paper is in conversation with the hauntings of the past that are forever present in theatrical and cultural performances
of Shakespeare’s work and legacy in minority language and culture contexts. Theatre practitioners engage directly with the
colonial narratives of their country’s past in order to reshape their present. However, they offer an added complication to
this relationship as they reanimate the ghosts of a culture and history that colonialism has largely erased.
In site-specific theatrical terms, Joanne Tompkins describes the relationship of ‘ghosting’ and ‘hosting’: the extant building
serves as the host, whilst temporary scenery acts as the ghost. As Tompkins writes: ‘re-performance of historical texts
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certainly provides a different order of ghosting as original productions and/or subsequent productions of a well-known
text are echoed in a site- specific context’. This theory can readily be applied to post-colonial minority cultures as the
colonial past of a site or people is rewritten using one of the loudest voices of their colonisation: Shakespeare. By directly
engaging with local landscapes, theatre-makers re-inscribe meaning of space, adding layers to the palimpsest of social
and cultural heritage. I will borrow Tompkins’ theory to apply it to a unique example of site-specific theatre: New Zealand’s
Pop-up Globe. This unusual theatre reconstructs an early modern English playhouse for contemporary settler culture
New Zealand audiences. Ghosts of England’s colonial history abound. I will juxtapose productions that were advertised
as “traditional” (early modern costumes and all-male casts) with those that explicitly acknowledged New Zealand’s hybrid
modern day culture in order to examine the potential of contemporary adaptations to exploit Shakespeare’s canonical
authority whilst simultaneously giving space and voices to marginalised communities. Shakespeare’s cultural influence is
thus renegotiated, relocated and reformed, placing the Other centre stage.

The Prophetic Case of the Female Kent and the Female Fool in a Contemporary
Budapest Staging of King Lear
Gabriella Reuss
Pázmány Péter Catholic University, Hungary; reuss.gabriella@btk.ppke.hu
This paper deals with a remarkable rendering of King Lear: directed by Róbert Alföldi, the production focuses on the
colonizing features of populism and overbearing domination; not so much with domestic violence, rather, the exploitation
and muting of a group of citizens, in our case, Hungarian women in the 2000s. While Alföldi did not alienate Lear from the
audience at all, through his casting choices he exhibited the vital presence, the cooperative, understanding role of women
on the stage in an era (première: October 2015) when the first wife beating scandals of the populist Fidesz-government
came to light (the cases of the blind komondor in 2013, and of József Balogh MP in May 2015), when the government did
not care to distance itself from such cases and when it has no intention to ratify the Istanbul convention.
In the first scene an elegant lady appears on Lear’s side, perhaps his wife, whom Lear slaps on the face at the moment
she would defend laconic Cordelia, and who eventually stays with Lear throughout in the role of the Fool. Cordelia is
represented as a teenage girl and Kent as an elderly woman, perhaps Lear’s mother or nurse. Lear spectacularly deprives
these female characters of all ages their voice and the chance to gain power (Cordelia, Kent, wife), divests them of the
language (Fool’s babblings), abuses his own physical strength (slap), wipes out or rewrites their stories and pasts, yet,
as any colonizer would, largely relies upon their devotion and unconditional support. Alföldi makes it clear that neither
Lear’s inner development nor his important recognitions would happen without the mediation of the women he himself
marginalized.
Hailed by critics and spectators alike, Alföldi’s King Lear was both a gently understanding and a powerfully prophetic
production.

Original Pronunciation and the United States: The case of A Midsummer Night’s
Dream by Paul Meier (2010, 2012)
Emiliana Russo
Sapienza University, Italy; russoemiliana1@gmail.com
In 2004 Romeo and Juliet in Original Pronunciation (OP) was staged at the Globe Theatre over a weekend, inaugurating
what Crystal would later define the OP movement (2016), aimed at restoring the pronunciation, or plausible sounds,
of past literary and non-literary works. Focusing on Shakespeare’s reconstructed pronunciation – OP’s core and driving
force – from 2007 onwards its theatrical adoption was not confined to the UK but found fertile ground outside the British
territory, particularly in the US. If the literature suggests an irregular theatrical interest in the Shakespearean OP in the
British Isles, whose last season took place in 2015, it also conveys the ongoing attraction on the part of US audiences
to the aforementioned pronunciation; yet the reasons for the North American fascination with the Shakespearean OP
remain unclear. Through the exploration of the theatrical and radio production A Midsummer Night’s Dream (University
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of Kansas 2010, Kansas Public Radio 2012), namely a qualitative analysis of interviews to the director Paul Meier and cast
members, this paper aims to shed light on the rationale behind the North American appropriation of the Shakespearean
OP. As Meier’s reflections are reminiscent of the identity of the US as a former British colony, this study heavily relies on a
literature review of North America’s colonial days, carried out through historical and historically linguistic lenses. Finally,
though limited in its scope, such a paper might pave the way for further studies on the relationship between OP and the
US, and enrich the area of investigation examining the relation between the US and Shakespeare, whose plays have been
professionally performed on American soil since 1752 (Morrison 2002).

Barrie Kosky’s King Lear and Australia’s Decolonising Processes
John Severn
Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia; john.severn@mq.edu.au
Queensland Theatre Company and Bell Shakespeare’s joint 1998 King Lear polarised Australian audiences. Directed by Barrie
Kosky, this Lear was heavily cut, replaced the songs of the Fool (here a grotesque Shirley Temple figure) with pop songs,
and was resolutely non-naturalistic in acting and design, employing Brechtian Arrangement, Broadway-style production
numbers, Meyerholdian grotesque and stylisation in ways previously unseen in Australian Shakespeare. This touring
production provoked walkouts, an attack on performers, demands for refunds in Brisbane, angry letters to newspapers, a
mixture of outraged and enthusiastic reviews, debates as to who should direct Shakespeare and how, and sellout houses
in Sydney.
The production has been explored through phenomenology (Fensham 2012), ecocriticism (Hamilton 2018), post-tragic
affect (Farrell 2018) and musical theatre and the carnivalesque (Severn 2019). However, its engagement with processes of
decolonisation in Australia has not yet received full consideration and contextualisation.
This paper explores how casting choices – especially of Indigenous actress Deborah Mailman as Cordelia and John
Bell, a white RP-speaking, RSC-trained actor synonymous with Shakespeare in Australia, as Lear, but also migrant actors
from beyond the UK-Australia nexus – created resonances with 1990s Australian decolonisation developments, such
as Indigenous land rights, demands for an apology to the Stolen Generations (Indigenous children removed from their
parents and, depending on their skin colour, either placed with white families or in institutions), and the upcoming 1999
Australian Republic Referendum. It also argues that the production’s acting and design styles and lines delivered in Russian
and Japanese created a form of nostrification different from previous attempts at shaping an Australian Shakespeare that
had promoted speech based on white working-class Anglo-Celtic Australian accents. Instead this production claimed
Shakespeare (also) for Australia’s Indigenous and multicultural migrant population, breaking the apparently inevitable link
between Australia, Shakespeare and the UK.

Greetings from the Edge/End of the Earth/World: Sekai no Hate Kara Konnichiwa
as Multipodal Macbeth
Christopher J. Staley
University of Pittsburgh, United States of America; CJS225@pitt.edu
This paper pushes the boundaries, or mappings, of “Global Shakespeare” by analyzing the work of Suzuki Tadashi as a case
study, specifically his longstanding production, Sekai no Hate Kara Konnichiwa (“Greetings from the Edge of the Earth”). I
build off the idea of “antipodal reading” as explored by Gordon McMullan, Philip Mead, and others (Antipodal Shakespeare,
2018). I take literally the idea that our mappings of Shakespeare’s cultural reach should begin with the feet, especially
when analyzing Suzuki’s longstanding auteurial relationship with plays like Macbeth, King Lear, or Romeo and Juliet. Beyond
the post/colonial dichotomy of the antipode, however, I argue Suzuki’s plays and Method are exemplary of “multipodal
performance.” This terminological intervention is not just a simplistic play on words with a change of prefix: rather, multipodal – literally, many-footed – is an analytic that helps to re-read or re-map Suzuki’s overt globalism as seen, or felt,
through his “Grammar of the Feet” (Culture is the Body). I incorporate and critique rhizomatic (Deleuze and Guattari) and
actor- network (Latour) mapping strategies, and question how they might serve to define the intercultural processes that
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interweave together (Fischer-Lichte) into a kind of social fabric that Suzuki has referred to as a “Suzuki Culture.” Sekai no Hate
Kara Konnichiwa is an eschatological adaption of Macbeth, but also is a “Fireworks Review” that combines Shakespeare with
Euripides, Samuel Beckett, Chikamatsu Monzaemon, and a dynamic repertoire of pop music to create a totalizing sensorial
experience under the sky of the Open-Air Theatre deep in the forests of the Japanese alps. I demonstrate that the Suzuki
Company of Toga and their audiences collectively and repeatedly turn this space into a multipode, or an intense glocal
space.

Historical Slippages and the Time-to-Be in Don C. Selwyn’s Māori Merchant of
Venice
Kirilka Stavreva
Cornell College, United States of America; kstavreva@cornellcollege.edu
In 2001, Don C. Selwyn, a New Zealand actor, stage- and screen director, and pioneer of Māori film and television industry,
released Te Tangata Whai Rawa o Weniti (The Māori Merchant of Venice). Only the second full-length cinematic adaptation of
the play since the silent era, the film uses a translation into te reo kohatu—the formal, highly metaphoric register of the Māori
language, unadulterated by the influx of slightly modified English words and English syntactic patterns that embody the
culturally stultifying effects of New Zealand’s settler colonialism on the indigenous population. Featuring an almost entirely
Māori cast and a multi-cultural crew, and primarily targeting an indigenous audience, Te Tangata celebrates the oratorial
aspects of a language threatened by extinction and promoted its learning. Further, the film explicitly recontextualizes the
concept of the Holocaust, inviting a cross-cultural consideration of the worst traumas of global history.
Reimagined as a Māori “Fourth World,” Selwyn represents the world of Shakespeare’s play as a convergence of heterogeneous
historical trajectories that come into focus as the characters traverse real and imaginary borders between water and solid
land, the marketplace and the art studio, the court of law and the church, the city and the verdant court of a mythic Māori
princess. This paper analyzes the shifting texture of European and Māori cultural signifiers (early modern, nineteenthcentury, and contemporary) in key scenes, which results in a productive estrangement and reformulation of the concepts
of justice, revenge, and mercy—concepts foundational to Shakespeare’s play and the Māori cultural condition alike.
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Shakespeare and Central/Eastern Europe: The National and Global
Michelle Assay1, David Fanning2, Boris Gaydin3
1
University of Huddersfield, United Kingdom; 2University of Manchester, United Kingdom; 3Moscow University for the
Humanities, Russian Federation
m.assay@hud.ac.uk; David.fanning@manchester.ac.uk; bngaydin@mosgu.ru
Following successful seminars on Shakespeare and Central/Eastern Europe in Paris450, WSC2016, and ESRA2019 the
seminar will focus on the nature of appropriation and adaptation of Shakespeare and his works in the countries of Central
and Eastern Europe, including those comprising the former USSR. On the basis of an interdisciplinary approach embracing
historical and literary criticism, translation studies, performance analysis and cultural politics, the seminar will address such
questions as: what were/are the mechanisms of appropriation and adaptation of Shakespeare within different cultural
contexts in this region; how has the process of assimilation contributed to definitions of national identity; what are the
features of the national/local and global in the context of the reception of the playwright and his works in European
countries; is there such a thing as a specifically Central/Eastern European ‘Shakespearology’? The seminar welcomes all
disciplinary approaches to the issues of appropriation and adaptation, including definition of those concepts within the
context of Central and Eastern Europe, as well as discussion regarding the fate of Shakespeare’s texts and performances
against relevant political and cultural backdrops.
Topics for discussion may include, but are not limited to:
- Censorship
- The Cold War
- Political/cultural context up to the present day
- Translation
- Stage, TV, film and radio production
- Music and arts
- Literary criticism
- Scholarly discourse
- Publishing and editorial history
Keywords: Central/Eastern Europe, translation, presentism, performance, global Shakespeare, national Shakespeare(s)
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Imre Kertész and Shakespeare: Fatelessness and the “Old Mole” after Auschwitz
Richard Ashby
Royal Holloway, University of London, United Kingdom; richard.ashby@rhul.ac.uk
This paper analyses the presence and meanings of Shakespeare in the works of Hungarian novelist and Holocaust survivor
Imre Kertész, concentrating particularly on the novels which followed his 1975 debut Fateless in the so-called Fateless
tetralogy — Fiasco (1988 — translated 2011), Kaddish for an Unborn Child (1990 — translated 1997) and Liquidation (2003
— translated 2004). Through allusions to and adaptations of Hamlet, Richard III and Othello, Kertész fashions his concept
of fatelessness — by which he means the complete domination of the individual in modern systems of social and political
control, something that found its nadir in the Nazi concentration camps. Shakespeare (as with many other European
cultural figures and ideas) is invalidated by the Holocaust, because the self-fashioning and voluntaristic figures he portrays
in his plays have become impossible in cultural conditions where the individual is reduced to a sort of nothing. But at the
same time, Shakespeare remains a cultural touchstone for post-Holocaust understanding — if only negatively. I consider
particularly Kaddish for an Unborn Child: I contend that, through his allusion to the ‘old mole’ of Act One, Scene Five of
Hamlet, Kertész provides a critique, not only of Shakespeare, but also the whole tradition of the enlightenment European
philosophy of progress and freedom derived from Hegel — and that Hegel derives from Shakespeare. This philosophy, with
its supposedly rational domination of nature, not only becomes obsolete in the face of the Holocaust and its domination
of human beings; it also created the very conditions which made the Holocaust, and its destruction of the individual,
possible. By writing ‘through’ Shakespeare and the canon of European culture, Kertész attempts to gain his freedom from
totalized systems and yet still participates in the legacy of a culture that has been compromised by Auschwitz, turning the
writer into his own Hamlet-like gravedigger.

“I must be cruel only to be kind”: Serbian production of Hamlet as a Sign of
Paradoxical National Identity and Disillusionment in Post-communist Eastern
Europe
Petra Bjelica
University of Verona, Italy; petra.bjelica@univr.it
My paper deals with the newest Serbian production of Hamlet in the Yugoslav Dramatic Theatre in Belgrade. The
performance premiered in 2016, as part of the global marking of the 400th anniversary of Shakespeare’s death and was
directed by Aleksandar Popovski, who chose a fifty-year-old, disillusioned Hamlet and a severely cut and rearranged
Shakespearean text.
Popovski’s Hamlet opens with the gravedigger’s scene and is characterized by strong expressionism with burlesque
overtones and bittersweet emotions relying on meta-theatrical devices. It closes with the protagonist’s dialogue with
Gertrude, during which he repeats “I must be cruel only to be kind” (3.4. 176), ending the play by firing a bullet into
the audience and symbolically murdering all other characters. By choosing the line Live, die, repeat as the motto of the
production, Popovski claims to be revealing that post-communist societies are built on injustice and deceptive promises.
Thus, Hamlet repeatedly returns from the grave to remind about these injustices and to stir up the ghosts, bringing change.
This paper will open the space for considering three main questions that are mutually interconnected. Firstly, I will
analyse the mechanisms of appropriating Shakespeare’s text and position this production in the context of performing
Hamlet in Serbia and post-communist East Europe in the last thirty years. Secondly, I aim to identify how the production
frames Hamlet’s paradox of just cruelty based on disillusionment, in order to understand in which ways this topic reflects
the construction of the ex-Yugoslav/Serbian national identity as Europe’s barbaric other. And lastly, I intend to explore
how Popovski’s Hamlet communicates with the dangers of un/intentional perpetuating cultural discrimination towards
otherness inside the paradigm of global Shakespeare studies, offering a local perspective.
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“The play’s the thing”: A Farcical Re-writing of Hamlet as a Subversive AntiTotalitarian Discourse
Oana-Celia Gheorghiu
“Dunarea de Jos” University of Galati, Cross-border Faculty, Romania; oana.gheorghiu@ugal.ro
This paper focuses on cultural aspects and geopolitical realities of Eastern Europe in the latter half of the 20th century, which
is why the methods employed combine a New Historicist approach with the “cultural turn in translation studies” (Bassnett
and Lefevere 1990) and theoretical elements of drama translation. In order to prove a case of cultural appropriation through
translation — in both literal sense and in the broader sense of intertextuality — the paper will analyse a play inspired by
Shakespeare’s Hamlet, namely Polonius — A Political Farce in Two Acts, written in the 1980s by Romanian playwright, Victor
Cilincă, and published after the fall of communism, in 1996. A piece of ‘drawer literature’, i.e. literary works written during
communism and hidden by their authors for fear of consequences, Polonius makes use of a loose Hamletian plot to expose
and critique the Soviets’ pretence of `liberating’ the Eastern Bloc. Some subversive allusions to communism and USSR,
embedded in the dramatic text and easily detected by the original target audience, may be lost in translation due to
unawareness of the cultural and political factors at work in the play. Therefore, aside from introducing these extratextual
intertexts, an objective of the present paper is to trace the problematic cultural issues in the translation into English,
published by Borgo Press (New York, 2011), by the effort of a renowned Romanian translator, Petru Iamandi, with the
support of an American writer, Richard Wright.

Textual Variants: What Happens to Them in Translation? Some Reflections on the
Polish Critical Editions of Shakespeare’s Plays
Mateusz Godlewski
University of Warsaw, Poland; mat.a.godlewski@gmail.com
The problem of textual variants in Shakespeare’s plays has always been addressed in English critical editions, which discuss
them at length and facilitate comparison of text versions. The textual history of a play becomes largely irrelevant in the case
of translation, which has a “flattening effect” on textual variants: Shakespeare in translation is Shakespeare standardised. The
theatre, a primary recipient of new translations, is likewise not particularly concerned with textual variance. Do problems
resulting from the rich textual history of Shakespeare’s plays resurface in the case of critical editions of translations,
supplemented by critical apparatus? If so, in what ways did translators and editors approach them?
The goal of this paper is to examine these questions in the context of the Polish reception of Shakespeare. The discussion
takes into account selected editions from the last two centuries. First the translation of Hamlet by Władysław Matlakowski,
published in a bilingual edition, was appended with an extensive critical apparatus and constitutes a noteworthy position in
the editorial history of Polish Shakespeare. Other significant editions are “professorial” translations by Władysław Tarnawski
and Andrzej Tretiak. Later translations by Witold Chwalewik and Juliusz Kydryński are pioneering in this regard, as they
seem to present editorial revisionism in their attempt to highlight the plurality of Hamlet versions. These attempts are all
the more noteworthy in comparison with arguably the two most influential translation series in the twentieth century, by
Maciej Słomczyński and by Stanisław Barańczak, both translators largely ignoring the issues of textual criticism.

Framing Polish-Jewish Relations through Shakespeare in Post-war Polish
Theatre
Tomasz Kowalski
Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań, Poland; tomkow@amu.edu.pl
In 1991 Jan Ciechowicz stated that ‘the Holocaust killed Shylock for Polish stage’, expressing his disappointment with
how The Merchant of Venice had been staged in post-war Polish theatre. In light of the fact that since 1945 up to that very
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moment the play had only been staged four times, this rather harsh remark seemed more than justified. It was, however,
challenged shortly after by Krzysztof Warlikowski, who staged the play in 1994 in Torun.
Treating Shakespeare as truly contemporary, Warlikowski consistently used some of the plays he staged to refer to broadly
understood Polish-Jewish relations. In The Merchant of Venice he focused mainly on the general issue whether the Jewish
character can be perceived as a villain, and if so, whether he may be treated brutally. In The Tempest (2003) he related the
question of forgiveness to the fierce debate on Jedwabne pogrom of 1941. The second part of his African Tales (2011), also
based on The Merchant of Venice, dealt with the questions of social exclusion and otherness.
In my paper I will focus on various strategies of appropriating Shakespeare’s plays in order to discuss the questions regarding
complex Polish-Jewish history and its contemporary repercussions, Polish anti-Semitism and crimes committed by Poles
against the Jews. Although I will argue that Warlikowski’s works are the most significant examples of such an attitude in
Polish context, I will also refer to other performances and their political, social and historical implications. They will range
from Jerzy Grotowski’s Hamlet (1964), in which the main character spoke with thick Jewish accent and was an outcast
treated with hostility (critics have often stressed that it prefigured the anti-Semitic campaign of 1967-68), to Szymon
Kaczmarek’s The Merchant of Venice (2019), in which Shylock harassed due to his nationality and religion radicalizes in order
to gain respect.

Grzegorz Jerzyna’s Staging of 2020: Burza as A Response to Current Polish
Political and Social Issues
Krystyna Kujawinska
University of Łódź, Poland; krystyna.kujawinska52@gmail.com
The aim of my essay is to present Grzegorz Jerzyna’s staging of Shakespeare’s Burza, which is a postdramatic rendition of
Shakespeare’s play. The play was shown in one of Warsaw theaters (pre-Covid 19 times) and it is available on the TR virtual
platform. Its main theme is the end of anthropocentrism, since human beings are no longer regarded as a measure of all the
things in the Universe. Humanity, as Jarzyna says in one of his interviews, has experienced civilizational and technological
progress, yet it does not shows any changes in its moral and spiritual spheres. Consequently, the production challenges
the role of Prospero who single-handedly attempts to control the fate of humanity. In addition, the spectacle deals with
current Polish political and social Issues (women’s strikes, unrest in judicially institutions, problems in educations, LBGT
movements , lockdowns and generally COVID-19 pandemic, to name a few). In his Burza production Jarzyna uses only
motives and themes of the Shakespeare’s tragicomedy, the sequence of which has been decided by Artificial Intelligence.

Shakespeare in Romania
Cristina E. Lascu
Romanian Broadcasting Corporation, Romania; cristinalascu22@yahoo.com
The paper refers to how William Shakespeare’s creation has been received in Romania over the past half century. Both
theatre and opera performances with librettos inspired by his plays are addressed, offering an original view over the main
productions of the National Theatre in Bucharest and Lucia Sturdza Bulandra Theatre (member of the Union of European
Theatres) such as A Midsummer Night’s Dream directed by Liviu Ciulei, Twelfth Night directed by Andrei Şerban, Winter’s Tale
and Titus Andronicus directed by Ducu Darie, and of the Bucharest National Opera such as Verdi’s Otello and Falstaff staged
by Giancarlo del Monaco and Graham Vick.
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Czech Shakespeare Adaptations for Young Readers
Ivona Misterova
University of West Bohemia, Faculty of Arts, Pilsen, Czech Republic; yvonne@kaj.zcu.cz
Works of classic literature have often attracted the attention of adaptors, particularly in the field of children and youth
culture. Shakespeare’s plays and sonnets are no exception. There have been both many Shakespeare adaptations intended
for juvenile recipients and studies on these adaptations. However, not much attention has been paid to Czech Shakespeare
adaptations for children and young adults. This paper aims to explore various ways through which young Czech adults
encounter Shakespeare’s plays. It focuses primarily on Czech Shakespeare adaptations intended for children and young
adults. It examines a range of reworkings such as Czech Shakespeare abridged versions, stage productions for teenagers,
and puppet performances.

Shakespeare in Turkey: The history of ‘bizim Şekspir’
İlker Özçelik
Suleyman Demirel University, Isparta, Turkey; ilkerozzcelik@gmail.com
Admired by some, loathed by others, the works of Shakespeare have been performed on the Turkish stage for more than
150 years. In the first years of the 1840s, a company of touring French actors introduced Shakespeare into the repertoire
of Turkish theatres with productions of Romeo and Juliet, Othello, and Hamlet in French to a Turkish audience. But it was
not until the Turkish language-production of Othello in 1862 that his works would appeal to the minds and hearts of
the Turkish audience. Since his first appearance in Gedikpasa Theatre of Istanbul in their first Shakespearean tragedy, a
Turkish-language production of Othello, Shakespeare’s posthumous influence has been felt at the heart of the Turkish
literary consciousness. The 20th century, which saw the collapse of Ottoman Empire and foundation of Modern Turkey, is
characterized by a Shakespeare obsession in all spheres of Turkish life. His works have been steadily integrated into Turkish
culture as a part of nation-building process, and today he is more popular than ever before. It is now no exaggeration to claim
that Shakespearian production has been a great central stimulus and one of the most fascinating aspects of Turkish cultural
identity. And the themes of his timeless plays are as relevant today as they were a century ago, holding a special place in
the hearts of Turks who recognise him as the Prometheus of world literatures. The reception of Shakespeare in Turkey has
long been a vehicle for exploring the place of the Turkish Republic and its predecessor state, the Ottoman Empire, at the
crossroads of eastern and western cultures. This paper will discuss the Shakespearean research and performance in Turkey
— from their arrival in the nineteenth century to their active legacy today —and explore the construction of Turkey’s
national dramatic identity as it relates to Shakespeare and his works.

In Search of a Perfect Libretto. The Role of Translation in the Musical Adaptation
of a Midsummer Night’s Dream by Leszek Możdżer
Agnieszka Romanowska
Jagiellonian University, Poland; a.romanowska-kowalska@uj.edu.pl
The 2001 adaptation of A Midsummer Night’s Dream staged at the Musical Theatre in Gdynia, created by Leszek Możdżer and
Wojciech Kościelniak and labelled “trance-opera”, met with a mixed critical assessment that contrasted with its popularity
with audiences. This comedy has a long history of musical adaptations, but – rather untypically for productions of this
kind – Możdżer and Kościelniak did not write their own libretto, but used a translation rendered fifty years earlier by one
of the most important lyricists of Polish 20th century poetry. As a result, the production quite boldly merged lyrics based
on a traditional poetic translation with a blend of popular musical genres, including rock, jazz, techno, rap, and ethno. In
this paper I aim at inspecting the reception of the production in relation to the audiences’ expectations shaped by the
play’s position in the cultural canon and the artistic personalities of K.I. Gałczyński, the translator, and Leszek Możdżer, the
composer. Also, while analysing a selection of songs, I shall identify a number of qualities of the translation that determined
its functionality in musical theatre. Commonly associated with heightened lyricism and viewed today as canonical, this text
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proved flexible enough to be recreated as a series of songs in this musically and theatrically eclectic adaptation. The Gdynia
production can be viewed as an interesting case of transmediality among the musical adaptions of Shakespeare, in which
an additional layer is added by the verbal channel of the translated text.

A Romanian Hamlet Opera in the Midst of Debates about the National and the
Universal in Music
Valentina Sandu-Dediu
National Music University of Bucharest and New Europe College (Institute for Advanced Study), Romania; dediusandu@gmail.com
In that period of communist Romania, when composers were intensely debating the relationship between the national
and the universal (in articles published in the Muzica Magazine of the Romanian Composers and Musicologists’ Union),
more precisely between 1964-1970, Pascal Bentoiu (1927-2016) worked on his three operas, all inspired by world literature.
After Jertfirea Ifigeniei (The Sacrifice of Iphigenia based on Euripides, radio opera, 1964) and Amorul doctor (Doctor Love based
on Molière, opera buffa, 1968), he released Hamlet after Shakespeare as a concert opera in 1971, on his own libretto (he
had finished writing the score in 1969). Stage productions of this work followed in Marseille and Bucharest, and the score
and performances have been extensively reviewed by Romanian musicologists. In this paper I will focus on its reception in
the 1970s in the particular ideological context of Bucharest concert life, drawing on the unique archive of the Romanian
Composers and Musicologists’ Union.

The Inverted Initiation Rituals in Shakespeare with a Special Emphasis on
Hamlet
Andrzej Wicher
University of Łódź, Poland; andwich@wp.pl
The paper deals the possibility of applying Vladimir Propp’s, basically anthropological, idea of “the inverted ritual” to the
interpretation of certain plays by William Shakespeare, particularly Hamlet. The said inversion concerns three rituals: the
sacrificial ritual, where the passive and obedient victim suddenly rebels, or at least becomes difficult to control (which
is the case, for example, of Ophelia in Hamlet); of the initiatory ritual, where the apparently benevolent master of the
hero’s (or heroine’s) initiation is shown as a monster (which can be exemplified by Claudius, Hamlet’s uncle); and of the
matrimonial ritual, where the theoretically loving husband (more rarely wife), or lover, is revealed as a highly malicious and
unpredictable creature (an example of which can be Hamlet himself ). The article makes use of the work of some critics
from English speaking countries, such as G.K. Wilson or H. Bloom, but the main emphasis is on the inspiration coming from
the work of East European critics, such as, apart from the already mentioned V. Propp, E. Mieletinski, M. Eliade, K. Horalek,
H. Zbierski, P. Mróz.
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“Well Are You Welcome in the Open Air”: Shakespeare Staged Outdoors
Daria Moskvitina1, Oana Gheorghiu2, Bohdan Korneliuk3
1
Zaporizhzhia State Medical University, Ukraine; 2”Dunarea de Jos” University of Galati, Romania; 3Khortytsia National
Academy, Ukraine
daryamoskvitina@gmail.com; oana.gheorghiu@ugal.ro; korneljukbogdan@ukr.net
Paraphrasing Ben Jonson’s famous quotation, Shakespeare’s not of a stage, but for all place. The celebrated tragedies,
comedies and histories could be successfully performed under the stars in an inn yard, within ‘the woden O’ of the Globe
theatre, and in the candlelit luxury of the Blackfriars. In recent decades, the convention of watching Shakepeare indoors,
enjoying the comfort of velvet upholstery, wondering at the capabilities of stage technical appliances, and overwhelmed
by the atmosphere of the venue itself, has given way to the simple (or, on the contrary, sophisticated) pleasures of watching
performances in the open air. This may vary from family events like Shakespeare in the Park project to daring experiments
with immersive performances and playback theatre. Since some of Shakespeare’s scenes are set in the woods, on the
seashore, or among the waves, bringing them back to their «natural habitat» is sure to inspire new interpretations. The
same is true for site-specific productions, e.g. The Merchant of Venice in the heart of the Venetian Ghetto (2016).
The aim of this seminar is to investigate the ways in which the natural settings and surroundings of an outdoor production
influence, on the one hand, the production design, and, on the other hand, its reception. We would welcome papers
touching upon one or some of the following questions:
- What inspires and nourishes the tendency to stage Shakespeare outdoors? Is it a characteristic of a specific national
theatrical tradition?
- What limits and barriers of conventional staging are removed while creating an outdoor production? What new limits
and barriers occur at the same time?
- What influences the choice of location? Does it always correspond to Shakespeare’s original setting?
- How does the location introduce (or even emphasize) identities – gender, national, racial, etc.?
- In which way does the perception of an outdoor production differ from an indoor one? What are the most influential
factors – visual, auditory, olfactory, tactile or other?
- Do outdoor performances reflect and comment on the political and sociocultural agenda?
Keywords: open air, Shakespeare, performance, production, theatre, venue
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“Here’s a marvelous convenient space for our rehearsals”: Staging Shakespeare
at the Eco Logical Theater Fest in Stromboli
Francesca Forlini
Roma Tre University, Italy; francesca.forlini@uniroma3.it
Founded in 2013, the Eco Logical Theater Fest is an annual event hosting nine days of performances and panel discussions
on the remote island of Stromboli, Sicily. The Fest promotes an ‘unplugged model’, meaning that all events are offered
without making any use of electricity for sound amplification and lighting. In 2019, this policy led to the creation and
the staging of a site-specific and time-specific production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream by William Shakespeare. Un
Sogno nella Notte di San Giovanni premiered on Midsummer day under the direction of Alessandro Fabrizi and featured
a mixed cast of amateurs and professionals. This added to the resonance of a production staged across non-theatre sites
such as the garden and the terrace of two private homes and the courtyard of an 18th-century church. Together with the
challenges posed by performing in an open-air environment, the actors were offered the unique chance to play with no
scenery, no flats, no artificial lights and no light or sound effects. This led to the creation of a startling synergy between
the play and the actual locations of the production. All along the creative process of rehearsing and adapting the play,
tourists and locals were free to join the rehearsals and to engage with the actors. This resulted in a further disintegration of
the barrier between audience and artists, as evident also from the relaxed convivial context which came with the staging,
with audiences bringing picnic rugs or sitting on the ground. It is indeed this peculiar set of aspects that this article seeks
to address by reflecting on the creation and on the reception of this production, as well as on its contribution to the
promotion and expansion of an inclusive model of community based on participatory theatre practice.

Shakespeare under the Stars: Outdoor Shakespeare in Australia’s Far North
Claire Hansen
James Cook University, Australia; claire.hansen3@jcu.edu.au
This paper will explore the role of place in the outdoor Shakespeare productions of a regional theatre company in far
north Queensland, Australia. For a decade independent professional theatre company TheatreiNQ has produced its
annual ‘Shakespeare under the stars’ performances, building on a tradition of local outdoor Shakespeare theatre which
commenced in 1992. Today, the collective and its 40 ensemble members utilise various outdoor locations across the
regional city of Townsville.
In this paper, I will utilise TheatreiNQ’s outdoor productions as a case study through which to critically examine how place
is constructed through site-specific and/or outdoor theatre – in terms of its geographical, cultural, socioeconomic, political
and historical meanings. I will engage with notions of regionality, the rural and remote to explore the relationship between
Shakespearean outdoor theatre and conceptualisations of Australian place. In doing so, I will draw on the methodology of
place-based learning and the theoretical framework of ecocriticism.
I will briefly consider TheatreiNQ’s ‘Shakespeare under the stars’ within the context of a national theatrical tradition of
outdoor Shakespeare, and consider how outdoor Shakespeare in Australia reinforces or challenges notions of place-based
identity, whether regional or national. In doing so, I will consider how outdoor Shakespeare works to construct or shape
our sense of ourselves as individuals and communities in relation to specific interpretations of the places we inhabit.
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Shakespeare in the Classical Theatre Festival of Mérida: Memory and SiteSpecificity in Julius Caesar, Adapted by José María Pemán and Directed by José
Tamayo (1955 and 1964)
Víctor Huertas-Martín
Department of English and German Philology, Faculty of Philological, Translation and Communication Studies,
University of Valencia, Spain; victor.huertas@uv.es
Archives contain press reviews, recordings and commentaries on the production of Julius Caesar which took place in
1955 and, later, in 1964 at the Theatre Festival of Mérida (Spain). After an interruption consequent from the Spanish Civil
War (1936-1939), the festival reopened and presented an epic production of Shakespeare’s tragedy. José María Pemán–a
prestigious novelist, poet, theatre and screenwriter–adapted the play specifically for the occasion and for the space. The
state-subsidized Lope de Vega Theatre Company, run by José Tamayo, undertook the production, which became a landmark
in the history of this festival which, thus far, has received little critical attention. Featuring 500 background actors from the
city of Mérida, the first half of Shakespeare’s tragedy was performed on the stage and the other half on the amphitheatre of
the architectural complex of Mérida. Contrarily to anti-fascist productions of the period –e.g. Orson Welles’ Mercury Theatre
production (1937), Dallas Bower’s BBC production (1938) or the then-more recent film by Joseph Mankiewicz (1953)–,
this Julius Caesar presented an insider’s perspective from the regime. Indeed, Pemán initially felt genuine allegiance to
what today is regarded as shameful episode in the Spanish history. And yet, this production took place at the same space
where, before the coup d’etat, stars like Margarita Xirgú had contributed to build a Spanish tradition of Republican theatre.
It had been on that stage in 1933 that Xirgú initiated the festival using Miguel de Unamuno’s adaptation of Sophocles’
Medea. Surely, Pemán’s sensitivity couldn’t allow him to ignore the historical and cultural significance of the space for his
very free rewriting of Shakespeare’s play. This presentation explores this Spanish production of Julius Caesar taking into
account theoretical tenets of site-specific theatre and writings on historical memory as well as a series of documents on
the production itself.

“The air bites shrewdly”: Shakespeare in the High Arctic
Irena R. Makaryk
University of Ottawa, Canada; makaryk@uottawa.ca
In what is now practically a national tradition that reaches back to the 1880s, almost each of Canada’s ten provinces
currently enjoys a summer Shakespeare in the park or under a tent. Perhaps the result of spending very long winters
indoors, such a tradition may also be a way of acknowledging and celebrating the beauty, immensity, and power of
the land, a theme also frequently encountered in Canadian prose fiction. My research, however, takes us further back,
to the 1850s, and to a little-known corner of theatrical history: Shakespeare performed outdoors, not in summer but in
winter, in the Canadian high Arctic by the crews of the search vessels looking for the lost Franklin expedition. Performed
during the tedious, long, cold, dark months when ships were iced in, these British Navy Arctic theatricals helped keep up
the connection with the home country; relieved monotony; occupied minds and hands; and, especially, raised morale.
Shakespeare productions in adapted form included The Taming of the Shrew, Othello, Macbeth, Cymbeline, Hamlet, and
possibly As You Like It (suggested by the title All the World’s A Stage). The most curious of these was a performance of
Hamlet by crew of the Queen’s Arctic Theatre on the shortest day of the year, 21 December 1852, when the extreme cold
-- reaching minus 48 degrees Fahrenheit -- led to extraordinary effects. Exposed flesh steamed and low-lying clouds of
vapour impeded the spectators’ visibility, a fact that perhaps aided the efforts of an apparently versatile actor, a Mr. W.
McArthur, who performed the roles of both Hamlet and Ophelia.
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Shakespeare in the Forest of the Ukrainian Steppe: an Immersive Production of
A Midsummer Night’s Dream in Kherson (2020)
Daria Moskvitina1, Bohdan Korneliuk2
1
Zaporizhzhia State Medical University, Ukraine; 2Khortytsia National Academy, Zaporizhzhia, Ukraine;
daryamoskvitina@gmail.com; korneljukbogdan@ukr.net
Before 2019, A Midsummer Night’s Dream was a relatively rare treat for the Ukrainian theatre-goers. Recently, several
productions have been released almost simultaneously – in Kyiv (Molodyi Theatre), Lviv (Lesia Ukrainka Theatre), and
Kherson (Mykola Kulish Drama and Music Theatre). Premiered in late June, the last one is considered a real scoop of
2020 Covid-determined theatrical season: it is for the first time that this Shakespeare’s comedy is staged outdoors, in the
scenery of a forest near Kherson, a city in the South of Ukraine. The venue determined the director’s idea and dictated the
screenplay: four young people of Athens find themselves amidst the bewitched forest, full of fairy creatures where Titania
and Oberon arrange a quest aimed at helping the youth to find their true love. An-hour-and-a-half-long performance takes
place in four different locations – on stage of the unique Forest Theatre and in different openings where the scenery and
sound effects are provided by the nature itself, thus making every performance an exclusive unparalleled event. Besides,
immersive approach almost erased the barrier between the cast and the audience which emphasized the sporadic and
niche nature of the production. Following the cast from one location to another, spectators gradually turned into the stage
crowd in the search for love.

Antic Disposition: Shakespearean Traditional Performance (a)Live in French
Provinces
Estelle Rivier-Arnaud
Université Grenoble-Alpes, France; estelle.rivier-arnaud@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr
Since the birth of the Avignon Festival in 1947, there has been a growing tradition in France of open-air performances that
has triggered inventiveness and inspiration among professional and amateur companies, and that has brought the mass
back to outdoor venues. In this context of artistic boom (or “renaissance”) and popular interest, Shakespeare’s plays have
often been given pride of place owing to the fact that such a natural environment answered the demands of traditional
early modern performance, and fitted the structure of the plot particularly well.1
Still, such a venture is primarily inspired by the English tradition of open-air productions, at the New Globe of course but
also in smaller towns, gardens and castles’ inner yards (in Stratford, Oxford, St Albans, Berkeley for example.) This tradition
has been exported and is now developing in new places in France as in the Quercy region (South-West) with the company
Antic Disposition. From July 31st to August the 14th 2019, their Macbeth toured in provinces and performed in gardens,
vineyards, and other private outdoor sites. This was not the first experience of the company outside their homeland since
their summer tour in France has become regular for several years yet.
While the company has produced a variety of works from different authors, Shakespeare’s canon has prevailed – The
Tempest in 2011, Twelfth Night in 2013, Henry V in 2015, Richard III in 2017, Much Ado About Nothing in 2018 – thus leading
the critics and the press to name the festival « Shakespeare du Quercy » (“Quercy’s Shakespeare”), and making of it a much
expected and welcomed event of the season.
In this paper, I would like to explore the working process of Antic Disposition, including their rehearsals, their cast, the script
they adapt, and their aim in touring in France (the South-West being also the fashionable holiday home place for many
Anglophones). I will also focus on the way their work has renewed an interest for Shakespeare “outdoor” among small and
often private audiences. I shall finally try to see how such an initiative helps a non-English-speaking audience, sometimes
rather unfamiliar with Shakespeare’s poetry and drama, understand and appreciate the latter.
1 For example, Richard II in 1947 directed by Jean Vilar opened this first festival in the “Cour du Palais des Papes”. Later, Ariane
Mnouchkine, Thomas Ostermeier, Olivier Py or Thomas Jolly (among others) have continued valuing Shakespeare’s drama in
Avignon, outside the comfort of indoor theatres.
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Giorgio Strehler’s Reconstructed Elizabethanism and Intercultural Performance
Alessandro Simari
Queen Mary University of London, United Kingdom; a.simari@qmul.ac.uk
Giorgio Strehler’s 1951 production of Re Enrico IV [King Henry IV] was first performed at Verona’s open-air Teatro Romano on
the northern bank of the River Adige. This production, designed by Pino Casarini, involved constructing a ‘cutaway’ of the
Globe Theatre, creating an Elizabethan-stylised performance space that visually and spatially confronted an audience sat in
the ruinous cavea of an ancient Roman amphitheatre. This production represents the most concrete manifestation of the
Strehler’s early-career interest in experimenting with the material circumstances of early modern outdoor performance.
Drawing on archival photographs, contemporary press reception, and Strehler’s writings, the present study seeks to develop
a thorough historical and theoretical understanding of this little-discussed production and its unique ‘reconstructed’
scenography. It will situate Re Enrico IV within the theatrical-historical context of Strehler’s early Shakespeare productions
and identify the spatial principles that both guided and limited Strehler’s performative intentions in the context of an
outdoor venue. In my consideration of the spatial principles and performance practices of Re Enrico IV, I will argue that
Strehler’s Elizabethanism should be understood as participating in an intercultural project that Strehler hoped would
‘Europeanise’ the Italian theatre industry and give balm to an Italian theatrical tradition that was perceived by theatre critics
and practitioners alike as being in the midst of crisis.
This paper is dedicated to the memory of Professor John H. Astington.
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Fracking Shakespeare
Ronan Hatfull1, Taarini Mookherjee2
1
University of Warwick, United Kingdom; 2Columbia University, United States
Ronan.Hatfull@warwick.ac.uk; tm2682@columbia.edu
Shakespeare’s work is so frequently shortened in adaptation, that audiences can be altogether unaware of this artistic
process and view the product as an accurate representation of the perceived original. The purpose of this seminar is to
explore the ethical, political, and historical implications and long-term impacts of Shakespearean abridgement in the
twenty-first century. This is a practice which dates back to the sixteenth-century drolls of the interregnum period, became
especially popular in nineteenth-century through burlesques and vaudeville performance, and is a tradition which
continues to thrive today in the work of theatre companies like the Reduced Shakespeare Company (RSC) and writers such
as Rajat Kapoor and Tim Crouch. Though frequently an element of Shakespeare adaptation across the globe, abridgment
is often dismissed as a necessary step in the process of transferring Shakespeare from one cultural and historical context
to another. By using ‘fracking Shakespeare’, an expression coined by the other RSC, as a launchpad for our discussion, we
hope to discover and explore new terms and consider the appropriateness of each as a metaphor for abridgement which
links them to negative connotations and destructive practices against nature. We therefore invite submissions for papers
on topics including but not limited to:
- Shakespearean abridgement throughout history and its origins;
- Examples of reduction in the plays of Shakespeare and his contemporaries;
- The lexicon of Shakespearean adaptation and appropriation;
- Prominent figures in the history of Shakespearean abridgement;
- The dramaturgy of reducing Shakespeare;
- The relationship between parody and homage in Shakespearean abridgement;
- Gender and sexuality in abridged Shakespeare;
- Race and ‘othering’ Shakespeare in abridgement;
- Translation theory and Shakespearean abridgement;
- Eco-criticism and Shakespearean adaptations;
- Shakespearean adaptations and global contexts;
- Metaphorical language used to describe practices and products of adaptation.
Keywords: abridgement, fracking, adaptation, parody, reduction
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Shakespeare in Parts: The Other Indian Shakespeare Story
Koel Chatterjee
Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance, United Kingdom; koel.chatterjee@gmail.com
In recent years, there has been a lot of scholarship on the history of Indian Shakespeares and a long list of case studies of
Indian adaptations on stage and screen have been discussed and disseminated through academic works such as India’s
Shakespeare: translation, interpretation, and performance, Bollywood Shakespeares, and Shakespeare and Indian Cinemas:”
Local Habitations”.1 There have also been non-academic discussion on the phenomenon of Indian Shakespeares in works
such as Worlds Elsewhere: Journeys Around Shakespeare’s Globe and more recently, Masala Shakespeare: How a Firangi Writer
Became Indian.2 However, the absorption of Shakespeare within Indian performance traditions during the Parsi theatre
period in west India, involved Shakespeare being used as one of the many sources from which isolated scenes, themes,
characters or plots were borrowed and merged with European, Persian and Sanskrit sources. Thus, Indian cinema has,
since its inception in the early 1900s used and disseminated Shakespeare as recognisable but isolated tropes, plot points
or characters which points to a much larger corpus of Indian Shakespeares beyond the full adaptations that are generally
considered part of the Indian Shakespeare Story. In this paper, I would like to discuss how Shakespeare’s Othello and the
Shakespearean motif of twins separated at birth are used in a mainstream Hindi film Izzat (1968) and how Othello along
with Macbeth and Julius Caesar served as inspiration for the Bengali film Hrid Majharey (2014) and consider why it is
important to include these appropriations of Shakespeare as the other, more pervasive, aspect of the Indian Shakespeare
Story.

Abridgement and Adaptation: Margaret Atwood’s Hag-Seed
Maria C. Versiani Galery
Federal University of Ouro Preto, Brazil; mclara.galery@gmail.com
Abridgement need not merely signify a shortened version of a text: it may also indicate a reduction in the complexity of the
work, or even a loss of some of its properties. As regards the idea of loss, we might consider the possibility of abridgement
when a play is adapted into prose, such as occurs, for instance, in various re-visionings of Shakespeare’s Tempest. This play
in particular has enjoyed a complex afterlife in other genres and art forms, including poetry, film, music and painting. The
process of its adaptation into these forms involves a fracturing of the dramatic structure in order to release new meanings.
This proposal will focus on the rewriting of The Tempest by Margaret Atwood in her 2016 novel Hag-Seed, included in the
Hogarth Press’s Shakespeare series, which invites contemporary novelists to reinterpret Shakespeare’s plays. I intend to
discuss how Atwood deviates from re-visions of the play endorsed by novelists such as Marina Warner, Gloria Naylor or
Michelle Cliff, among other women, whose appropriations of The Tempest foreground issues of gender and race, usually
highlighting the context of the Caribbean. In contrast to these political views, where the characters of Sycorax, Caliban
or Miranda occupy a more prominent position, in Hag-Seed (despite its cryptic title), the protagonist is Prospero, in the
figure of Mr. Duke, the artistic director who seeks revenge while mounting a version of Shakespeare with the inmates of
a prison in Canada. I intend to discuss the mise en abyme structure of Atwood’s novel – Mr. Duke assumes a Prospero-like
role, living in exile while directing The Tempest– and its exploration of the theme of incarceration; furthermore, I intend
to interrogate the role of the Hogarth Shakespeare project in the dissemination of the canon, adapting and releasing the
works for consumption in another genre.

1 Trivedi, Poonam, and Dennis Bartholomeusz, eds. India's Shakespeare: translation, interpretation, and performance. University of
Delaware Press, 2005; Dionne, Craig, and Parmita Kapadia, eds. Bollywood Shakespeares. Springer, 2014; Trivedi, Poonam, and
Paromita Chakravarti, eds. Shakespeare and Indian Cinemas:" Local Habitations". Routledge, 2018.
2 Dickson, Andrew. Worlds Elsewhere: Journeys Around Shakespeare's Globe. Henry Holt and Company, 2016; Harris, Jonathan
Gil. Masala Shakespeare: How a Firangi Writer Became Indian. Aleph Book Company, 2019.
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‘Shakes-bergs’: The Reduced Shakespeare Company’s Pop-up Shakespeare
Sophie Hanson
University of Warwick, United Kingdom; Sophie.Hanson@warwick.ac.uk
For most of us, our first experience of Shakespeare was reduced in some capacity. Generally, we do not deem Shakespeare’s
complete, unabridged works the most useful starting point for young children; in other words, abridgement is essential for
teaching Shakespeare. One example of Shakespeare abridged for children is Pop-Up Shakespeare (2017) written by Reed
Martin and Austin Tichenor of The Reduced Shakespeare Company and illustrated by Jennie Maizels. I will interrogate the
metaphor of ‘fracking Shakespeare’, which associates abridgement with destruction, by considering the constructive use
of reduction in this pop-up book. I will initially explore the reduction of Shakespeare through categorisation as a vehicle to
teach Shakespeare thematically and to introduce children to comparative studies. I shall then consider the target market
for Shakespeare abridged for children: whilst they must appeal to the child reader, they must also appeal to the parent who
retains purchasing power. Consequently, I will explore how Pop-Up Shakespeare uses comedy to appeal to both audiences,
limiting the extent to which the book reduces to abridge Shakespeare. Finally, I shall consider the impact of the pop-up,
interactive form on teaching children about the performative, theatrical elements of Shakespeare’s work. By considering a
form which enables children to lift Shakespeare above the surface, I shall introduce an alternative term for abridgement“Shakes-bergs”- proposing that, far from destroying Shakespeare, abridgement for children simply presents the tip of an
iceberg.

“This is pantomime Shakespeare”: Unsustainable Practices and Products of
Shakespearean Parody
Ronan Hatfull
University of Warwick, United Kingdom; Ronan.Hatfull@warwick.ac.uk
In her homogenous survey of Shakespearean performance at the 2016 Edinburgh Festival Fringe, Lyn Gardner opined in
The Guardian that American three-man comedy troupe the Reduced Shakespeare Company’s William Shakespeare’s Long
Lost First Play (abridged) was, like the twenty-nine year old C Venues production Shakespeare for Breakfast, “pantomime
Shakespeare: not unpleasant and sometimes funny, but rather than demystifying the plays, it plays to the idea that
Shakespeare is impossible for mere mortals to truly understand” (2016). Although this paper will not primarily concern
itself with how Shakespearean parody is reviewed, Gardner’s assessment serves as the catalyst for my discussion of how
this genre requires critical re-evaluation and detachment from the pre-determined set of values by which Shakespearean
performance is judged. In an interview which I conducted with the Reduced Shakespeare Company’s Managing Partner
Austin Tichenor, the co-writer, director and performer of William Shakespeare’s Long Lost First Play (abridged), he used the
word “fracking” (2016) to describe his process of Shakespearean adaptation and textual excavation. This paper will explore
how Tichenor has sought to define his own work and why, in one specific instance addressed by Gardner in her review,
the critic’s misgivings about Shakespearean parody may not be entirely unfounded: Shitfaced Shakespeare by Magnificent
Bastard Productions (MBP), who first found success at in Edinburgh during 2010 and provide an example of how the
escalation of alcohol-related live Shakespearean performance has mutated into new, more corporate formats.

Parodic Shakespeare: “an Upstart Crow, beautified with Our feathers” (?)
Ana-Maria Iftimie
Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iași, Romania; ana.iftimie@student.uaic.ro
For a long time, Shakespeare has been considered an international high culture icon, a paragon of high-brow literature,
particularly by the academics, who have undertaken the task to dissect the Bard’s plays and poems and to disseminate the
collected knowledge to young learners in institutions of higher education. Yet, it is a well-known fact that Shakespeare’s
plays were addressed mainly to the masses who would gather for hours to watch the actors’ performances in Elizabethan
and Jacobean outdoor theatres. Therefore, it is only fair to ask oneself, where does Shakespeare really stand? To address
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this question, recently there has been an increase in depictions of Shakespeare as a character in cultural forms such as
biofiction or the biopic.
This paper aims to discuss the way in which Upstart Crow, a TV mini-series whose title is a direct reference to Robert
Greene’s notorious attack aimed at the Bard in his Groats-Worth of Wit, depicts the fictionalised version of Shakespeare’s life
by employing parody. The series tackles multiple aspects of the Bard’s relationships with his family, friends and rivals, while
also positing the issue of Shakespeare’s authorship. It is by humour and parody that the series attacks the controversial
theories which suggest that Shakespeare did not write his plays. Moreover, his ability to invent new words is brought into
the spotlight, though the series playfully ascribes it to plagiarism. Thus, a new viewpoint is provided through this parodic
approach which has the power to appeal to a wider audience and to acquaint them, at least partly, with the Bard’s life.
At the same time, the series perhaps aims to dismantle the numerous theories revolving around him in an attempt at
influencing the public’s reception of Shakespeare and his works.

“You have to make it different/Make it your own.”: Playing the Text for
Ownership and Collaborative Care in Young People’s Shakespeare Performances
Jennifer H-S Kitchen
University of Warwick, United Kingdom; Jennifer.kitchen@warwick.ac.uk
Each year, 100s of schools across the country take part in Shakespeare Schools Festival (SSF): performing abridged versions
of Shakespeare in their local theatres. Each cast is provided with a script, abridged to meet the 30-minute performance
time limit. As part of a broader study exploring the educational and social implications of SFF’s ‘playful ensemble’ approach
to Shakespeare in 2013 and 2014 I observed several schools working with and often editing these pre-abridged scripts.
In this paper I focus on the editing work of one participating school in particular, charting how the identity-led and social
playfulness of their rehearsals and their critical engagement with a range of productions of the play allowed the cast to
recognise the SSF script as a consciously abridged version of their chosen play and empowered them in turn to make their
own dramaturgical edits to the script. This editing approach was characterised by a sense of care as well as play: care of the
teacher/director for her student cast, of the student cast for each other and for their community audiences.
Through this, I will therefore discuss how SSF’s abridged scripts, which are a core ‘product’ of the SSF project offer, represent
a set of dramaturgical and pedagogical choices nominally in line with the festival’s aims of inclusivity. I will explore the
implications of abridgements as pedagogical products and how this can obscure the active dramaturgy involved in their
creation; and thus how student-led editing of these abridgements can be understood as a playful and care-ful ‘fracking’
both of Shakespeare and of pre-prescribed dramaturgical and pedagogic boundaries of youth performance.

From Parnassus to a Microdrama: Shakespeare Abridged by Kostas Ostrauskas
Alicja Kosim
University of Warsaw, Poland; alicjakosim@uw.edu.pl
The paper attempts to analyse extreme abridgements of Shakespeare’s plays in microdramas written by Kostas Ostrauskas
(1926–2012), one of the most prominent Lithuanian émigré playwrights. In his closet dramas, Ostrauskas mercilessly
deconstructs Shakespeare’s texts, stripping them of subtleties, consistently breaking the forth wall and experimenting
with language. Written in Lithuanian, his microdramas include quotes from Shakespeare, both in Lithuanian translation
and in English.
For the purposes of my analysis, I selected two dramas in which Ostrauskas puts Shakespeare in the broader context, both
the national (Lithuanian) and the global. In Ars Amoris (1984–88), the first postmodern drama in Lithuanian literature,
he creates an intertextual collage including both Shakespearean characters (Romeo and Juliet, Othello and Desdemona,
Hamlet and Gertrude) and non-Shakespearean personages (e.g. Dante and Beatrice, Casanova), yet reducing them to
the series of mostly stereotypical and emblematic episodes or speeches. On the other hand, in one of his last dramas,
Ofelia, Hamlet and ... Veronika? (2009), he juxtaposes Ofelia with the tragic fate of the heroine of the Lithuanian novella
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Paskenduolė (The drowned) by Antanas Vienuolis (1882–1957) and provides an alternative, feminist resolution of their
respective stories.
The aim of my paper is to look into the complex relationship between parody and homage in Ostrauskas’s dramas. By
reworking, abridging and parodying well-known Shakespearean plots and characters Ostrauskas clearly demonstrates his
literary skills as well as knowledge of Shakespeare’s oeuvre and its interpretations. However, he also displays his admiration
for the Bard: he uses Shakespeare as a universal point of reference and reconciles his works with Lithuanian literature,
perhaps in order to improve the status of the latter.

The Merchant of Venice and Noblemen: Performance, Pedagogy, and Adaptation
Taarini Mookherjee
State University of New York, New Paltz, United States of America; tm2682@columbia.edu
Vandana Kataria’s debut film Noblemen (2018), set in an elite all-boys boarding school in India, explores issues of rampant
bullying, homophobia, and abuse against the backdrop of a planned Founder’s Day performance of The Merchant of Venice.
Unlike many other Shakespearean plays-within-films, this movie does not lend itself to an easy analogy between the
Shakespearean characters and the teenage actors. Instead, the movie traces a cycle of repeated and incessant abuse,
within the frame of an-eye-for-an-eye justice introduced in an early classroom discussion of The Merchant of Venice. The
movie zooms in on several outsider figures—Murli, the drama teacher with no background in education; Pia, the daughter
of a teacher and the only female student; Shay, the literature-loving adolescent coming to terms with his sexuality—and,
like Portia in the Shakespeare play, we are left questioning: “Which is the merchant here? And which the Jew?”
Instead of attempting a definitive answer to these questions, this paper will explore the role of Shakespeare in this film in
terms of performance, pedagogy, and adaption. Ultimately, The Merchant of Venice is a text that is being taught, performed,
and adapted in this environment of simultaneous privilege and exploitation. While the only scene of theatrical performance
in the film suggests a fairly straightforward and normative approach to the play, the rest of the film, in delving into the
ways in which the characters conceive of this play and its relationship to their everyday lives, motivations, and aspirations,
pushes back against this approach. The paper will argue that The Merchant of Venice functions as an intertext not simply
for viewers of the film, but for its primary protagonists as they ignore, grapple with, adapt, recite, and willfully misinterpret
lines from the text.

Brevity is the Soul of Fic: Shakespearean Abridgement in Online Fan Fiction
Jonathan Pope
Memorial University of Newfoundland, Grenfell Campus, Canada; jpope@grenfell.mun.ca
In this paper, I examine abridgements and abbreviations of Shakespeare in the world of fan fiction, paying particular
attention to fanfic genres wherein brevity is a key stylistic challenge. Although fanfic proliferates with long-form writing
that can surpass the expected length of a typical novel, genres such as ‘drabble’ (a fic that is exactly 100 words in length)
and other forms of flash fiction or microfiction force writers to conform to rules that embrace an extreme economy of
language. While flash fiction challenges are a common creative writing exercise (i.e., ‘write an original horror story in four
words’), fan fiction relies on a detailed shared knowledge of narratives and characters within its communities that can
render plot or character development unnecessary because it already exists in detail in the fan object. Thus, the name ‘Luke
Skywalker’ alone conjures up dozens of narratives dispersed across numerous films, television series, and videogames in
the mind of the knowledgeable fanfic reader. While these references are certainly allusive, they are not allusions: they are
direct, transportive references that bring these characters, worlds, and narratives into the present text. My paper examines
the confluence of adaptation, allusion, and fandom in relation to Shakespeare drabbles available primarily on the fanfic
archive ArchiveOfOurOwn.org. In some cases, these drabbles seek to wittily condense a play to its core thematic or narrative
elements, as identified by the fic’s author. In other cases, drabbles seek to adapt the play to a new context or to rewrite it
from the perspective of a minor character, all within 100 words. While this approach undoubtedly shares common ground
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with the Reduced Shakespeare Company’s approach to abridgement, this paper explores the related theoretical potential
of fandom-specific forms of abbreviation.

Feminist Fracking: Adapting Measure for Measure for the #MeToo Movement
Sara Reimers
Independent Scholar, United Kingdom; sarareimers@googlemail.com
In the spring of 2018, it was announced that the then Artistic Director of London’s Donmar Warehouse, Josie Rourke, was
to direct a production of Measure for Measure in which Hayley Atwell and Jack Lowden would alternate the roles of Angelo
and Isabella. The production was a direct response to the 2017 iteration of the #MeToo movement, which saw women
around the globe sharing their experiences of sexual harassment, and the production was designed to explore issues
relating to gender, sexuality, and power.
Rourke’s production played two significantly abridged versions of Shakespeare’s text back-to-back: the first iteration, set in
1604, played out with the gender of the performers aligning with that of the characters as imagined by Shakespeare, and
the second iteration, set in 2018, played with the central relationship reversed. To facilitate a running time of approximately
160 minutes, Rourke edited down each of the scenes, as well as cutting most of the play’s subplot, creating a version of
Measure that could be performed in 80 minutes.
The critical response to the production was lukewarm at best, with many reviewers frustrated by the fact that Rourke’s
production was not “Measure for Measure”. Critiquing the production’s deviation from Shakespeare’s play, reviews
characterised the production as lacking; a depleted version of Shakespeare’s original. Yet, viewed through the lens of
appropriation, the production takes on a new significance. I contend that the production should be viewed as a dialectical
response to Measure for Measure, which asked questions about Shakespeare and twenty-first century gender politics
without necessarily attempting to answer them. Providing a feminist analysis of both the production and its reception, I
will argue that critics failed to engage with the production on its own terms. Choosing instead to judge it by its proximity
or otherwise to its Shakespearean original, reviewers sought to mitigate the radical political potential of feminist fracking.
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Changing Policies in Media Ecology: The Case of East European Digital
Shakespeare
Mădălina Nicolaescu1, Vladimir Makarov2, Oana-Alis Zaharia1
1
University of Bucharest, Romania; 2St. Tikhon’s Orthodox University in Moscow, Russia
madalina.nicolaescu@lls.unibuc.ro; mail@vmakarov.name; oana-alis.zaharia@lls.unibuc.ro
Due to the physical distancing measures implemented by various countries around the world, Shakespeare has recently
been produced and consumed almost exclusively online, in a medium where global, regional and local actors compete
for audiences. This has confirmed Stephen O’Neill’s critical paradigm of “sow and scatter” (2018) that aims to cover the
multiple and diverse presence of Shakespeare in the new media, which, however, could receive further inflections so as to
include linguistic and cultural differences of the less researched East European region.
The present effort of rethinking academic, pedagogical and creative work for the digital sphere in Eastern Europe can be
turned into an opportunity to increase the region’s participation and visibility in a pre-existing global digital Shakespeare.
The aim of this seminar is to map the ground for valuing and circulating different iterations of Shakespeare online produced
in Eastern Europe.
More specifically, we open a conversation which includes but is not restricted to the following clusters of questions and
possible practices:
A. - initiating discussions on a possible regional curatorship endeavour that starts with mapping the domain: pooling
and structuring information on the different iterations of Shakespeare online, from performances to more radical
appropriations on YouTube and social media, with a focus on regional/national specificities;
- initiating preliminary discussions on how to create a common archive or access point to Eastern European Shakespeare
online productions, in different national languages – Romanian, Russian, Bulgarian, Serbian, Greek, Ukrainian, Hungarian
as well as Polish, Czech and Slovak ); how to ensure the preservation not only of old performances, but particularly the
most recent ones which are easily disposed of social networking platforms. The “move online” has created an incredibly
high expectation of performances being easily available - where do we go from here?
- identifying structural problems in producing digital Shakespeare in the region, in particular in the following fields:
academic (scholarly work, reviewing, online journals, open access), performance (online streaming, platforms), cultural
memory (institutions, funding), appropriation (curators, online magazines, communities to pick up and discuss YouTube,
Instagram, Twitter iterations).
B. - How have local, vernacular theatre environments in the region been impacted by the recent relocation online of
Shakespeare-related products? What effects on Shakespeare performances in the region can be expected from the
online viewing of productions in the Anglophone centers (National Theater Live, RSC, Shakespeare’s Globe)? What
differences have been identified between witnessing performances live and experiencing them online?
- How has the increase in inclusivity achieved by online viewing of lectures, events, debates originally intended for a
smaller and more exclusive group (e.g., Alexei Bartoshevich’s lectures for troupes and theater schools in Russia) impacted
the critical discussion on Shakespeare as well theatrical practices?
C. With respect to vernacular Shakespeare appropriations on YouTube or other digital platforms, what differences can
be identified between these productions and those in the Anglophone space? Are there any differences in content,
the construction of identities, genres and styles employed? Are there differences in the tastes and interests of the
audience targeted? What kind of translations (intermedial, intercultural, between old and new media) are affected in
these productions?
Keywords: media ecology, Anglophone vs East-European archiving of Shakespeare online, strategies for enhanced
visibility
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“Hell is empty and all the devils are here”: Russian TikTok Shakespeare
Lyudmila Artemjeva
Kozma Minin Nizhny Novgorod State Pedagogical University, Russian Federation; toomuchtender@gmail.com
With the pandemic striking and forcing us to review our way of performing, teaching, and learning, TikTok seems to
have proven not only popular but also in a way indispensable. In terms of communicating Shakespeare, it has provided
teachers, students, and Shakespeare enthusiasts with new tools to express their feelings about the plays, offer their unique
interpretations, engage a bigger audience.
Considering the Russian segment of TikTok and the way Shakespeare is represented there, there are rather few cosplay
or performative clips (in comparison with the English-speaking segment), and, so called, educational clips seem to
be prevailing. This includes a number of sensational revelations of previously unknown facts of Shakespeare’s life and
personality (his not writing his plays, getting his wife-to-be pregnant, etc.), some brief recaptures of the plays’ plots, and
numerous quotations aiming to help one’s development and mental health. Moreover, references to Shakespeare are used
to comment on political as well as private (e.g. dating) issues.
In this paper, I would attempt to consider the specifics of Russian TikTok Shakespeare, outline its differences to the Englishspeaking one, and map its place among other “digital Shakespreares”.

Russian Shakespeare on the Internet: Main Trends and Challenges
Boris N. Gaydin
Moscow University for the Humanities, St. Tikhon’s Orthodox University, Russian Federation; russhake@gmail.com
My paper will present some statistical analysis of traffic at three Shakespearean websites: “Russian Shakespeare” (rus-shake.
ru), “The World of Shakespeare: An Electronic Encyclopaedia” (world-shake.ru), “Shakespeare’s Contemporaries” (aroundshake.ru). I will examine the most popular sections of these resources, their audience and its common behavior online.
Hopefully, this information will give our team some insights how to develop these already quite out-of-date projects in
the future. In my opinion, we should not only continue uploading new and unique Shakespeare-related materials (books,
articles, videos, audios, news, etc.) that will be easy-to-access, user-friendly and available in different formats and on various
platforms, but also try to keep on providing our users with various new digital tools that will help them in their Shakespeare
studies according to the level they really need.
Two promising examples of such tools are the ‘Version Variation Visualization” project (https://sites.google.com/site/
delightedbeautyws/); Russian version is available at: shakespearecorpus.ru) and the web-based research environment for
the humanities Nodegoat (nodegoat.net).

Hip-hop bard: Shakespeare in Russian actual rap-music  
Konstantin Krylov
ITMO University (St. Petersburg), Russian Federation; elwanderer.89@gmail.com
Rap-music is a very important part of actual popular culture in modern Russia. Rap-battles have received coverage in the
mass media during the last years. Hip-hop singers have a status of “generation’s voice”. Independent web-platforms gave
a possibility for a huge number of young artists to publish their songs and have feedback. Rap-fans became a subcultural
community with its own hierarchy and rules. But, also, it has a great influence on society through new web-media.
Russian rap-artists sometimes use poetic reference and direct quotations of Shakespeare’s plays and sonnets. Such
quotations play the same role, which had an “example” in medieval literature. Hip-hop authors try to protect their status of
modern poets with the help of classic authority. Also, classic text helps them to share their feelings and ideas clearly and
concisely.
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The author of this report tries to show: how Shakespeare words and images are used in modern Russian rap-culture; which
works of Great Bard are quoted more often; and we may say about Shakespeare’s popularity among Russian young people.
Also, I try to place in the context Russian “Rap-Shakespeare” in the context of modern Russian theatrical practices, and in
the wide world context of hip-hop interpretations of the Great Bard’s poetic texts.   

Shakespeare, Disassembled: Shakespearean Quotes as Social Network Content
Vladimir Makarov
St. Tikhon's Orthodox University in Moscow, Russian Federation; mail@vmakarov.name
This paper examines the quotes from Shakespeare’s sonnets and plays (as well as some occasional fragments from those
of his contemporaries) as they appear on social networks popular in Russia – Vkontakte, Facebook and Instagram. Unlike
the sonnet lines, play fragments appear out of context, without the speaker mentioned. Going from ‘text’ to ‘content’,
Shakespearean quotes adopt a from of an aphorism which motivates, consoles, or reveals what is seen as deeper wisdom.
In this aspect, social networks are in continuity with adage collections popular from the Middle Ages to late 20th century.
However, the ubiquity of social networks and the low entry level for their users, have made the context the quotes appear in
increasingly generic, and turned Shakespeare himself into a preacher of self-reliance and the “all things shall pass” attitude.

Shakespeare and the Digital Creative Industries in Romania
Daniela Maria Marțole
Ștefan cel Mare University of Suceava, Romania; danielamartole@yahoo.com
Recent years have witnessed the emergence of creative industries, defined by UNESCO as ”the creation, industrial
reproduction and mass distribution of cultural works”. Digital creative industries integrate digital cultural content and
digital equipment. Our paper sets out to analyse the degree to which Shakespeare’s work has been turned into digital
content in Romania and the various ways in which this metamorphosis has occured. A subjacent concern of our research
is the impact of the new pandemic conditions on the digital production and reception of Shakespeare-related content.

Field Struggles in Digitizing the Shakespearean Archive: Narratives of Value
Adriana Mihai
University of Bucharest, Romania; adrianamihai1@gmail.com
Digitizing archives has long been valued as a practice enhancing the access to institutional holdings of Shakespeare
editions and performance materials from the public domain. The democratization of access, however, has been doubled
by strategies of differentiation, whereby producers of digital editions and archives seek to maintain or to increase
their authority online. Based on a field analysis of Shakespeare production online in the past three decades, my aim is
twofold: firstly, to briefly outline the framework of a digital field of Shakespeare cultural production, informed by Pierre
Bourdieu’s field theory and more recent cultural and media economies. Secondly, I will analyze the narratives of value
used by institutional producers in digitizing the Shakespearean archive, in order to position themselves in the digital field.
These narratives, I argue, tap into the cultural capital of the object, but also, importantly, into the social, geo-political and
economic capital dominating in the larger power fields. Such mechanisms of acquiring legitimation in digital production
determine newcomers to position themselves in the digital field, so as to have their works circulated and valued online.
Consequently, two final questions will be raised: which are the available positions in the field for an Eastern European
digital archive and what narrative(s) of value should it employ?
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Romania, 2020. (Retro) Shakespeare Gone Digital
Dana Monah
Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iasi, Romania; danamonah@yahoo.fr
While putting at a halt theatre as a live experience in the presence of an on-site audience, the 2020 global lockdown
provided researchers around the world with the pleasant (and somehow unexpected) opportunity to watch Romanian
Shakespeare productions dating from the late 20th century, which would otherwise have been difficult to access.
Furthermore, even when the lockdown eventually came to an end, theatre institutions opened up “digital scenes” where
they streamed running productions, thus hopefully reaching a larger viewership. This paper aims to discuss the strategies
used by Romanian theatre institutions in order to adapt to the challenges of the global pandemic, strategies which range
from digitizing older stage productions (mainly screened during festivals) to productions and other activities specifically
designed for the social media. I will address questions such as: which criteria governed the selection of the digitized
productions? what difficulties had to be faced (copyright, quality of recordings, adapting performances to social media)?
which platforms were preferred and to what extent was it possible to speak about the configuration of interpretive
communities?

Survival Horror and Colonialism: The Role of Caliban in Silent Hill: Origins
Andrei Nae
University of Bucharest, Romania; andrei.nae@lls.unibuc.ro
While early survival horror games adopt an anti-normative attitude by challenging the representational (and simulational)
norms of mainstream video games, after 2004 the survival horror genre undergoes a process of domestication resulting
in various degrees of conformity to the dominant culture. Such a transition is also relevant for the genre’s spatial politics
as many of the survival horror games released after 2004 reject the more radical anti-colonial procedural rhetoric of early
games and enable players to exert (colonial) mastery over gamespace. This paper looks into the video game Silent Hill:
Origins released in 2007 and provides an analysis of the new colonial poetics and politics of space. The paper focuses on
one of the game’s main antagonists, the monster Caliban, a simulation of the character featured in William Shakespeare’s
The Tempest. If Caliban is typically regarded as an embodiment of anti-colonial sentiments, what are then the political
implications of the conflict between the white male playable character and Caliban which result’s in the former’s triumph?
How do Caliban’s lines, which are quoted in the game, contribute to the construction of the game’s storyworld and how
do they frame the colonial issue? Can the theatre where the Shakespearean text is discovered cue a metanarrative reading
of the game which defamiliariazes the potential colonial politics embedded in gameplay?

Teaching Shakespeare via ZOOM in Romania – Challenges, Opportunities,
Dangers
Mădălina Nicolaescu1, Oana-Alis Zaharia1
1
University of Bucharest, Romania; madalina.nicolaescu@lls.unibuc.ro, oana-alis.zaharia@lls.unibuc.ro
Teaching Shakespeare on ZOOM can offer unexpected opportunities to break open established paradigms. The restrictions
imposed on universities during the COVID-19 pandemic and the overnight decisions to transfer school online have
compelled faculty in Romanian universities to develop an awareness of the limitations of previous strategies in teaching
literature and to attempt to rethink the design of English literature classes.
The paper will first provide an overview of the problems and shortcomings of literature courses in Romanian higher
education emphasizing how they have determined current choices. We will focus on our own experience of teaching
Shakespeare on ZOOM (BA, and MA programmes) at the University of Bucharest, our goal being to identify the opportunities
the new online system can offer, as well as the dangers and challenges it poses given our specific approaches to teaching
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Shakespeare. We seek to identify strategies that can be further applied once the situation reverts to “normal” (i.e. to physical,
face-to- face interaction).
We would like to raise questions such as the following:
1. How does the use of ZOOM-adapted tools help us rethink students’ participation in discussions and debates? How can
we avail ourselves of the new medium to make them aware of the benefits of “participatory democracy” in class? How
can we create an online learning community?
2. How can we resist the tendency to relapse into the entrenched forms of content and teacher-centered communication?
3. How to use film adaptations of Shakespeare’s plays to promote students’ critical thinking? How to combine the films
with close readings (of the Shakespearean text or of the adaptation text)? How to introduce a performative dimension
of “doing Shakespeare” within the ZOOM format? Is it necessary to rethink the curriculum and reduce the amount of
information we provide? (how many Shakespeare plays should be studied in one semester?)

Synchronous and Asynchronous Shakespeare:Teaching with Mediated
Performance in The Online Classroom
Irina Spătaru
University of Bucharest, Romania; demeiri@gmail.com
This paper is concerned with the double process of relocation which is undergone by Shakespeare’s canonical status when
Shakespearean performances from the Anglophone centres are employed in Romanian education and imported in the
online classroom, as synchronous and asynchronous learning experiences. What are the risks when such authoritative
resources from Shakespearean cultural centres are included in asynchronous learning experiences, where there is less teacher
control? To what extent is the authenticity of such resources challenged when juxtaposed with Hollywood adaptations or
vernacular productions in a YouTube search? What counts as mediated performance in the online Shakespeare lesson and
what instances of performance are suitable for non-native speakers of English or L2 learners?
I will also analyse the educational resources provided by iconic theatre institutions such as the Royal Shakespeare Company
or Shakespeare’s Globe and the question of the web streaming of full-length productions that can be watched for free on
specialized YouTube channels. Are such productions useful in the online classroom where a fragmentary approach of the
play is recommended due to time constraints? Since any online teaching strategy is inherently multimodal, I will reflect on
the issue of the written text and its place in the predominantly visual environment of the online classroom.
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Shakespeare and the Nature of Utopia/Utopian Nature
Delilah Bermudez Brataas1, Magdalena Cieślak2
1
Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Norway; 2University of Lodz, Poland
delilah.brataas@ntnu.no; magdalena.cieslak@uni.lodz.pl
This seminar seeks papers that investigate the nature and role of the utopian in Shakespeare’s works and their adaptations.
Whether that presence emerges as the influence of classical ideal spaces, the bourgeoning potential of the new world
as a utopia, or the political ideologies inspired by Thomas More’s Utopia (1516) at the start of the early modern era, the
utopian impulse appears throughout Shakespeare’s plays and poems. However, its reception and understanding “lies in the
interpretation of the time” (Cor.) – and the place.
This seminar will focus on the nature of utopia as a political project, taking into consideration the art of governance and the
visions of the “natural” order of things within a state, asking what it means to rule “by sovereignty of nature” (Cor.), and how
such visions on natural order/disorder of things have affected adaptations of Shakespeare’s works in contemporary times.
Keywords: utopia, dystopia, ecotopia, sovereignty, violence
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Utopianism in Hamlet: Raison or Déraison d’État
Amira Aloui
University of Szeged, Hungary; amira.aloui@ieas-szeged.hu
The early modern era was known as the age of absolute monarchs. The moralism of the traditional Aristotelean-Ciceronian
humanist politics has been interrupted by new perceptions and theories of the state mainly Tacitism and Reason of State.
Political philosophers, including Francesco Guicciardini, Machiavelli, Jean Bodin, Thomas More, and others have been
arguing that the state originates in violence using this discourse to legitimate the superiority of the state to individuals, the
principle of utility, and to finally undermine the mooring moralism of medieval politics. Questions like whether the state
and its laws are natural or barbaric were constantly posed. A political literature on the state and its ‘reasons’ was abundant.
The approaches to the concept of the state were different and contrasting at times. Thomas More’s Utopia offers, inter
alia, a reading on order, society, and politics. The present paper will be examining whether More’s Utopia can be seen as a
Déraison d’État, and whether, in this regard, Hamlet is a proponent of Utopianism. To say that these political debates were
the subject of the plays would not be an exaggeration. This paper, therefore, will be discussing the utopian discourse in
the politics of early modern era and the works of Shakespeare. Hamlet’s brooding onstage can be read as a reflection on
étatisme in the light of a Utopian discourse. I will attempt to answer the question whether Hamlet’s delay can be read as a
political answer, not to say alternative, to the dystopian politics of sixteenth century England.

As You Like It or As You Don’t: Utopian Arden and Its Discontents
Elizabeth Bloch
University of Dallas, United States of America; ebloch@udallas.edu
Although As You Like It has been criticized for the limitations of its utopian vision, this paper posits that the dialectical
context of the utopian Forest of Arden in the play, as in Thomas More’s Utopia, challenges characters and readers to
judge between alternative societies. Drawing from pastoral contrasts between court and country and art and nature,
Shakespeare builds Acts 2-5 upon classical and Renaissance eclogue forms to explore whether artful courtiers can remake
themselves and their real society through living “by thinking” in exile in a classical ideal space—if that ideal is achieved.
The anticipated golden world in fact contains winter, predators, hunger, and time, and Touchstone famously likes and likes
not the shepherd’s life. Is Arden, then, merely a particularly idealized “green world” in which the natural order exists only
to renew the real world by the structure of festive interlude and return? No; in Arden leisure leads to dialectical encounters
that have the potential to educate characters and ourselves. Orlando moves from idealized poetry to real love, and Duke
Senior is restored to his position in the court; nevertheless, although the forest sets Duke Frederick on a path of conversion,
it cannot reconcile Jaques to the foibles of humanity. Like More’s Raphael Hythlodaeus, Jaques refuses to apply his utopian
experience to the governance of a ship of state, preferring instead the cynical role of cultural gadfly. An alternative is
embodied in More the author-character and Rosalind the poet-stage director, who see double—our desire for better
selves and society met by the limitations of reality—and who distill the analogy and imaginative “if” of utopian fiction into
a challenge for critical readers and audiences to turn the imaginative lens toward our own ships of state.

The End of the Brave New World – Prospera’s Dystopian Island in Grzegorz
Jarzyna’s TR The Tempest
Magdalena Cieślak
University of Lodz, Poland; magdalena.cieslak@uni.lodz.pl
The island in The Tempest quite clearly connotes utopian elements. Gonzalo’s appreciation of its lush nature inspires his
fantasy about a commonwealth plantation, and Caliban’s poetic description defines the island as a dreamland. Such
passages are ideal points of departure for various interpretative paths. Unsurprisingly, considering the play’s dark tones
around the issues of power abuse, the island is frequently imagined as a magic land of bounty that only seems welcoming,
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but is dangerous and threatening. Gonzalo’s naïve vision of his plantation already betrays a possessive tone, as he talks
from the position of the owner and creator, and his mention of “no sovereignty” clashes with how he talks about his
“innocent people”. Grzegorz Jarzyna’s recent production, tellingly titled “2020: The Tempest”, uses the play’s ambiguous
utopian references to present an almost apocalyptic realm that brings out the worst in people. Referencing recent political
crises in Poland, the production investigates the issues of power in relation to gender and social position, and deconstructs
the mechanisms of oppression and manipulation rooted in anthropocentric and patriarchal constructs. From the very
beginning, when the play’s storm is shown as a dramatic plane crash, Jarzyna’s production steers towards a terrifyingly
dystopian vision, closely examining how people confronted with radical circumstances prove unable to retain key elements
of their pompously celebrated humanity.

Utopian Trance in A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Simran Dhingra
Nelson Mandela Centre for Peace and Conflict Resolution, India; dimplesimrandhingra@gmail.com
Utopia is be said to be an idealized state of peace, harmony and tranquility where all the subjects live merrily, utopia may
also be unrealistic and “dream like”. The complete contrast of it would be the state of chaos, confusion and turmoil. These
are all prevalent and can be found amply in Shakespeare’s Comedy of Errors. This research paper aims to investigate how
Utopia can be utilized as a useful lens for analyzing the plays of Shakespeare, particularly A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
The play is set in the city of Athens and the forest beyond the city’s wall is a crucial location in the work; it is where the
drama takes place and reaches the climax. The forest is complete opposite of Athens’ civilization, law and order, it is a place
of magic, myth and wilderness with fairies and mystical creatures. Oberon, Titania and Puck are the supernatural, other
worldly beings who are intertwined and weaved into the human protagonist’s stories, altering the course of their lives. The
long night in the play serves as a canopy, concealing and at the same time transcending the boundaries between myth
and reality, dream and consciousness. Egeus and Oberon try to use their political power and influence to decide for the
young lovers life, trying to control their actions, but eventually supernatural elements come into play set things in favor of
the protagonists. The paper will carefully examine how William Shakespeare has dramatized the issues facing Utopia and
used the imagination to counter the narrative during the era by incorporating magic, fancy and otherworldliness in this
play.

The “Right to the City” as 21st-Century Utopia: Christian Schiaretti’s Coriolanus
Nicole Fayard
University of Leicester, United Kingdom; nf11@le.ac.uk
Present-day social movements in France such as the Gilets-jaunes protest as well as riots against restrictions on freedom
in the context of the Coronavirus pandemic have sought to re-appropriate and redefine the city space. By claiming their
‘right to the City,’ activists contest private ownership and unequal access to the national infrastructure and denounce the
growing social divide between the political elites and the people. Conflicting understandings of social justice in
contemporary times are increasingly forcing us to question the utopian nature of our democracies, with one recurring
question focusing on whether their aim is still the need to promote the interest of society above the interests of private
groups and individuals.
Whilst Shakespeare’s plays suggest that anarchic populism does not end well, they also show that mob violence is a
response to political and economic alienation. In Coriolanus, Shakespeare’s peasants and plebeians want their voices to
be heard. Rebellions, riots and violence symbolise the absence of continuous political debate in a ‘Happy Republic’. These
themes of alienation and Otherness were reflected in Christian Schiaretti’s production of Coriolanus recently performed at
the iconic Théâtre National Populaire in Villeurbanne. Schiaretti’s play weaved together the tropes of political crisis, social
divisions and linguistic (dis)unity in an attempt literally to question the ‘body’ politic. In so doing, Schiaretti’s aim was to
create authentic popular theatre for a socially and geographically popular audience.
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Glassy Glory and Burnish’d Steel: Specular Utopias in George Chapman’s Bussy
D’Ambois
Valentina Finger
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität Munich, Germany; valentina.finger@lmu.de
My paper argues that early modern history plays like George Chapman’s Bussy D’Ambois seize upon popular negotiations
of ideal forms of sovereignty in order to invert and challenge their principles. In the discourse of Elizabethan and Jacobean
England, the writings of the speculum tradition constitute literary utopian spaces. The numerous books published in this
genre, that usually bear the word ‘mirror’ or some related term in their titles, create ideals or negative images of selected
aspects of society in order to expose their defects and optimise them. Usually addressed to kings or other sorts of ruling
figures, the subgenre of the speculum principis or ‘mirror for princes’ offers either utopian visions of perfect leadership or
distorted images of dystopian rule. Holding the mirror up to their sovereign readers, but only showing them what should
or should not be instead of reflecting the status quo, those texts, like utopian literature in its narrower sense, function as
warnings or stimulation for amendment. In Bussy D’Ambois (and also in its sequel The Revenge of Bussy D’Ambois), Chapman
draws heavily on the speculum genre when he refers to his protagonist’s (self-)perception. Throughout the play, Bussy
obsessively stages himself as a paragon of virtue and martial masculinity, only to increasingly fall into the negative mirror
image of his “glassy glory” (1.1.29). Continuously accompanied by specular imag ery, his inversion can be understood as a
fall from the utopian space of wisdom and restraint symbolised by his sword’s “burnish’d steel” (1.1.75), as it would have
been promoted in some specula of this period, and into the corrupt sphere of policy in the court’s “enchanted glass”
(1.1.85). Ultimately, like the French court in the play, the play world acts as a “mirror of confusion” (1.2.27), where utopian
and dystopian notions of authority are complicated and questioned.

’Release Me from My Bands’: The Tempest as Shakespeare’s Utopian Horizon
Mark LaRubio
Arizona State University, United States of America; mlarubio@asu.edu
This paper delves into the ways in which Shakespeare creates a utopian work through the dramatic action of The Tempest.
By focusing on the esoteric, mystical aspects of the Kabbalah and how they were utilized in the play itself. The Kabbalistic
aspects present for us a way how Shakespeare with his knowledge (as is noted in Shakespeare and the Jews) was able to
create an impressive drama within the drama that in the end creates a utopian horizon that is attainable through the
epilogue in particular. By looking at all the Kabbalistic elements of the play, from the figures of Ariel to the Prospero, this
paper gets a more complete view of the utopian horizon the play offers us. The Hebrew words, the references to the great
Christian Cabalists of the age demonstrate for us just how a utopia can be created in a way which is fully in sync with the
zeitgeist of the time. Moreover, by focusing on the magical elements this paper will be able to explore the connections
with the Hermetical tradition, the Jewish Kabbalistic tradition, and the very idea of what Utopia can mean and how it is
brought about.

The Rape of Lucrece and the Birth of the Utopian Politicised Body
Anna Louri
Independent Scholar, Greece; annalouri@hotmail.com
William Shakespeare’s poem The Rape of Lucrece narrates a story of conquest and possession in the private sphere of
physiological and political existence. Lucrece is raped due to her relationship with her husband Collatinus, whose boastful
remarks about her virtue and chastity challenge the friendship and loyalty of his fellow warrior Tarquinius. Granted that
wives in Rome are mainly regarded as possessions rather than companions to their husbands, the crime that Tarquinius
commits against Lucrece destabilises the political status quo and constitutes a major historical and literary shift.
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The oppositions between piety and dishonour, freedom and possession, and most importantly, between dissent and
consent are elaborated in the poem. The balance that is established through the marital bond among Lucrece and
Collatinus is violently nullified and Lucrece is robbed of her freedom to choose who enters her mind and body. Tarquinius’
act of forced domination reveals the need for the freedom of choosing a form of governance, which can only be natural
when it is characterised by consent. If consent is missing, then sovereignty of nature cannot exist, as it is shown by the
poem’s conclusion. Reading the body of Lucrece as a political metaphor, I will attempt to show that her body, which is
raped in the beginning and killed in the ending, serves as the body of the state. The narrative of the rape concludes with
the birth of the utopian Republic, ruled by a natural order but formulated at the expense of Lucrece’s honour and life.

The Role of Law in Shakespeare’s Utopia and Dystopia
Attila Menyhárd
Eötvös Loránd University, Hungary; menyhard@ajk.elte.hu
The capability of imaging alternative societies and considering how a better society should be built is the result of ability
of mankind to abstract thinking. Professionals like lawyers, philosophers and politicians as well as writers being sensible
for such issues are engaged with visions of a society which is better than the actual one or which is worse but necessarily
is (or could be) the result of developments of the contemporary society. Utopia and dystopia are the descriptions of an
alternative society that are, as product of human imagination, to point at the failures, weaknesses of the actual society.
Often the role and relationship of social groups, classes or persons holding positions, that is, structural issues are in the
focus of the description of such alternative societies. The function of law and the role of lawyers is always a central issue
when addressing failures of social norms or social structures. The power of governing the society can be allocated to
institutions or to people. While the rule of law allocates such power to institutions, populism is a modern way to tyranny.
Although quite often it is The Tempest held as closest among Shakespeare’s works to the issue of Utopia, fraudulent
populism (Greenblatt) and role of law and lawyers are presented in 2 Henry VI with the idea of Cade to build a communist
kingdom (that is why all the lawyers are to be killed in the drama). Law is also the biggest obstacle for Richard Plantagenet
in the way to tyranny. In the contribution I will focus on the role of law in developing or protecting society as it is mirrored
in Shakespeare’s works.

“Nor doth this wood lack worlds of company”: The American Performance of
Shakespeare and the White-Washing of Political Geography
John M. Meyer
University of Texas Austin, United States of America; johnnymeyer@utexas.edu
The paper examines the spatial overlap between the disenfranchisement of African Americans and the performance of
William Shakespeare’s plays in the United States. In America, William Shakespeare seems to function as a prelapsarian poet,
one who wrote before the institutionalization of colonial slavery, and he is therefore a poet able to symbolically function
as a ‘public good’ that trumps America’s past associations with slavery. Instead, the modern American performance of
Shakespeare emphasizes an idealized strain of human nature: especially when Americans perform Shakespeare outdoors,
we tend to imagine ourselves in a primeval woodland, a setting without a history. Therefore, his plays are often performed
without controversy—and (bizarrely) on or near sites specifically tied to the enslavement or disenfranchisement of people
with African ancestry. New York City’s popular outdoor Shakespeare theater, the Delacorte, is situated just south of the site
of Seneca Village, an African American community displaced for the construction of Central Park; Alabama Shakespeare
Festival takes place on a former plantation; the American Shakespeare Center in Staunton, Virginia makes frequent use of a
hotel dedicated to a Confederate general; the University of Texas’ Shakespeare at Winedale festival is performed in a barn
built with slave labor; the Oregon Shakespeare Festival takes place within a state unique for its founding laws dedicated to
white supremacy. A survey of Shakespearean performance sites in New York, Alabama, Virginia, Texas, and Oregon shows
the strength of the unexpected connection between the performance of Shakespeare in America and the subjugation of
Black persons, and it raises questions about the unique and utopian assumptions of Shakespearean performance in the
United States. In many ways, Americans perform Shakespeare’s escapades into the woods to escape American nature.
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A Shakespearean Island in a Dystopian Ocean
Stratis Panourios
Theatre and Cinema Director for the National Theatre of Greece, Greece; stratispanourios@gmail.com
Sharing my experience as the Director and Animator of the 1st Theatre Workshop run by the National Theatre of Greece
in collaboration with Korydallos Prison in Athens and The General Secretariat for Anti - Crime Policy (where we presented
The Tempest by William Shakespeare, inside the main Athenian prison, on the 21st, 22nd and 23rd of June, 2017), I am
discussing the ability of Theatre to transform a dystopian place into an utopian one, where other laws of ethics and values
could apply.
Utopia is a fiction space, an imaginary island, depicted by Sir Thomas More in 1516 as one that is enjoying a perfect social,
legal, and political system. It is not accidental that Utopia is being described as an island. Some characteristics of an island:
it is surrounded by the sea, it is a lonely place where its inhabitants are called islanders (the Greek word for islanders also
means those who have a different point of view), the place and time, the island view. A Prison could also be understood
as island. An island surrounded by Society. A lonely land surrounded by the sea. A dystopian, timeless, unfamiliar, world.
Inside this dystopian world, theatre appears. Shakespeare. Prospero and his Island. Theatre provides the sea which gave
birth to another utopia inside the dystopian prison. A unique, utopic place with its Shakespearean shores and the Island of
Prospero. A theatrical utopia which brought another space-time, gave birth to other utopian spaces, hosted the Utopia of
Gonzalo, created a space-time with emotion for both its audience and actors-participating inmates.

“To look through each other’s eyes for an instant”: Shakespearean Arguments
for Equality and Human Rights
Roberto Parra-Dorantes
Universidad del Caribe, Mexico; rdparra@ucaribe.edu.mx
The philosophical concept of equality as a human right did not exist during Shakespeare’s time. There are, however,
different passages in Shakespeare’s writings that may be rightly, if anachronistically, construed as important arguments
in favor of equality and human rights. Three of these passages are presented and analyzed here: first, Thomas More’s proimmigrant speech to Londoners in The Book of Sir Thomas More (the only known extant Shakespeare manuscript); second,
Emilia’s speech about the equal duties of husbands and wives in Othello; finally, Shylock’s speech about equality between
Jews and gentiles in The Merchant of Venice.
All three of these arguments use similar devices in order to forcefully defend a conclusion that can be related to the
concept of universal equality among human beings; furthermore, all three of them make a special use of the phenomenon
of sympathy, or, to use the words of Thoreau, the miracle that takes place when we “look through each other’s eyes for an
instant”.
Given that the Shakespeare corpus is constituted exclusively by works of fiction, and that all three of these passages are
presented as dialogues of his characters, we can only speculate about whether Shakespeare himself subscribed to these
arguments in favor of equality or not. It is nonetheless very interesting to try to locate the significance that this kind of
arguments had in the subsequent genesis and development of the concepts of universal equality and human rights and
their applications in practice. Finally, we can also hypothesize whether Shakespeare himself intended to collaborate in
bringing about these changes through his plays, and so help in the construction of a society that comes closer to utopia.
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Disordered Justice in Kashmir: Bhardwaj’s Haider and Utopian Nature
Anita Raychawdhuri
University of California Santa Barbara, United States of America; araychawdhuri@ucsb.edu
Vishal Bhardwaj’s Haider (2014) places Shakespeare’s Hamlet in 1995 Kashmir, where the natural beauty becomes a tragic
backdrop for intergenerational colonial trauma. The many shots of the snow-capped mountains, lush forests, or the River
Jhelum—a waterway that becomes a signifier for the disappearances under Indian occupation—all contribute to how
nature and its beauty functions as an ironical contrast to the realities of ordered life in Kashmir. In relation to utopia as a
political project, Haider shows how “order” can be synonymous with violence and decay. The peaceful beauty of Kashmir
is underlain with death. Within the occupied state of Kashmir, the natural order of things is to not challenge the state as
those who do are punished. When Haider’s family becomes “unnatural,” due to his mother Ghazala’s affair with Khurram,
Haider’s uncle, his position in the state unravels, forcing him into disorder and rebellion. Pervez (Haider’s Polonius) says,
at one moment, “When two elephants fight, it is the grass that is trampled upon,” Kashmir’s “natural order” has resulted in
the destruction of nature, where the beauty of Kashmir is torn apart between the two states of India and Pakistan. This
paper considers how Haider positions order and disorder through adapting Shakespeare into the conflict of Kashmir.
Hamlet, while rife with concerns of lineage and political power, is not a play that is necessarily concerned with resistance.
The revenge plot is embedded in a domestic tragedy that becomes political due to Hamlet’s position as a prince. Yet, the
shift of time and place (amongst other things) in Haider repositions the conflict as one of Azadi (freedom). Haider avenges
the death of his father and the affair that follows, but this act is preceded by his revolutionary interests and invocation of a
larger inquiry into the dystopian governance of Kashmir.

“Yes, I have gained my experience”, or Why the Forest of Arden Is the Golden
World
Nataliya Torkut
Ukrainian Shakespeare Centre, Zaporizhzhya National University, Ukraine; nataliya.torkut@gmail.com
Shakespeare’s Forest of Arden is an intriguing cultural construct that deserves attention in the context of this conference. It
combines features of three spatial concepts: locus horridus, locus amoenus, and utopia, but it cannot be narrowed down
to any one of them. Introduced in As You Like It as a real natural locus, the Forest acquires mythopoetic characteristics of
ideal space, capable of causing radical changes in human psychology. Just like the pastoral locus amoenus, the Forest of
Arden is a good and pleasant place that encourages philosophizing and love meditations in nature’s lap as well as provides
an organic background for the development of relationships between couples. At the same time, it is represented as a
dangerous environment, where weather, hunger, and wild beasts threaten the characters. Similar to a utopia, the Forest of
Arden is localized in space, and living there is devoid of the court conflicts. But unlike the utopias of More and Campanella,
Shakespeare’s Arden is neither regulated nor static: human free will is bound by no external restrictions here. Tellingly, the
Duke Senior’s lifestyle is compared to Robin Hood’s free rein and even to the golden age. If Thomas Lodge’s Rosalind ends
with an uprising of the exiles who reinstate the lawful ruler, in Shakespeare’s As You Like It, the characters, having found
their true identity in the Forest, return to the big world after the usurper has voluntarily abdicated. It is symptomatic that
the tyrant is spiritually reborn on the border – on the fringe of the Forest. Such an unexpected turn of events is determined
by the genre conventions, but simultaneously it performs an important symbolic function. Thus, the Forest of Arden can
be viewed as a semiotic construct, endowed with complex philosophical semantics and polemically directed against each
of the above cultural models.
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Sean Gerard Ferrier, Hamlet and Dystopian Ethics
Lisa Walters1, Sean G. Ferrier1
1
University of Queensland and Manchester Metropolitan University, Australia; l.walters@uq.edu.au
Lucretius’ De rerum natura articulates a philosophy meant to help its adherents avoid anxiety and inner turmoil. Although
Shakespeare was acquainted with and influenced by Lucretius, scholarship has neglected this influence upon Hamlet,
a play whose title character is most famous for inner turmoil and melancholy. While Hamlet is not usually considered in
context of utopian studies, this paper argues that that the play has a Lucretian aspect, such that this ethical and scientific
system is reflected in its tapestry of metaphysical anxieties and Prince Hamlet’s suffering may also therefore be understood
in context of a Lucretian thought. Indeed, though the term dystopia had not been introduced to the English language
during Shakespeare’s life, it is nonetheless useful to consider Elsinore as a type of dystopia, or at least a space that embodies
behaviour that is to be avoided in order to avoid anxiety. Indeed, the Gravedigger, who is notably the most content
character in the play, lives outside apart from power and politics, articulates Lucretian-materialist attitudes toward death
and provides the most pertinent example of how an individual can escape the dystopian elements of Elsinore. This scene
also suggests atomic decomposition and Lucretian materialism.
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Shakespeare in Second and Foreign Language Learning
Delilah Bermudez Brataas1, Anna Kowalcze-Pawlik2
1
Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Norway; 2University of Lodz, Poland
delilah.brataas@ntnu.no; anna.kowalcze@uni.lodz.pl
From text to classroom, at all skill and grade levels, and in every medium and format, Shakespeare appears in textbooks
and curricula around the world. Educators choose Shakespeare across languages and with recourse to diverse media,
encouraged by student recognition of cultural references, images, and quotations which generate a valuable touchstone
for teaching literature and theatre, and from there lead to developing critical thinking, artistic expression, language, and
communication skills.
This seminar seeks contributions discussing Shakespeare and education, particularly in educational practice and
methodology, curriculum development, and most significantly, language learning in second and foreign language
education.
We want to explore and analyse the innovative ways educators use Shakespeare in FLL context. We encourage participants
to consider submitting papers that consider the following topics:
- Fear Factor: Resistance to Shakespeare’s language in teachers and students
- Shakespeare in Adaptation and Translation: Film, graphic novels, animation in the classroom
- Shakespeare through Performance: Live Theatre, Student Performance, Digital Theatre
- Multicultural and Multilingual Shakespeare
- Shakespeare in Textual Adaptation: Modernised or Simplified
- Shakespearean References: Shakespeare introduced through references in contemporary popular culture
- Unspoken Shakespeare: Silent Film, Music, Dance
- Going Digital: teaching Shakespeare online
- Shakespeare and informal/non-formal education
Keywords: teaching Shakespeare, Shakespeare in education, Foreign Language Learning
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Decolonial Shakespeare? Teaching English language and Literature in a Brazilian
Public School
Erika Coachman1, Izabelle Fernandes1
1
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; erikacoachman@ufrj.br
Why should Shakespeare’s plays be taught in Brazilian EFL classrooms? The rise of English as a global language and
Shakespeare’s legacy worldwide renown cannot be dissociated from centuries of colonial projects aimed at preserving
a racist and Eurocentric worldview. As a Brazilian English teacher, I reject the understanding of language as an intangible
system, immune to the power relations of its social, cultural and political contexts. Instead, I acknowledge that racism is
structural because it stems from the institutions that have founded our way of life (ALMEIDA, 2018). And languages –
especially English – are the cornerstone of this structure. In the EFL classroom, it is essential to unveil how this language has
acquired the status of lingua franca. In parallel, acknowledging the social importance of public education in my country, I
have pursued the goal of widening my students’ cultural and literary repertoire, introducing them to poets, novelists and
playwrights they would not have been acquainted with otherwise. Teaching English and Shakespeare per se should not be
labeled as colonial practices. As Bakhtin (1997) argues, language shapes individuals but individuals also shape language.
Both teachers and students have the potential to criticize, challenge and subvert dominant discourses. Language is a
battlefield: it fosters discourses that reproduce the same old power relations but also contains discourses that attempt to
transform our social structure (FAIRCLOUGH, 1992). For this reason, Critical Racial Literacy should be seen as vital in the
EFL classroom; after all, it provides the tools we need to detect and respond to tensions in the racial hierarchies of our
societies (TWINE; STEINBUGLER, 2006). This study focuses on my experience working on Shakespeare’s plays, juxtaposing
the Bard’s canon and African as well as indigenous literatures in order to promote decolonial and antiracist experiences in
EFL classrooms.

Taming Foreignness in Shakespeare: Redefining Canonical Work for a NonAcademic Audience in Brazil
Juliana L. Freire
Universidade Federal da Paraíba, Brazil; juliana.lunafreire@gmail.com
This study considers the ongoing presence of Shakespeare in the curriculum of Brazilian institutions, and how his plays
have been adapted. Brazil is a heavy consumer of English-speaking music and TV, but literature is still absent from the
Secondary-Level Curricula. At the same time, Shakespeare and canonical works still play a strong role in defining the
curricula at both undergraduate and graduate degrees in Brazil. The strong reliance of the language in cultural media,
business and tourism has led to its predominance nationally, as other colonial languages (such as French and Spanish)
lost market value in the 20th century. As some scholars have noticed, we have a certain “Shakespeare mania” (Dudaski, my
translation, 33), even if done in superficial terms. Thus, how do we bridge such a large distance in communication when
teaching Shakespeare in college, and, more challenging yet, at the Secondary or non-academic levels? Graphic novels,
animations, and film play a large part in making the plays more graspable for a foreign audience. Dudaski (2007) does
a thorough study on the teaching of Shakespearean dramaturgy in Brazil in the early 21st century. Others have noticed
the need to use adaptations and simplified versions (Martins 2008). In terms of the performance itself, Brazil has some
tradition of theater, but not accessible to the general public. At the same time, Martins (2008) points to how Shakespeare’s
works need to be constantly reread and reinterpreted at each generation. Consequently, this study bridges the dialogue
with school teachers about why Shakespeare matters: we present the results obtained through the project Shakespeare in
Brazil, which aims at furthering the contact between teachers (and the general public) and the text, by putting together
historical and local resources that would make Shakespeare more intelligible to a non-academic audience.
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“I pray, can you read anything you see?”: Using Illustrations and Posters in
Teaching Shakespeare within the Comparative Literature Framework
Darya Lazarenko
Ukrainian Shakespeare Centre, Ukraine; lazarenko.darya@gmail.com
Counterintuitively, Shakespeare is one of the most challenging and demanding authors to be taught in the contemporary
classroom. The challenge of teaching Shakespeare is primarily linked not to the multilevel complexity and awe-inspiring
semantic depth of his works or the daunting prospect of reading his plays in the original (though these factors always
come into play sooner or later), but rather with Shakespeare’s very reputation as the paragon of world literature, the
omnipresent “literary father”, and the most iconic of all the classic authors. Teachers all over the world use a wide array
of tools and transmedial resources (including screen versions, cartoons, computer games, infographics, and manga) to
coax their apprehensive and often openly reluctant students into reading and ultimately enjoying Shakespeare. All’s fair
in love, war, and Shakespeare. But I would argue that illustrations and posters are especially good at keeping the students’
fear of Shakespeare at bay and triggering their curiosity at the same time. Today, young people, feeling at home in the
new transmedial ecosystem, readily accept the challenge of interpreting an image that they habitually favor over the
text. Images empower students in their role of experts and help the teacher to meet the growing demand for visuality.
The synergistic interplay of the text and the image offers an opportunity for interactivity and critical thinking. “Reading”
illustrations and “decoding” visual metaphors of theatrical posters are an exciting game that provides a free space for
creativity and intellectual fun but also an effective exercise that hones the students’ interpretative skills and fuels their
interest in Shakespeare. Moreover, graphic representations build a bridge between the traditional print medium and the
digital culture nourishing the students’ intellectual flexibility and cultural open-mindedness.

‘A strange tongue makes my cause strange’ – Encouraging Deep Learning
through an Interactive, Intercultural Approach to Shakespeare
Duncan Lees
University of Warwick, United Kingdom; D.Lees.2@warwick.ac.uk
Using dramatic literature written more than four hundred years ago might seem like a strange choice in a twenty-first
century English as a Foreign Language classroom. Indeed, despite its relative closeness in linguistic terms, Shakespeare’s
early modern English can today feel “foreign”, even to those who speak English as a first language. With dominant modes of
foreign language education emphasising instrumental goals related to communicative efficiency and employability, texts
that are supposedly so removed from English as it is used on a daily basis might seem impractical or even counterproductive.
However, this paper will argue that if Shakespeare’s language is “strange” – in the current sense of being unfamiliar, and
the early modern senses of being both foreign and remarkable – then this can actually help teachers to encourage deeper
learning in the English language classroom.
This paper outlines a pedagogy that draws on what are variously called active, creative or rehearsal room approaches to
Shakespeare, combining them with an intercultural perspective on language teaching and learning. After summarising
these theoretical underpinnings, the paper will give practical examples from the author’s own classes with learners of
English at universities in China and the UK. These demonstrate the fundamentally social and embodied nature of this
approach, as students experience the drama and excitement of Shakespeare’s language by playing with, (re)interpreting
and enacting the words in interaction. Such engagement is also inherently intercultural, as processes of (de)familiarization
and mediation encourage learners to reflect more deeply on their linguistic and cultural assumptions and identities. Rather
than being remote or abstract, Shakespeare’s “strange” language thus becomes a vehicle through which English learners
can acknowledge and explore their inner lives, reflecting more deeply on their understandings of themselves and others.
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Teaching Shakespeare in Colonial Kolkata: The Experience of Bengali-Speaking
Students
Abhishek Sarkar
Jadavpur University, India; abhishek.sarkar.2007@gmail.com
My paper examines how various strategies of teaching Shakespeare constituted cultural artefacts in the higher education
classrooms of colonial Kolkata (formerly Calcutta). Shakespeare was introduced in India in the early nineteenth century as
part of the English curriculum that aimed at producing clerks and intermediaries for the British colonial administration.
Therefore, the desired outcome was the procedural knowledge of communication in English, but the declarative knowledge
of the Bard often took over as a cultural end in itself. The reminiscences left by students whose first language was Bengali
seem to elide the rigour of effortful comprehension and explicit learning in the classrooms of legendary teachers. David
Lester Richardson (1801-65) of the Hindu College relied primarily upon elocution followed by close analysis of the plays. This
strategy was followed in the early twentieth century by Prafulla Chandra Ghosh of Presidency College and J.C. Scrimgeour
of Scottish Church College. A rival strategy was adopted by H. M. Percival of Presidency College, who emphasized solely
the thorough annotation of the text. These teachers, whether native speakers of English (e.g., Richardson and Scrimgeour)
or second language speakers (e.g., Percival and Ghosh), do not seem to have addressed the specific situation of Bengali
students who had limited affordances for acquisition of English. A strategy for making Shakespeare more accessible to
Bengali-speaking students was the writing of guidebooks and simplified retelling of the texts in contemporary English,
as practised by J.L. Banerjee of Ripon College and Shishir Kumar Bhaduri of Metropolitan Institution. In yet another case,
Lalit Kumar Bandyopadhyay of Bangabasi College copiously spoke in Bengali in the classroom for the benefit of students.
Writing in 1961, Krishna Chandra Lahiri of the University of Calcutta rues the proliferation of guidebooks with Shakespeare
translations that target Bengali-speaking students. On the whole, the teaching of Shakespeare in colonial Kolkata seems
to privilege the one-way lecture method rather than co-adaptive discussions with the Bengali-speaking students. This
accords with the canonical, universalized authority of Shakespeare as a timeless sage that was propagated by the colonial
apparatus.

“[I’ll] learn my lessons as I please myself”: Effective Classroom Approaches for
Helping EFL Students to Understand, Enjoy and Own Shakespeare’s Plays
Gweno Williams, Jean Hegland
University of York, United Kingdom; gweno.williams@york.ac.uk
This paper sets out to suggest effective approaches for helping EFL/ESL students to acquire understanding, pleasure,
and cultural ownership of Shakepeare’s plays. It introduces and explores a variety of recent English language creative
and original materials in different genres, from both the UK and the US, which can be successfully used to this end in the
classroom. We argue that learning to understand, appreciate, and even love Shakespeare partly depends on sufficient
exposure and the development of cultural familiarity. Due to language, cultural immersion, and access opportunities,
native English speakers often have several initial advantages in this regard.
Our thesis is that EFL/ESL students studying Shakespeare need to be offered a comparable evolving framework of
recognition and familiarity, through a four-stage learning journey which incorporates story, active performance
engagement, contemporary language, and, finally, text-based comparative performance.
We also recommend a variety of contemporary, appealing, and culturally accessible print and live materials from the UK
and US, which will not only help to make Shakespeare’s plays more approachable but also more meaningful and enjoyable
for EFL/ESL students. Some UK examples include the Shakespeare Stories illustrated series and Children’s Laureate Malorie
Blackman’s Young Adult novel Noughts & Crosses. Some US examples include the “Good Tickle Brain” comic strip, “The
Sonnet Man” rapper, and the Young Adult novel series The Shakespeare Stealer.
We argue that comparable rich, diverse and enjoyable textual experiences can lead all students to become confident
cultural owners of Shakespeare.
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From Struggling to Mastery: Creating Active Learning in the College
Composition Classroom through Shakespeare and Young Adult Novels
Rachel L. Wood
South Florida State College, United States of America; woodr@southflorida.edu
Current research supports using literature of all types to help 21st century learners gain the knowledge they need to be
successful in their post-secondary studies, but there is not much research into using Young Adult fiction titles paired with
canonical Shakespearean plays to both teach and reach the WPA outcomes for first year composition students. These
outcomes include critical thinking, inquiry, and reading a diverse range of texts. Erika Lindemann argues that literature is
not necessary to teach composition classes, that it should be solely focused on writing, but Laura Fasick and Patricia Huskin
both argue that reading, synthesizing, and writing about Shakespeare is an important part of the learning process for first
year composition. Furthermore, researchers Rybakova and Roccanti suggest that using Young Adult fiction concurrently
with Shakespeare studies is more powerful and advantageous to readers and scholars as they learn what it means to
develop meaningful literary analysis. In this research project, I propose creation of a collegiate composition course curricula
using Shakespeare plays encompassing one history, one tragedy, and one comedy paired with modern Young Adult
fiction novels with similar plotlines and themes to teach, engage, and reach a diverse body of students. Using an engaged
pedagogical approach along with the pairing of canonical Shakespearean plays and Young Adult fiction will give 21st
century students additional opportunities to synthesize the material in this proposed course, reaching the WPA outcomes
for First Year Composition. This project encourages teachers at all secondary and post-secondary levels to rethink their
approaches towards teaching canonical texts as well as offers suggestions on how to make the material relevant to an
increasingly diverse, multicultural body of students.
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“An art that nature makes?”: Nature and Shakespeare’s Greece
Alison Findlay1, Vassiliki Markidou2
1
Lancaster University, United Kingdom; 2National and Kapodistrian University of Athens
a.g.findlay@lancaster.ac.uk; vmarkidou@enl.uoa.gr
Shakespeare’s drama bespeaks its influence by and reflections of how the English conceived their relationship to the natural
world, resulting from social and theological changes in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. While it is easy to identify
elements of the English natural landscape in many of Shakespeare’s texts, this seminar asks how does nature feature in
Shakespeare’s representations of Greece? In which ways is nature as creation and death, moderation and monstrosity,
feelings and reason, fleshed out in this hybrid, complex, and highly contested (geographical and imaginative) space?
How does Shakespeare’s use of antiquity and Greek myth intersect with his fertile conceptualization of nature? By reading
a variety of relevant Shakespearean plays that cuts across genres (comedy-tragedy-history-romance) in conjunction
with philosophical, political, theological and medical treatises, conduct books, handbooks., and travel reports, we will
investigate how Shakespeare’s Greece plays a crucial role in the dramatist’s evocation of and imaginative engagement with
nature as a means of addressing early modern economic, national, social, gendered, racial, and environmental exigencies.
Keywords: Nature, Shakespeare, Greece, myth, national, social, gendered, racial, environmental
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“Such a woman!”: Juliet and Cressida’s Reconfigurations of (Neo)Platonic Eros
Fotini Antoniadi
National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece; fantoniadi@enl.uoa.gr
This paper argues that in Shakespeare’s most iconic love tragedy, Romeo and Juliet, and in his bleakest problem play, Troilus
and Cressida, the playwright (re)writes Juliet and Cressida in a manner that not only adapts but also criticises both classical
and contemporary (Renaissance) narratives on the nature of love and the nature of humans in love. To contextualise Juliet
and Cressida’s conceptualisations of Love, I will undertake a consideration of Italy and the Neoplatonism of Plotinus, and
Troy as the topos of epic poetry of ‘pre-philosophical’ Greece. I will argue that both these settings are ultimately loci of
transgression for female protagonists. Exploring Juliet and Cressida’s two categorically female but distinct perspectives and
experiences of Love/eros in conjunction with key Platonic and Plotinian concepts, I will suggest that Shakespeare enters a
dialogue with these two seminal philosophers, specifically through his female protagonists, whereas he restricts their male
counterparts within Petrarchan motifs. Overall, Juliet and Cressida could be read as (post-)Platonic ‘philosophers’ in tune
with their own environment, who not only contemplate Love but also reach a conclusion on both its value and limitations.
Thus an interesting question arises: is Juliet’s subversion of patriarchal authority a by-product of her conceptualisation of
love as liberation and is Cressida’s resignation to patriarchal abuse a result of her realisation that she is essentially powerless
and ‘true love’ pointless?

Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream and the Greek-British Forest
Paula Baldwin
Institute of Literature, Universidad de los Andes, Chile; pbaldwin@uandes.cl
In A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Shakespeare sets most of the action in a forest near Athens. However, the descriptions
of that space’s flora do not strictly correspond to the native botanical species of Greece, but rather to a variety of trees,
garden plants, herbs, and flowers that are a common sight in European and mainly in the British landscape. Because of
the relevance of flowers in this comedy due to their symbolism and their magical power, in this paper I aim to identify and
classify the flora mentioned in the play – approximately a hundred and fifty-seven references –, of which approximately
eighty-five appear more than five times in the text: hawthorn, eglantine, and primrose, among others. I will determine the
geographical origin of all the non-generic species like “wood”, “flowers”, “bush”, “roses”, in order to conclude that while none
of the specific flowers mentioned is native of Greece, some do belong to the typical flora of Great Britain: a) Cowlips, oxlips
and primroses; b) Love-in-idleness, wild pansy and, c) Muskrose, although its origin is a mystery, as no truly wild sample has
been found. Its cultivation is recorded by Richard Hakluyt in 1582 when it was introduced in English horticulture by Henry
VIII’s fixer Thomas Cromwell. I will suggest that Shakespeare did not only know his natural environment and folklore very
well, and probably also consulted popular herbals of his time, but that he wrote mainly for his English audience who were
familiar with most of these flowers and their medicinal properties. Therefore, the flora of the Athenian forest is not limited
to a functional decoration of the scenes but plays a fundamental role in the audience’s configuration of the wooded space,
as well as in the development of the characteristic entangled love affairs of a Shakespearean comedy.

Artemis, the moon and you
Francesco Dall’Olio
University of Valle d’Aosta, Italy; f.dallolio@univda.it
In classical mythology, Artemis/Diana is not just the goddess of hunting: her dominion extends on all wild nature and
the woods uncontaminated by the presence of civilization. Her traditional status as a virgin, surrounded by a train of not
exclusively female devotees imitating her, increases the sense of mystery connected with ideas of yet undiscovered nature
as well as with the moon as aster of the night. To profane her dominion, whether by sexual assault or in a context of unruly
hunting, implies the death of the assaulter/hunter, as in the famous case of Actaeon. The same fate occurs to those who,
instead, follow here too closely, as in the case of Hippolytus.
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As scholarship has often recognized, Artemis/Diana recurs in both the imagery and the plot of A Midsummer Night’s Dream,
whether by way of the natural elements connected with her, or through the behaviour and speeches of Hippolyta and
Titania. The latter, in particular, is depicted by Shakespeare as the ruler and administrator of a heavenly nature, harmonious
in its wildness, which Oberon’s tricks first and Bottom’s ignorance then degrade and parody. However, this ultimately
resolves into an apparent concord between man and woman, civilization and nature, where the latter is reabsorbed and
vivified in a peaceful union.
This paper considers and explores the Greek poetic traditions about Artemis/Diana as they are represented in the Dream,
both in their connections to classical mythology and in their impact on their structure and meaning of the play. Particular
attention shall be given to the way Shakespeare uses the myths connected with the goddess to discuss the possibility (or
impossibility) of a concord between man and nature, civilization and wildness.

“Roots” in Timon of Athens and Pythagoras’s Vegetarianism
Marie Honda
Meijigakuin University, Japan; mxxh628@gmail.com
While many critics have discussed economic issues in Timon of Athens by Shakespeare and Thomas Middleton, recent
scholars, such as Todd A. Borlik and Simon C. Estok, pay attention to the vegetarianism in the play. Those ecocritical
studies are innovative and thought-provoking, but none of them link the play with Pythagoras’s vegetarianism. The aim
of this paper is to investigate the animal-human relationship and anthropocentrism in Timon by focusing on meat-eating
and vegetarianism and to explore influences from Pythagoras and other philosophers, including Plutarch, Erasmus, and
Montaigne, all of whom defended animals.
Timon seems to question the animal-human relationship by the use of food metaphors throughout. For example,
Apemantus seems to criticize meat-eating by saying, “I scorn thy meat” and “Rich men sin, and I eat roots” (1.2). Moreover,
in the forest scene, Timon points out the similarity in brutality between humans and animals, exemplifying the food chain,
“What beast couldst thou be that were not subject to a beast?,” and Apemantus comments: “The commonwealth of Athens
is become a forest of beasts” (4.3).
The arguments against eating animals and preference for eating “roots” seem to be shared with Pythagoras’s vegetarianism
in Book 15 of Ovid’s Metamorphoses, which Shakespeare would have read in grammar school. In that book, Pythagoras,
recalling the Golden Age when both humans and animals ate nuts and grasses, condemns killing animals for food.
Shakespeare mentions Pythagoras in The Merchant of Venice, As You Like It, and Twelfth Night, and he seems to have been
always interested in the ancient Greek philosopher. Shakespeare is probably alluding to Pythagoras in Timon because
the play’s passages on the food chain are quite close to Pythagoras’s ideas, and also because Apemantus’s and Timon’s
obsession with “roots” is not mentioned its sources, Lucian and Plutarch.

“Thou art translated”: Plants of Passage in A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Lisa Hopkins
Sheffield Hallam University, United Kingdom; L.M.Hopkins@shu.ac.uk
A Midsummer Night’s Dream abounds in plant life. It refers to between thirty and forty separate plants or flowers, and it
even has characters named Peaseblossom and Mustardseed. This paper will argue that just as the wood outside Athens
demarcates a border between the city and fairyland, so many of the plants in the play either emblematise or were thought
to facilitate passage from one state or place to another. Love-in-idleness may be described as ‘a little western flower’,
but some of the other plants in the play are definitely not Western. The wild thyme blowing on the bank, for instance,
has a pedigree of which Shakespeare might well have been aware, for in Pliny’s Natural History, where thyme is the first
plant considered in the chapter on ‘Flowers and Herbs’, we are told that the best thyme comes from Attica. John Gerard,
Shakespeare’s near neighbour in London, adds that thyme comes in two colours, purple and white, and in this it echoes
love-in-idleness (wild pansy) and another plant mentioned in the play, the mulberry: in Ovid’s Metamorphoses, the story
of Pyramus and Thisbe is introduced by a Theban girl annoucing that she will explain how the colour of mulberry berries
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changed from white to purple. A pattern thus begins to emerge of plants which are sometimes white but may be changed
to purple either magically or by natural means. If white and purple figure separate states in the other two plants, the white
and purple of love-in-idleness thus seems liminal, figuring a point of transition and mingling with obvious applicability to
the dual nature of the wood. The play’s plants speak of difference but also of transplantation, helping to integrate Greek
mythology with English mechanicals.

A Whole World Here? On Re-visiting The Winter’s Tale whilst Re-visiting Aristotle
John J. Joughin
Independent Scholar, United Kingdom; jjjough@yahoo.com
Was Shakespeare playing with Aristotle? And is the comparison even valid? Uncannily enough, the question of a unity of
time is already displaced by a transposition in space. Which, by a wide gap, takes us closer to a pivotal aporia concerning
the nature of time or its (physis) located in Aristotle’s Physics IV (part of his philosophy of nature); rather than his Poetics. In
some part the disjuncture of the unlikely hinge of TIME as Chorus has haunted the history of philosophy (and Shakespeare
criticism) ever since.
In addressing a seminar on ‘Nature and Shakespeare’s Greece’, Shakespeare (our eco-contemporary?) raises elementary
questions which remain disjointed. In the instance of The Winter’s Tale a preoccupation with scale effects “hands meet
across a vast” – dressed in deliberate pseudo-classicism – a strangely unequivocal Oracle, a living monument, and other
vestiges of time immemorial (ere “ancient’st” ordering began?), where TIME itself enters as itself, and speaks as a Chorus
– yet also as a witness to “this present”. Remaining all too well-aware of the non-contemporaneous within it. If so, is this
Classicism now? And when will it ever end? At once in front of us and behind us?

“Moving Grove” and “Hawthorne-Brake”: Dionysian Rite in Shakespeare’s
Macbeth and A Midsummer Night’s Dream”
Sélima Lejri
University of Tunis, Tunisia; shakeslima@gmail.com
The English medieval pagan folk customs and rituals survived in the Elizabethan and Jacobean periods and were familiar
to Shakespeare who incorporated them in several of his plays. May Pole and Midsummer Day celebrations, Lord of Misrule
feasts, Mumming plays, Morris dancing as well as the Green Man figure all share the death-resurrection motif and trace
back to the Roman agrarian rites of the Saturnalia and Arbor Intrat, themselves emerging from the Hellenistic mysteryreligions associated with the intersecting myths of Dionysus (Zagreus, Anthester, etc), Orpheus, Cybele (or Rhea) and
Attis. In the light of this cultural background, this study purports to examine Shakespeare’s representation of social order
through the archetype of the regenerative cycle of nature in A Midsummer Night’s Dream, a play set in Greece, as well as in
his Scottish play Macbeth. Drawing on anthropological readings of ancient myths and universal archetypes, mainly Girard’s,
Jung’s and Neumann’s, this study aims at highlighting the underlying pattern of hunting and persecution, sacrifice of the
pharmakos through dismemberment or sparagmos and subsequent regeneration and fertility in, respectively, the woods
of Athens and Birnam wood. The latter are the symbolic loci of the Terra Mater which represents both the Terrible Mother
and the nurturing genetrix. Lastly, this comparison postulates that the “the rites of May” celebrated in the comedy, and the
triumph of the English army holding green branches in the tragedy, testify to Shakespeare’s medieval conception of social
order, that of Merry Old England, whose pagan traditions have come under the attacks of the Protestants and the Puritans.
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Shakespeare the (Un)natural Shaper: Addressing, Transgressing, and Redressing
the Natural-Cultural Balance
Michela Compagnoni1, Francesca Guidotti2
1
Roma Tre University, Italy; 2University of Bergamo, Italy
michela.compagnoni@uniroma3.it; francesca.guidotti@unibg.it
The concept of ‘the natural’ was central to English Renaissance and primarily referred to what pertains to nature, to the
intrinsic essence of things; ‘the natural’ was, however, also meant as what conformed to a culturally constructed norm, and
was often codified in prescriptions of bodily, behavioural, and social paradigms designed to achieve human perfectibility
and to preserve power hierarchies.
Shakespeare’s plays are strewn with transgressive, multi-layered representations of such prescriptive constructions of ‘the
natural’, a transgression that often results in the destabilising emergence of bodies, behaviours, and situations deemed
unnatural – i.e. monstrous in early modern culture. Monstrosity does not only relate to exotic creatures and atmospheric
phenomena of the medieval teratological imagery. It also more broadly refers to hybrid, non-normative bodies and
relations, problematic social and gender constructions, shifty paradigms of sovereignty, the superimposition of natural
and supernatural, etc.
Given that the subversion of cultural norms has long been at the core of contemporary philosophical and critical debates
on identity, alterity, and power struggles, it comes as no surprise that many instances of Shakespeare’s addressing,
transgressing, and redressing ‘the natural’ should have prompted critical or creative re-readings of his plays that further
enhance their subversive matter. Shakespeare’s plays and sonnets also cross the border between nature and culture and
benefit from the transformative possibilities of liminal spaces, much in line with Latour’s and Haraway’s anti-essentialist
critique.
This seminar seeks to investigate the representations of the ‘unnatural’ in Shakespeare, as well as in subsequent
transhistorical and transcultural migrations, translations, rewritings, and adaptations of Shakespeare’s works, from the
seventeenth century to the present day. We invite papers from different fields of study. Topics to be explored include, but
are not restricted to, monstrosity; the non-normative body; representations of alterity and of the foreign; the supernatural,
witchcraft and magic; disability and madness; subversive gender and power relations; unruly sexuality; epistemological
metamorphoses.
Keywords: natural vs unnatural, non-normativity, monstrosity, anti-essentialism
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“With Age and Envy / Was grown into a hoop”: Sycorax, Old Age, and Deformity
Hanh Bui
Brandeis University, United States of America; hbui@brandeis.edu
The paper examines the representational problem of aged femininity in The Tempest, in particular how physical and
anatomical anomaly—what Rosemarie Garland Thomson calls the “extraordinary body”1—becomes the defining trope of
women who are no longer young. Prospero refers to Caliban’s mother as “[t]he fowle Witch Sycorax, who with Age and Envy
/ Was growne into a hoope.” Typically in Shakespeare a hoop is used to metaphorically bind like bodies together. Polonius
tells Laertes to “grapple” friends “unto thy soul with hoops of steel” (Hamlet 1.3.62-63). King Henry speaks of a “hoop of gold
to bind thy brothers in” (2 Henry 4 4.3.43). In The Tempest, however, a hoop attests to radical and stigmatized difference—a
hyperbolic body that is simultaneously not a body at all. Prospero’s description identifies old age with crippling scoliosis,
employing what Dympna Callaghan calls “the vituperative rhetoric of deformity,”2 and takes the stereotypical image of
the crooked, humped-back crone to an impossible extreme. In early modernity the body and soul were interrelated,
and deviance from corporal norms was a sign of moral corruption, while reprobates were perceived as being physically
abhorrent. Thus to be hooped with old age and envy is to be spiritually and corporally maimed, nature’s defect, and
disfavored by God. Sycorax’s tortuous (and tortured) spine further hints at an inevitable or predetermined monstrosity, as
if inside the grotesque female body lies a more decrepit grotesquerie waiting to be exposed. The paper argues that The
Tempest provides a disabling account of old age, race, and gender, dramatizing how tropes of the monstrous hag become
an enduring and circular narrative.

“Th’unaching scars which I should hide”: The Monstrous War-machine in
Coriolanus
Lianne A Habinek
Institute for Advanced Study, University of Strasbourg, France; habinek@unistra.fr
The wounded man, a staple of early modern medical textbooks for treating battle-scarred soldiers, can be read a number
of ways: as testament to the monstrous horrors of war; as typological linking of Man to Christ; as warning to mankind
concerning a perpetually antagonistic world; or as an example of the perfect soldier, who bears all wounds with stoicism,
his contempt for the viewer as apparent as his mastery over his pain.
While the fact of the physical wounds remains the same, their meaning (naturally) shifts. Are these wounds instructive? A
warning? An unnatural revelation? What happens when the wounds themselves heal – how do the scars signify, whether
as supplement, as honor, or as the mark of a now-monstrous body? The multiplicity of readings resonates particularly in
Coriolanus, given the play’s morbid fascination with the explication of wounds and scars upon its titular warrior. Ultimately,
there is a shifting context in which we are invited to read the scars/wounds and the apparent lack of meaning in Coriolanus’s
“mine own truth,” as we never ultimately have a sense of what this truth comprises.
I link these identity-shifts to the hybrid nomad/war machine of Deleuze and Guattari: “[t]he war machine is exterior to the
State,” as it is “irreducible to the State...outside its sovereignty and prior to its law: it comes from elsewhere” (A Thousand
Plateaus, 351-2). “It is true,” write Delezue and Guattari, “that war kills, and hideously mutilates. But it is especially true after
the State has appropriated the war machine. Above all, the State apparatus makes the mutilation, and even death, come
first” (422). What are the stakes of such foreign and unnatural mutilation upon a body that is, in the case of Coriolanus, so
intimately connected to the State which both controls and is subdued by it?

1 Rosemarie Garland Thomson, Extraordinary Bodies: Figuring Physical Disability in American Culture and Literature (New York: Columbia
UP, 2017).
2 Dympna Callaghan, Shakespeare Without Women: Representing Gender and Race on the Renaissance Stage (London and New York:
Routledge, 1999) 120.
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“My shape as true” – Natural Illegitimacy / Unnatural Legitimacy and Genderconscious Casting
Imke Lichterfeld
American and Celtic Studies, University of Bonn, Germany; lichterfeld@uni-bonn.de
Female actors today raise their voice to claim parts that used to be restricted to male actors. Due to professional gender
restrictions, young males portrayed female characters on the early modern stage as casting women was illegal then. Now,
roles are mostly cast according to the binary genders of characters. If traditional ‘legitimate’ casting – even today – is equal
to ‘white male’ for male parts, then transformations of these concepts allow for fascinating opportunities. One aspect
addressed in this paper is the representation of such ‘legitimacy’ and its subversion.
An ‘illegitimate’ child in the early modern era was considered an ‘Other’ due to their hybridity (Slanicka), expressed through
a non-normative, transgressive sexuality. Bastard children like Edmund in Shakespeare’s devastating tragedy King Lear are
“dangerous social outsider[s]” (Neill) and they constitute a marginal group that can nevertheless influence staged politics.
However, the bastard can also be an attractive, charismatic character, active, and intelligent.
Disrupting conservative casting concepts against sexist preconceptions, the bastard in King John and Edmund in King Lear
have recently been cast with women. Such revolutionary castings of the illegitimate ‘Other’ via cross-dressing, as well as
gender-blind and gender-conscious role swaps on the contemporary stage, can demonstrate not only a certain fluidity in
gender representation but also target different political and social issues.
We can explore these possibilities alongside ideas that Shapiro underlines as a “fascination with sexual identity and gender
roles”. Casting Edmund with a female actor raises the awareness of female power in the acting business, “a female ‘object’
who inexplicably returns the glance, reverses the gaze, and contests the place and authority of the masculine position”
(Butler). These demand readings of female empowerment.

Detaching Deformity: Tónan Quito’s Eco-critical Richard III
Francesca Rayner
CEHUM, Universidade do Minho, Portugal; frayner@ilch.uminho.pt
Tónan Quito’s 2015 Richard III won an award for best performance of the year in Portugal. Although not framed in these
terms by the director, the performances can be read as an eco-critical comment on the ravages of a fossil-fuel based
paradigm and the need for a transition to new forms of cohabitation between humans and animals. Taking its cue from
the excavation of Richard’s skeleton in a Leicester car park in 2012, the stage was strewn with shredded black car tyres. The
bodies of Richard’s victims were dragged through them leaving visible traces of their lives even after their deaths. Inspired
by Randall Martin’s notion of eco-critical readings of Shakespeare ‘from the ground up’ (2015: 140), this paper reads this
staging as fundamental in establishing the production’s overall eco-dramaturgy.
Moreover, in a perverse appropriation of a popular children’s game, the red ball that stood in for Richard’s disability was
passed from performer to performer and even to the audience in the course of the performance, rendering Richard’s rise
to power collective rather than individual but also casting disability as detachable and transferable rather than essential
and fixed. As Katherine Schaap Williams (2009) has noted, Richard’s references to his disability lessen when he has achieved
power and the performance illustrated in practice Richard’s adroit manipulation of his disability for rhetorical and political
effect.
This paper analyses the eco-critical potential of a performance where the ‘natural’ had already been displaced by the
industrial and where the designation of Richard’s body as disabled was consistently deconstructed through the
transferability of his disability to apparently able bodies.
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Nature as Divine, Shakespeare as Divine: Garrick’s 1769 Jubilee
Emily Seitz
University of Birmingham, United Kingdom; exs834@student.bham.ac.uk
Garrick’s 1769 Jubilee festival positioned Shakespeare as the divine ‘poet of nature.’ In this paper, I present a new lens to
view the story of the Jubilee as an event that intrinsically connected Shakespeare with nature in order to present him as a
divine figure. The language of the festival labelled Shakespeare as the immortal Bard using the natural setting of Stratford to
praise Shakespeare as a genius. In both the Ode and The Jubilee, Garrick presents a new understanding of nature as a divine,
yet national quality to create the figure of the national poet. Garrick speaks both to Shakespeare and for Shakespeare; his
language shifts to captivate his audience by both addressing Shakespeare as a divine being and creating his own story of
how nature inspired Shakespeare to write. A statue of Shakespeare was erected during the Jubilee, placing Shakespeare
in a much larger setting than a garden. The Jubilee turned Stratford, Shakespeare’s birthplace, into a literary paradise and
promised land. Garrick used nature, in both the setting and language of the Jubilee, to present and construct Shakespeare
as the divine figure of the Bard and to claim Stratford as the holy location which inspired him. The various discourses used
at the Jubilee combine to construct Shakespeare as the divine poet of British nature.

“Unnatural deeds / [d]o breed unnatural troubles”: Monstrous Femininity in
Macbeth and Oresteia
Katerina Siapatori
National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Greece; cathsiapat@gmail.com
The chief instigator behind the political crisis in which Shakespeare’s Macbeth culminates is the play’s anonymous main
heroine. Even though the emblematic political tragedy recounts the social ascent of its eponymous, Machiavellian
protagonist at the expense of his moral compass that is forced into decay, the tyrannical alteration of the political scene is
owed to Lady Macbeth’s female monstrosity. Largely deviating from the gender role of the subservient wife and mother,
Lady Macbeth’s deadly schemes result not only in her husband’s enthronement, but in her own acquisition of political
agency, so that she is rendered an unnatural case of a woman. By focusing on the couple’s conjoint orchestration of Duncan’s
regicide as well as Lady Macbeth’s additionally practical contribution in bringing Macbeth’s unholy act to completion,
the aim of this paper is to examine her archetypal identification with Aeschylus’s version of Clytemnestra on account of
the heroines’ feminine monstrosity and their embracing of it. More specifically, I wish to expand the ongoing discussion
juxtaposing these two female characters by emphasizing their twofold transgression of their own nature through the
breaching of their identities as wives and mothers. Their resemblance is not limited to the dismantling of their feminine
identities, which is exemplified via patterns pertinent to bloody motifs and metaphorical images of bodily disfigurement,
but is best unveiled in their mutual unnatural interest in political agency.

“This creature, this woman, this elf, this sorceress, this forest sprite”:
Reconfiguring Motherhood in Maggie O’Farrell’s Hamnet (2020)
Orlagh Woods
Maynooth University, Ireland; orlagh.woods@mu.ie
Mikhail Bakhtin defines the grotesque body as “a body in the act of becoming. It is never finished, never completed; it is
continually built, created, and builds and creates another body” (317). The literalness of the maternal body; the ‘messiness’
associated with menstruation, pregnancy, childbirth and breastfeeding, is deeply entwined with ‘the act of becoming’. In a
literary context, Dennis Cutchins has drawn an astute metaphorical connection between Bakhtin’s notion of the grotesque
body and the adapted literary text, enmeshed within an expanding network of adaptations that engage, affirm and
subvert one another (81-82).
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Drawing on fields of motherhood and adaptation studies, this paper argues that the grotesque, and more recent feminist
mobilizations of it, can provide a productive framework through which to read a recent novelisation of Shakespeare
that foregrounds motherhood. Maggie O’Farrell’s Hamnet (2020) builds upon scholarly speculations that the death of
Shakespeare’s young son in 1596 inspired the play. Significantly, O’Farrell dethrones Shakespeare in the narrative,
and instead breathes new life into the maligned figure of Anne Hathaway. Contrary to popular depictions of her as a
manipulative seductress, O’Farrell’s Agnes is a spiritual figure, a ‘wisewoman’ with an innate understanding of the medicinal
properties of plants and herbs and a powerful precognitive ability. Her embeddedness in the natural world renders her
an ‘outsider’, operating against normative constructions of femininity and motherhood in late sixteenth century Stratford.
Crucially, Hamnet restores the maternal narrative that is often relegated, ignored or erased and in so doing, challenges the
primacy of the father-son dyad that is central to Hamlet and, more broadly, the patrilineage of the Western canon. Further,
by rewriting the Hamlet origin story and reviving the historical mother, O’Farrell creates an alternative matrilineal tradition
that invites new and fresh iterations of Shakespeare’s silenced mothers.

“Thy physic I will try”. Art, Nature, and Female Healing in Shakespeare
Martina Zamparo
University of Udine, Italy; martina.zamparo@uniud.it
As one reads in Aristotle’s Physics, medicine both imitates and completes nature, being not only a ministra naturae but also
a perfective art, a ‘corrector’ of nature. Through the major influence of Paracelsianism, in Shakespeare’s England medicine
was closely associated with alchemy. The latter, as William Newman has noted, “provided a uniquely powerful focus for
discussing the boundary between art and nature”. By considering the characters of Helena (All’s Well That Ends Well), Paulina
(The Winter’s Tale), and Marina (Pericles; Prince of Tyre), this paper investigates the three women’s relation to the healing arts
and to nature in the light of coeval alchemical and Paracelsian doctrines. If Paracelsus writes that “woman is superior to
man”, female characters most regularly appear in coeval alchemical treatises as representing the art of alchemy, which, in
the words of the alchemist Elias Ashmole, cooperates with “Dame Nature”.
The three Shakespearean women employ their healing powers, i.e. their “artificial feat”, as well as their knowledge of occult
sympathies and antipathies, in the service of a “kingly patient”: Pericles, Leontes, and the King of France. The topos of the
healing of the king is a common trope in Renaissance alchemical literature, where the ‘king’ represents gold in potentia
and, thus, the raw matter that has to be purified by “Lady Alcumy”. Exploring the presence of alchemical, medical, and
Paracelsian matters in the three plays, this paper also discusses the relationship between women, art, and nature in the
early modern period. More particularly, the analysis will focus on Marina’s homeopathic and, thus, Paracelsian healing of
her father Pericles, on Paulina’s alchemical treatment of Leontes, and on Helena’s still controversial medical practice, which
seems to exceed both the Galenic and the Paracelsian paradigm. Importantly, by using their healing and semi-magical art,
the three women also “mend” nature.
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Slovenia; 5Academy of Performing Arts, Slovakia
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Prospero’s Art: Nature, Politics, Visuality in The Tempest
Maddalena Pennacchia1, Victoria Bladen2, Calvi Lisanna3,Keir Elam4
1
Roma Tre University, Italy; 2University of Queensland, Australia; 3University of Verona, Italy; 4University of Bologna, Italy
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“She is spread of late/ Into a goodly bulk”: Portrayals of Pregnancy in
Shakespearean Drama (The Winter’s Tale, 2.1.19-20)
Katarzyna Burzyńska1, Shawna Guenther2, Alicia Andrzejewski3, Jennifer Hardy4
1
Adam Mickiewicz University, Poland; 2Dalhousie University, Canada; 3William & Mary, United States; 4King’s College, United
Kingdom
kburzynska@wa.amu.edu.pl; Shawna.Guenther@dal.ca; apandrzejewski@wm.edu; jennifer.hardy@kcl.ac.uk
Elizabeth Joceline, the author The Mother’s Legacy to her Unborn Child (1632), is famously known for buying a winding
sheet when faced with a prospect of pregnancy. Joceline started writing her manuscript in 1622 as soon as she realized
she was pregnant and was suddenly seized by an overpowering fear that she might not live to instruct her child herself.
Her terror of labour turned out to be prophetic as she died in childbed. For Joceline and many other early modern women
pregnancy, labour and post-partum were both identity-shaping processes and existential limit situations. Since women
were believed to be redeemed from the original sin by childbearing, pregnancy was a rite of passage that was welcomed,
albeit with trepidation. Interestingly, the early modern period is characterized by a flourishing of popular medical treatises
and midwifery books that address the topic of reproduction, pregnant women’s proper conduct, diet and antenatal care.
Simultaneously, pregnancy was a notoriously fluid condition; hard to detect before and even after quickening, subject
to many pseudo-medical ideas surrounding female monstrous imagination, female bestiality and threatening maternal
influence. The papers in this panel argue that these ideas find their way into early modern drama and are reworked to
problematise, rather than demonize pregnant embodiment. Shakespeare’s drama offers numerous fascinating portrayals
of pregnant figures; from terrifying Tamora to idealized and eventually silenced Hermione. Feminist-oriented research
has so far focused on maternity; treating the condition of pregnancy or pregnant embodiment rather perfunctorily or
underscoring male, usually negative, perceptions of female corporeality. The aim of this panel is to address this research
niche, by focusing on the experience of pregnant embodiment in Shakespeare’s drama. We argue that pregnancy is not
merely a transition phase, but a separate identity-building experience, central to the structure of selected “pregnancy
plays”. The papers presented in this panel are invested in the early modern medical background as much as modern theory
on phenomenology of pregnancy.
Keywords: phenomenology of pregnancy, pregnancy and maternity in Shakespeare’s drama, Shakespeare and the early
modern medical discourse, female embodiment, pregnant embodiment
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Craig Dionne1, Remedios Perni2, Miguel Ramalhete Gomes3, Evelyn Gajowski4
1
University of Eastern Michigan, United States; 2University of Alicante, Spain; 3University of Lisbon, Portugal; 4University of
Nevada, United States
cdionne@emich.edu; remediosperni@gmail.com; migramalhete@hotmail.com; shakespe@unlv.nevada.edu
RELEVANCE/RATIONALE
Our panel interrogates binaries -- nature/art, nonhuman/human, art/politics, fiction/fact, visual/verbal, present/past -- that
have characterized Western intellectual traditions from classical Greece and Rome to our postmodern moment. How do
Shakespeare’s texts dramatize these epistemological boundaries and margins and intervene upon these traditions? How
do these dramatizations and interventions resonate with our “real” 21st-century worlds?
4 APPROACHES/PRESENTERS
1. “Mimicry and Cognitive Ethology in Shakespeare’s Hamlet”
Craig Dionne explores Hamlet’s ideas of moral growth (“assume a virtue, if you have it not”) from the perspective of
cognitive ethology. Even though mimicry was denounced as animal-like, rhetorical training released the unbounded
potential of the coevolved primate brain. Hamlet’s word-coinage and his spontaneous citing of myths reflect not only the
“arithmetic of memory,” but the recursive nature of the self-replicating cognition of our species.
2. “Landscapes that Matter: Ophelia and the Visual Culture of a World in Ruins”
Remedios Perni analyzes the appropriation of the Ophelia figure in literary and visual texts that represent the relationship
between the female body and landscape. She focuses on waste, decay, monumental ruin, dystopia, and toxicity in relation
to both the female body and the environment. Ophelia’s (dead) body has become not only an icon for denouncing violence
against women but also a site for discussing human/nature connections today.
3. “A Natural History of Social Distancing: Shakespeare’s Escapes to the Woods in Spring 2020”
Miguel Ramalhete Gomes combines the contemporary experience of hygienic walks in crowded woods with the
historical description of the masses as swarms or viruses, as well as with the repurposed concept of natural history in the
Frankfurt School. Gomes enquires what type of polis emerges in escapes to the woods in As You Like It and Timon of Athens,
where social distancing is sometimes sought and often direly fails.
4. “Romancing the Stone”
Evelyn Gajowski interrogates the nature/art nexus by tracing a through-line from the Vatican’s Belvedere Torso, through
the Louvre’s Venus de Milo, through Taymor’s Lavinia as a grotesque inversion of an idealized female statue on a pedestal,
through Lynch’s film, Boxing Helena, culminating in Hermione’s statue. Gajowski views these subjects through the lens of
her environmental activism, trying to prevent the conversion of riparian ecosystems into concrete.
Keywords: liminal spaces, nature/art nexus, art/politics nexus, Hamlet, Ophelia, As You Like It, Timon of Athens, Lavinia,
Hermione
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Shakespeare and the Politics of Absence
Esther B. Schupak1, Zsolt Almási2, Reut Barzilai3, Luis J. Conejero-Magro4
1
Bar-Ilan University, Israel; 2Péter Pázmány Catholic University, Hungary; 3Haifa University, Israel; 4Universidad de
Extremadura, Spain
yebschupak@gmail.com; almasi.zsolt@btk.ppke.hu; reut.barzilai@gmail.com; conejeroluis@unex.es
William Shakespeare’s work was constrained by the political dance of censorship. Censorship certainly lies at the heart
of any attempt to contextualize Shakespeare’s works, as all early modern dramas had to win the approval of the Master
of the Revels, and possibly if to be published as a printed text, the office of the Archbishop of Canterbury or the Bishop
of London prior to entry in the Stationer’s Register. Of course, to early modern writers, censorship was not merely a
bureaucratic process to endure, but rather entailed a potential physical threat. The danger of violating the unseen and
shifting boundaries of the permissible were vivid: John Stubbs famously had his hand amputated as punishment for
writing imprudently about Queen Elizabeth’s marriage prospects; other writers and publishers who violated boundaries
were imprisoned or executed. While it has been suggested that the deposition scene of Richard II was censored (Gurr
111), we have no records of Shakespeare himself coming into direct conflict with the censors. However, the threat of such
conflict would have curtailed his expression of political views, resulting in self-censorship.
Therefore, when considering the political elements of Shakespeare’s works, absence often speaks to us as loudly as
presence. The gaps in the text, the gaps in performances, portions excised from the text for performances and publication
can speak eloquently about the limits of political discourse both in the early modern period and in subsequent periods.
Specific papers:
Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar and Coriolanus are plays that lend themselves to being read as republican and in the United
States could have been used extensively as revolutionary propaganda during the colonial period. However, the absence
of such performances is more notable than their presence. Esther Schupak will discuss the causes and consequences of
this absence.
There is no clear-cut and direct censorship in Hungary nowadays. Political criticism is part of the agenda of theatres, as
it has always been, but such control is at work in a variety of ways, and this has also changed since the political changes.
Zsolt Almási will present an overview of paradigmatic changes since the 1950s, focusing on the Shakespearean oeuvre.
While early modern plays and defenses of theater often engage with antitheatrical arguments—refuting them, parodying
them, dramatizing them, occasionally accepting them—they are surprisingly silent about the plague and its association
with the stage. Reut Barzilai will focus on, and try to explain, the conspicuous absence of the plague from Shakespeare’s
plays and from early modern English defenses of the stage.
The Lord Chamberlain Men’s performance of Richard II in 1601 was linked to the Essex rebellion, and almost a century later,
in the 1680s, Charles II would suppress the controversial play (Kantorowicz 1957, 41). Luis J. Conejero-Magro will discuss
how Shakespeare’s Richard II lends itself to being read as a republican and revolutionary play, not only because of what has
been stated above, but also because of what the play hides.
Keywords: Politics, censorship, performance, plague, Julius Caesar, Richard II
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Panels
Nature Methodized: Digital Shakespeare Across Europe
Anna Cetera-Włodarczyk1, Jesús Tronch2, Boris Gaydin3, Vladimir Makarov4, Nikolay Zakharov3
1
Univeristy of Warsaw, Poland; 2University of Valencia, Spain; 3Moscow University for the Humanities; 4St. Tikhon’s Orthodox
University in Moscow, University for the Humanities, Russia
a.cetera@uw.edu.pl; Jesus.Tronch@uv.es; mail@vmakarov.name; barbarious@mail.ru; nikoltine@yandex.ru
The aim of the panel is to discuss the concept and scholarly usefulness of digital repositories of Shakespeare translations
and other Shakespeare-related resources, documenting the ways the bard has been entering into national cultures across
the continent. The panellists offer an overview of several ongoing digital projects, highlighting their content, editing
policies, and research potential, and therefore showing how the natural variety of cultural processes can be captured and
exposed in digital space.
Spurred by the developments in Translation Studies in recent decades, Shakespeare translations have been subject to intense
scrutiny, revealing the interpretative instability of the originals as well as the fleeting preferences of the hosting culture.
The proliferating studies have brought into light hundreds of Shakespeare (re)translations, adaptations, abridgements,
imitations etc., extant in print and in manuscript, settled in national canons or stored in theatrical archives. Pulling together
national resources reveals a wealth of new material, elucidating the hitherto neglected histories of the native culture. Yet,
apart from an insight into the rewriting practices of previous ages, the repositories bear witness to the internal dynamics
of the corpus with distinctive patterns of influence, imitation and denial, well-exceeding the apparently monolingual or
monocultural lines of inquiry.
Additionally, the growth of Digital Humanities brought new possibilities as regards the construction and functionalities
of on-line resources, creating comprehensive research environments for the identification of trends and idiosyncrasies
in our response to Shakespeare oeuvre, particularly when Shakespeare canon becomes contextualized against a wider
background of early modern theatre, or Shakespeare translations are scrutinized within the framework of the evolving
target culture(s). The rapidly increasing reliance on online resources, poses also the chance (and threat) of epistemological
shifts resulting from the transfer of libraries, archives and reshuffled hierarchies into an increasingly packed and (dis)
organized digital space.
The panel is designed to be a continuation of the discussion offered at 2017 ESRA Conference and likewise focused on
Shakespeare digital resources, and followed by a joint publication (National e-resources of Shakespeare translations in Europe:
(Dis)assembling the black box. DOI: 10.1177/0184767819835567). The panel shall centre on three presentations:
Jesús Tronch (University of Valencia)
Digital Shakespeare among European contemporaries: texts and translations in the EMOTHE digital library.
Boris Gaydin (Moscow University for the Humanities), Vladimir Makarov (St. Tikhon’s Orthodox University in Moscow), Nikolay
Zakharov ( Moscow University for the Humanities)
Shakespeare and Marlowe and the Russian Internet: Some steps towards implementation of two projects.
Anna Cetera-Włodarczyk (University of Warsaw) (panel leader)
The (almost) complete digital repository of Polish Shakespeare translations: challenges, methods, findings.
followed by a discussion of the methodology and practicalities of digital projects, possible ways of integrating digital
resources, and their significance for Shakespeare Studies, within the national context and beyond.
Keywords: digital Shakespeare, online Shakespeare resources, reception history, comparative studies, translation studies
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Panels
Language, Politics and Shakespeare Translation in 20th-Century Eastern and
Central Europe
Lily Kahn (co-convenor)1, Márta Minier (co-convenor)2, Anna Kowalcze-Pawlik3, Marija Zlatnar Moe4, Jana
Wild5
1
UCL, United Kingdom; 2University of South Wales, United Kingdom; 3University of Lodz, Poland; 4University of Ljubljana,
Slovenia; 5Academy of Performing Arts, Slovakia
l.kahn@ucl.ac.uk; marta.minier@southwales.ac.uk; anna.kowalcze@uni.lodz.pl; marija.zlatnar@guest.arnes.si;
wild.vsmu@gmail.com
This proposed panel will be devoted to the ways in which Shakespeare’s texts were translated and interpreted in Eastern
and Central Europe in the 20th century. The speakers will discuss how the intersection between the political climate
and artistic interpretation is made manifest in translatorial decisions. The panel will engage with a range of Shakespeare
translations produced in contexts as diverse as Yiddish-speaking Stalinist Russia of the 1920s, mid-20th-century Poland,
the former Yugoslavia (with a particular focus on Slovenia), and post-1945 Hungary.
Panel contributions will examine topics such as translations produced under state sponsorship and the effect that this
form of patronage had on the resulting texts and their reception, as well as translations produced by politically more
ambiguous figures. Some of the presentations will examine a single translation or a group of translations conducted within
a specific historical and political Central or Eastern European context, while others will explore the ways in which shifting
political circumstances and ideological structures have shaped the trajectory of Shakespeare translations over the decades.
Particular considerations within the series of talks include the representation of gender roles, social hierarchies, religion,
race, cultural and ethnic identity, and disability as reflected in the translations under examination against the backdrop
of the political systems from which they sprang. Presentations will include close readings of individual case studies in the
light of their particular historical, political, and cultural settings. Plays to be examined include Othello, The Merchant of
Venice, The Tempest, and Hamlet.
This panel will build on our previous engagement with Central and Eastern European Shakespeare translations from
diachronic and synchronic perspectives (Multicultural Shakespeare vol. 16, 2017) and will contribute to the broader scholarly
discussion of the history of Shakespeare reception in Eastern and Central Europe, Shakespeare and communism, the
literary and dramatic histories of the respective languages (Hungarian, Polish, Slovene and other South Slavic languages,
and Yiddish) and cultures, and the relationship between language and politics in the translation studies context. The panel
will therefore explore what cultural stories these translations tell about nations, regions, theatre or literary establishments
in a part of Europe that is often only on the periphery of both Shakespeare reception and translation discourse.
Keywords: language, politics, translation, Eastern Europe, Central Europe
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Panels
Prospero’s Art: Nature, Politics, Visuality in The Tempest
Maddalena Pennacchia1, Victoria Bladen2, Lisanna Calvi3,Keir Elam4
1
Roma Tre University, Italy; 2University of Queensland, Australia; 3University of Verona, Italy; 4University of Bologna, Italy
maddalena.pennacchia@uniroma3.it; victoria.bladen@uqconnect.edu.au; lisanna.calvi@univr.it; keirdouglas.elam@unibo.it
In his last play, The Tempest, Shakespeare spectacularly explores the physics and metaphysics of nature in a distant and
exotic environment, that is an ‘un-inhabited island’ somewhere out of the beaten maritime routes, probably located either
in a remote corner of Southern Mediterranean or in the faraway Caribbean sea. The plants, animals and stones of the
island, as well as the human beings who happen to be washed on its shores, seem all to be linked by mysterious, invisible
threads that can be seen and pulled through “magic” understanding. This is precisely the “Art” of Prospero, one of the most
controversial characters that Shakespeare created: a former ruler (Duke of Milan) so deeply “enrapted” (and distracted) by
“secret studies”” to consent his brother Antonio to usurp him. After living twelve years in exile on the island with his now
15-years old daughter experimenting and refining his studies, he wants to restore her legitimate position in the world
(she must be princely married) and uses his “so potent Art” (V.1.50) to accomplish his project. Many historical figures have
been credited to be the model of Prospero, starting from Marsilio Ficino, who first introduced Hermes Trismegistus to the
European humanist culture, but also Paracelsus, Leonardo da Vinci and, of course, John Dee. Above and beyond them,
Prospero stands out as an everlasting exemplum of the Renaissance man, with his weaknesses and strengths.
The island, therefore, is not only a laboratory for the natural philosopher who is investigating “the secret book of nature”,
but is an experimental ground for the ruler who is conversant in the new art of government (from Machiavelli on) – in
fact, the whole first scene of the first act is but an allegory of the State - it is also, and literally, a stage, since “the play is the
thing” (Hamlet), through which human beings can not only be observed and scrutinized but also deeply transformed (and
purged by their most pernicious emotions and desires) by the illusionistic and yet all too real Art of the theatre.
The panel will offer to discussion a few of the above mentioned aspects of the play: Prospero as a scientific investigator
of both nature and art, à la Leonardo (Pennacchia), the transformative component of his “rough magic” as reinterpreted
by new visual media like cinema (Bladen); the legitimation of the art of ruling in connection to visuality and illusionism in
outdoor and indoor playhouses (Elam); the enchantment of the Restoration Tempest on whose island all elements, nature
included, are the product of an overtly spectacular construct (Calvi).
Keywords: natural philosophy, visual arts, sovereignty, illusionism, media
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